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As Uni students trickled into school 
on a bright Tuesday morning, it seemed 
to be another ordinary day. For years to 
come, we will all remember where we 
were when that ordinary calm was shat
tered by chaos and terror. Suddenly, wor
ries over tests and homework melted 
away, replaced by shock and horror at 
devastation. 

It was 8:45 a.m. in New York City, 
and many people were already in their 
offices or on their way. Some people in 
their offices noticed a plane in the sky, 
flying strangely, seeming to be headed 
downtown. The plane, American Air
lines Flight 11, did not alter its course. 
Hijacked not far into its flight, Flight 11 
was guided by suicide terrorists directly 
into the side of the World Trade Center. 
Firefighters, police officers, and emer
gency workers rushed to the scene to 
help evacuate the building and provide 
medical assistance. Approximately 18 
minutes after the first crash, a second hi
jacked plane, United Airlines Flight 175, 
crashed into the other tower of the World 
Trade Center. It was clear that neither 
crash was an accident; they were planned 
attacks on our nation. 

Forty minutes later, as many of us 
watched the live television coverage in 
the library and the lounge, we heard of 
another crash. In our nation's capital the 
hijacked airliner American Airlines 
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8:03a.m. 
United Air
lines Flight 
175 crashes 8:43a.m. 

into the south 
tower of the 
World Trade 

Center. 
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American Air
lines Flight 77 
crashes into 
the Pentagon 

I 

•• 7:45a.m. 
(CST) 

American Air
lines Flight 11 

crashes into 
the north tower 

of the World 
Trade Center. 

The fAA 
shuts down 
air traffic 

nationwide 

Flight 77 had crashed into the Pentagon. 
Unsure of whether there were more at
tacks imminent, the Federal Aviation Ad
ministration shut down nationwide air 
traffic, and diverted all international 
flights to Canada. This unprecedented 
move may have saved hundreds of lives 
or more; later information revealed that 
there were other flights that may have 
been targeted for hijacking. 

The destruction and horror was not 
yet complete. At 9:05 a.m., the south 
tower of the World Trade Center col
lapsed, and 110 stories came crashing to 
the ground. Hundreds of emergency 
workers who had rushed to the scene 
were trapped or killed, and a giant cloud 
of debris spread over New York City. At 
9:10a.m., part of the Pentagon collapsed. 
Many lives were spared at the Pentagon 
thanks to recent construction reinforc
ing the building. At the same time, a 
fourth hijacked airplane, United Airlines 
Flight 93, crashed in rural Pennsylvania. 
Passengers on this hijacked plane had 
heard of the events in New York and 
Washington. A group of passengers at
tempted to overpower the hijackers to 
prevent the plane from being used as a 
flying bomb. 

As this sorrowful day came to a 
close, the country was in shock. Over 
the next few days, the rescue effort turned 
to recovery, and the US markets re-
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opened. As we struggled to recover 
emotionally, physically, and finan
cially, a new goal came about. Presi
dent George Bush declared a War on 
Terror, starting with the Al-Qaeda ter
ror network in Afghanistan, with a to 
eliminate terrorist cells worldwide. 

Most of us at Uni had no personal 
connection to the horror in New York 
City, but as we left school at 4:00p.m. 
on Sept. 11th, we all knew our lives 
had been dramatically altered. Later 
in the week a silent vigil was held out 
on east lawn of the school where Dr. 
Hedeman led the students and staff in 
a moment of silence in honor of the 
victims. (See Uni photo below) 

(September 11th photos courtesy of: 
AP/Wzde World Photos) 



With the tragedy of September 11th 
only days old, students pulled out 
of their somber spirits to celebrate 
Uni's 80th birthday in our very own 
banquet hall, Uni Gym. With cake, 
music and a brand new trivia game, 
Uni students managed to have a 
great time despite the sorrow. All 
were glad that Uni has stood strong 
all this time and we hope it will be 
around for many more years to 
come. Students enjoyed the cake 
and games as Uni's tradition of a 
school-wide birthday party every 
five years continued. 

(l-r, t-b) Now that 's a lot of cake; Josie 
takes a piece of cake that isn 't much 
smaller than herself; the sophomore team 
prepares for the trivia contest; cutting the 
cake -- Mrs. Kovacs can do it one 
handed; the teams do some last minute 
studying; Mr. B, the heart & soul of the 
faculty team, overshadows his youthful 
apprentice; Mr. Garvey gives Herr W a 
piece of his mind; Cathy Eads -- what a 
server!; the lovely Vanna White displays 
the prizes for the winning team; Mr. 
Murphy leads us in the "well-known " 
Uni fight song. 



(l-r, t-b) Maggie gets her head squashed; 
Natalie and Balint plot evil doings; Stevie 
dances with Jacob while he looks at something 
behind her; the freshmen girls sit around and 
do their weird things; Hannah and Ben are 
the cutest couple; the Smith family and Hugh; 
Anna flashes her dazzling smile; subbie 
Stephen learns the rules of dating girls early 
on -- always keep a chair :s- distance away; 
senior couples; Abby and Ross; Emily waits 
for her fair Stephen and breaks the banks with 
her million-dollar smile; the junior girls smile; 
Ms. Suslick and Ito Sensei guard the door; 
Molly and Bo; Kinzie and Kris; Toby and 
Emilia. 
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This year's subbie retreat was 
once again a success. Led by 
chief Subbie Buddies Bob 
Monahan and Emily Bruce, the 
subbies got acquainted with each 
other at the Lake of the Woods. 
The entire day was filled with 
loads of fun activities like the 
three-legged race, tug of war, 
water balloon fights and just 
hanging out with each other. It 
was also a great opportunity for 
the new subbies to get to know 
the subbie buddies and the faculty 
advisors. Overall, the subbies 
had a blast at this year's retreat. 

(l-r, t-b) The subbies gather for a nice, 
unified group picture; Max looks like he's 
doing a funny little dance, but he's really 
jumping rope; Brett tries not to drop the 
egg because that would be bad; Sara Sligar 
shows her ability to fly by flapping her arms 
violently; Lucy and her men practice the 
dreaded three-legged race; Victor and 
Daniel take a break from all of the 
excitement; JohnMark, Stephen, and Batia 
fight the faculty; Julie is swift as she 
conquers the cones. 
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Student Prcxiuctions, with a creative mix 
of plays, was a huge success. The show 
opened with ValerieRoss"That's News 
to Me,'' a charming, witty play about a 
big-time city news reporter Erin Murphy 
who, after her boss loses a bet, is sent 
off to work at a small town newspaper 
office where the most exciting bit of 
news is the town's favorite color. After 
initially being resistant, Erin eventually 
realizes how much she loves the town 
and decides to stay. Next up was Anita 
Chary's and Ma'ayan Weinberg's "As 
the Stars See It," an intriguing twist on 
the classic Cinderella story that stressed 
the dichotomy between control and fate. 
After presenting the audience with four 
possible endings, the play left it up to 
them to decide. The third play was Sasha 
Steinberg's ''The Nose." Based on a 
short story by Nikolai Gogal, "The 
Nose" articulated serious issues of class 
and identity through an entertaining, 
oddball premise: a man realizes how dif
ferently he is treated and perceived after 
he wakes up one morning to find his 
nose has disappeared. The production 
closed with Jocelyn Ross' 'The Mean
ing of the Infinite." The play centering 
on a composer named Guy Tolone, the 
struggles he goes through, and his even
tual realization that although life can be 
tough at times, it also can be wonderful. 
In Ross' words, 'The Meaning of the 
Infinite" is "about finding infinity in the 
moment by loving people in a tangible 
way while they're there." 

( l-r, t-b) The cast of "The Nose" closes in; Ty takes a quick breather from complementing 
Stephanie; Toby, Rose and Bob enjoy a lunch break; Alex and Justin celebrate a com
lpleted piece of music; A frustrated Molly tries to convince her boss to bring her back 
home; Kimmy interrogates a grimacing Kelly as Ty hopelessly watches. 
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This year's Fall play, Moliere's The 
Imaginary Invalid, was a smashing 
success, packing the North Attic full 
for it's three-day run. It featured a 
solid cast led by Alex Mitchell, Alisa 
Modica, Rivkah Cooke, Karen 
Hughes, Emilia Garvey, and Rose 
Kearns. Written in 1673, The Imagi
nary Invalid tells the story of Aragon, 
a man who is convinced he is a hy
pochondriac, and the effect that his 
obsession has on those around him, 
especially his daughter and wife. 
One of the funniest plays in recent 
years, The Imaginary Invalid, high
lighted by strong and witty perfor
mances, enthralled and delighted it's 
audience. Everyone seemed to uni
versally agree: The Imaginary In
valid was hilarious! 
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( l-r, t-b) Alex gets a taste of the sharp edge of A lisa's tongue; Sasha laments over 
medicine not taken; Karen and Rivkah face off; Alex and Rose share a moment; Doug 
and the infamous dead rat mullet; Emilia is ready for action. 



Agora Days 
Like many years past, Agora Days 
2002 was a great success and dem
onstrated one of the many ways in 
which Uni is so unique. Thanks to 
the hard work of Dr. Rosemary 
Laughlin and her Agora committee, 
students got to choose from a fun and 
interesting mix of classes, and a good 
time was had by all. As the end of 
the week rolled around, most of us 
were wishing Agora Days and the 
beautiful weather that accompanied 
it would last much longer! 

(l-r, t-b) Ligia enjoys a laugh during Me
dieval Combat; Hugh protects his prized 
possession, his hair; Joe has fun cooking 
with chocolate; Victor experiences first
hand the negative effect of too much 
Nintendo; As a good teacher, Crystal fin
ishes last minute preparations for her 
class; the Deshi Dress-up Class models 
what they learned; Shawn attends to her 
cookies. 
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gpirit Week 
This year's Spirit Week was one to 
remember. It was common to see both 
students and teachers clad in pajamas, 
school and class colors, and as sets of 
twins. Anew theme this year was Su
perhero Day and the Uni community 
embraced it. Highlights of the Spirit 
Assembly included the junior class 
"Broom" performance and the subbie 
float which Ms. Wysocki fell out of. 

(l-r, t-b) Stephanie, Jocelyn and Leila let their 
shirts do the talking; "Math Man" takes over 
the school, but flies down the h£zlls instead of 
running as usual; Maria, Andrea, and Katie 
make us all wish it were summer; the 
SuperMillers!; Noah, Derek, and Joe, enough 
said; Mrs. "':)lsocki, moments before she fell 
off her float; watch out for Kelly the Teenage 
Mutant Ninga Turtle; Ty and Dan model the 
latest in bathrobe fashions; Sung-Min and Yuki 
sport their new hats; Art club gets spirited. 
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(l-r, t-b) Ty is amazed by Alex's reappearing 
paper trick; Connie eats her daily yogurt; 
Mr. B grimaces when he thinks about being 
the lounge .sponsor; Tal, Doug and Matt see, 
hear and speak evil; Devin and Alexandra 
smile as they think about their favorite 
Republican candidate Rick Winkel; Varun 
narrowly misses getting his head kicked off; 
David reads the DI; Toby gets annoyed as 
Emilia encroaches on his space bubble; Ben 
falls victim to the plague of the smelly red 
couch; the Miller sisters eat their pasta in 
peace; Lauri ignores Andy; Traci and Katie 
share the comer couch during lunch. 
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Vive Ia France! 
On June 7, 2001, twenty-three students and two 
chaperones boarded a plane for Paris, France. 
Their three-week trip began in Marseilles, from 
which they took a bus to Aries, the town where 
Van Gogh painted many famous pictures. Later 
that day, the students met up with their host sib
lings in a little town in the south of France 
known as Perpignan. Each student had memo
rable experiences from being totally immersed 
in French culture for eight days. When the 
group met up again, they proceeded to Avignon, 
Lyon, and, finally, Paris. Each city had its own 
charm and memories - Joe singing Sugar Ray 
at a karaoke bar, eating really yummy ice cream, 
visiting castles and museums galore, getting 
caught in the pouring rain in Paris, and the 
March of Death day in Paris where the group 
walked all over the city, then discovered at mid
night that they had to do a three hour trek all 
the way back to their hotel. Despite complica
tions with airplane flights and having to stay an 
extra night at Disneyland Paris with newfound 
spending money, everyone came away 'tres 
content'. 

(l-r,t-b) The whole group in Lyon; Joe, Nicola, 
Ben, Kate, Doug, Abby, and Natalie dine in style 
on their last night in Paris; Kate, Natalie and 
Abby enjoy the mushrooms at Disneyland Paris; 
Galen, Ben, Doug and David try not to fall off 
the wall on a windy day in Avignon; Mr. Band 
his Horsey; The French Alps are magnifique; 
All the girls love their postcards. 
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La vida en Ecuador 

On June 18, 2001, Senorita Leach, 
Ayesha Choudhury, Matt Schiel, Toby 
Levin, Anu Paruchuri, and Rachel 
Walsh left the U.S. for the beautiful 
country of Ecuador. They spent the 
majority of their two-and-a-half-week 
trip in Quito, the biggest city in Ecua
dor. There, they stayed in hon:estays 
with Senorita Leach's husband's fam
ily and visited museums, monasteries, 
churches, and a school. They also took 
three daytrips. Their favorite was the 
huge outdoor arts market where tradi
tional jewelry, clothes, and arts and 
crafts were sold. The group also braved 
danger when they visited the second 
highest active volcano in the world. To 
top their trip off, they spent four days 
in the rainforest at a hotel where it was 
very hot and humid, but very pretty. 

(l-r, t-b) The whole group in their nice 
matching white school shirts; Toby wears 
a large monument for a nifty little hat; The 
group bundles up and experiences the fun 
of ski masks; That 's the prettiest white 
building in Ecuador; Aww ... aren't those 
little schoolboys so CUTE??; The bea-u
tiful ocean - something we all wish we had 
somewhere in Central Illinois. 



On February 10, 2002, nineteen stu
dents and five teachers took off for 
Clarksdale, Mississippi. When they 
arrived, they met up with Mr. 
Sutton's friends, the Adams family. 
The group spent six days in 
Clarksdale and worked on a total 
of four houses; three in Clarksdale 
and one in the nearby town of 
Farrell-Sherard. Unlike last year, 
the weather was beautiful and the 
sun shone all week long. There was 
plenty of work to do: insulation, 
drywalling, shingling, loads of 
shoveling, painting, and duct work. 
In addition, volunteers went to a 
nearby neighborhood elementary 
school to play with the adorable 
kids or worked in a local soup 
kitchen. The group bonded together 
extremely well in such a short time 
as the experience of working for the 
greater good dissolved all divisions 
and created new friendships. Not 
only did they get a lot of work done, 
they also had fun. With all the card 
games, charades, trips to Wal-Mart, 
frisbee games, and late-night con
versations, they couldn't help but 
become friends. 

The group got to know an amaz
ingly spiritual and welcoming com
munity, and that feel-good attitude 
soaked everyone through with 
brotherly and sisterly love. In fact, 
they're already planning a reunion 
so they can go back and have some 
more free fallin' fun. 

(l-r, t-b) The group is animated at 
lunchtime; Alexandra and her pals go 
to desperate measures to reach those 
bottom nails; Noah, Tal and Doug 
heard someone had free cookies; Helen 
studies; piggyback rides all around; Mr. 
B and Mr. Sutton break it down; the 
shoveling crew; Eric shakes it; Melissa 
muscles the sheetrock. 
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(l-r, t-b) Tim, Doug and Kyle - Larry, 
Curly and Moe of the senior class; It's 
really ok M a' ayan, don't look so 
alarmed; Priya laughs hysterically as 
Alisa screams; Justin says 'I've been 
violated!' as he is attacket by Daniel; The 
freshman boys eat in the hallway; Stevie's 
sunny smile can get her out of anything. 
Anything, that is, other than homework; 
John and Eli study in the library; Can 
YOU play guitar with your leg wrapped 
overyourhead? Didn'tthinkso ... ; Leila 
and Jocelyn are the picture perfect happy 
students; This is an accurate potrayal of 
Alexandra's reaction to Devin's 
proclamations of his love for her. .. ; 
Frances looks confused once again. 
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YEARBOOK 
The yearbook staff, led by senior 
editors Noah Zych, Katie Smith, 
Devin Kinney, and Kate Murphy, 
had a blast laying out this year's 
glossy book. After much discus
sion and travel around C-U for a 
cover image, the theme for this 
year's book was "games." With our 
fearless leader Mr. Beesley, and 
newcomers Maddy Brechin, Ben 
Olsen, Meera Patel, and Natalie 
Prochaska, the crew embarked on 
a voyage deep into· the world of 
publication. Along the way the 
class learned much about image 
editing and desktop publishing. 

(l-r, t-b) Devin diverts his attention from 
his work to smile despite the puncture 
wound in his eyebrow; Beesley is lost in 
his own strange method of meditation; 
Maddy and Meera scurry to finish their 
IJirst pages for the deadline; Noah designs 
a kickin' cover after restarting the G3 a 
Vew times; I'm really sorry I had to take 
your picture, Kate. 

20 ~ 

(1-r) Kate Murphy, Meera Patel, Rachel Smith, Crystal Chiang, Noah Zych, Maddy 
Brechin, Devin Kinney, Katie Smith, Ben Olsen, Natalie Prochaska. 



GARGOYLE 

(l-r; t-b) Joe Ciolli, Derek Iversen, Noah Isserman, Doug Main, Balint Bognar; Ruth Miller; Roxanne 
Chow, Nicola.Bunick, Molly Goldwasser; Dan Atherton, Gerry Shih, Varun Chalivendra, Dave Porreca, 
PatrickMorales-Doyle, Tal Kitron, Natalie Gael, Elaine Wah, Valerie Ross, Catherine Wah, Kathleen 
Reutter; Mukta Vaidya, Patricia Mathy (not pictured: John Flynn and Aurora Erickson). 

This year's Gargoyle staff, with co
editors in chief Joe Ciolli, Dan 
Atherton, Natalie Goel, Doug 
Main, and Nicola Bunick, delved 
deep into the world of reporting, 
writing, creating, and printing an
other excellent year of the student 
newspaper. With advisor Dave 
Porecca, the class learned exactly 
how to keep the stories, opinions, 
and columns cranking out of the 
presses every month. Highlights 
of articles from this year included 
the Sept. 11th feature story and 
"What to do in C-U." Some senior 
staff members accompanied Mr. 
Porecca on a trip to Boston to pick 
up another Pacemaker award. 

(l-r, t-b) Roxanne smiles now that her 
story is complete, but then falls asleep 2 
seconds after the photo; "PC load letter? 
What the$#!% does that mean?!"; 
Atherton takes a moment to relax before 
getting back to work; Tal dreams of his 
lfuture Pulitzer prize; Patrick' main 
reason for joining Journalism was to be 
in the Yearbook. 
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Japan Club 

Japan Club met on Fridays and was sponsored by Ito 
Sensei; they planned curry rice sales, played games, 
and designed a club t-shirt. 
(l-r, t-b) Justin Lee, Betsy Dorner (pres), Michelle Johnson, Yoon-Jung Hyun, 
Allison Dannody, Alexandra Ivanova, Tiffany Cox, Hiroko Ito, Eric Barr, Tomasz 
Nilges, Brian Berry, Maciek Swiech, Nick Gooier, Sung-Min Kwan, Annie 
Fehrenbacher,Michael Ptti, Roveiza Iifan, Shang Jiang, Yuzuko Nakamura, 
Matthew Freeman Maggie Quirk, Valerie Ross (vp), Alisa Modica, Meredith 
Nelson, Ariel Cascio, Kangway Chuang, Mo Kudeki, Sarah Bial. 

Latin Club 

Latin Club met Fridays and was sponsored by 
Frances Newman. They planned food sales, 
designed Latin Club t-shirts, and planned the 
ever-popular chariot races. 

(l-r, t-b )Bradley Goerne, Kate Peisker, Bob Monahan (consul), Vanm Chalivendra 
(aedile), Andrew Coverdill, Emily Bruce (aedile), Crystal Chiang, John Zech, 
Eric LeSueur, lie Wang (consul), Rivkah Cooke, Maddy Brechin, Roxanne Chow, 
Sangita Sudharshan, Frances Sun, Frances Newman, Mukta Vaidya, Colette 
Delong, Alejandra Collopy, Noam Roth 
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Spani~h Club 

Spanish Club, sponsored by Spanish teacher Melissa 
Leach, designed a club t -shirt and planned community 
service trips to teach children around C-U to speak Span
ish this year. 

( l-r, t-b) Derek Iversen, Joe Cioll~ Melissa Leach, Ellie Goldwasser, Erin Lynch
Klarup, KaterinaPolychronopoulos,Abby Beck, Leslie VanBuren, Connie Wauthier; 
Alexandra Zodhiates, Sanaz Mobasseri, Amelia Padua, Traci Ito, Smita Ghosh, 
Sangita Sudarshan, Molly Goldwasser, Caterina Gratton. 

Ru~~ian Club 

Russian Club planned food sales, talked about 
the history of Russia, and did various other 
things. They were sponsored by Katya 
Betekhtina, the Uni High Russian teacher, and 
met on Thursdays. 

(l-r, t-b)Kate Peisker, Emily Buss, Stephen Bruce (co-pres), Guy Bresler 
(co-pres), Jack Liebersohn, Katya Betekhina, Sasha Steinberg. 



UM~C 

Uni Multi-Ethnic Club met on Fridays this year, and 
they were sponsored by Adele Suslick. They dis
cussed diversity issues and celebrated the culture of 
many nationalities. 

(l-r,t-b)AshwinKumar, Boli,LawrenceHan,l..auraBook(vp), YiDing, Cordelia 
Loots-Gollin, Ariana Brodsky, Adele Sus lick, Sarah Klein, Nafisah Sheikh (pres), 
Sara Sligar, Batia Snir, Kelly Schwenk, Sara Smith, Laura Eckstein, Suraiya 
Rashid, Katerina Polychronopoulos, Kate Causeman, Emily Floess. 

French Club 

French Club met on Tuesdays and was sponsored by 
Mr. Garvey. They planned food sales, talked about 
France's culture, and saved money from the food sales 
for the French trip. 

(1-r, t-b) Jocelyn Ross, ligia DeRose (co-pres), Stephanie Crofts, Nicola Bunick, 
Alexandra Zodhiates (co-pres), Natalie Goel, Kate Murphy (vp), Abby Beck, 
Tera Levin, Stephen Bruce, Emily Walsh, John Garvey, Emily Sha, Rose Kory, 
Lynda Lopez. Lauren Chin, Meera Patel, Melinda Fricke, Yi Ding. 

Muse urn Guild 

Museum Guild's main project this year was volunteering at 
the Cattle Bank. They helped design an interior historically 
accurate to the setting of the tum of the century. They also 
planned to go visit museums around central illinois. 

(l-r, t-b) Kinzie Cornell(pres), Bradley Goerne, Alison Liss, 
Caitlin Liss, Adele Suslick. 

Ge rrn an Club 

German Club, led by Herr Weilmuenster, grilled brats 
sold Black Forest cake and discussed German culture 
in their weekly meetings. In the Spring, they took 
their annual trip to Bayemstuble in Gibson City for 
dinner. 

(l-r, t-b) Erin Bazar, Daniel Hedin, Andrea Goodall (pres), Noah 
Jsserman, Will Griscom, Paul Wei/muenster, Anna Abrams, Laura 
Eckstein, Andres Black, Nicole Be tenia (vp ), Traci Ito . 
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Gay-Straight Alliance once again set up the Day of Silence, led 
by Aurora Erickson, Toby Levin, Emilia Garvey, and sponsors 
Ms. Linder and Mr. Bild. They also went to a few theater perfor
mances dealing with the issues of gay-straight relations, and they 
like pie. 

(l-r, t-b) Alex Mitchell, Molly Lewis, Emilia Garvey, Ligia DeRose, Ruth 
Miller, Kathleen Reutter, Daniel Hedin, Jack Liebersohn, Melinda 
Fricke, Sarah Ackley, Dan Pleck, Toby Levin, Tera Levin, Will Griscom, 
Aurora Erickson, Mr. Bild, Cordelia Loots-Gollin, Tess Garvey, Sara 
Sligar, Batia Snir. 

Music Club 

This year Music Club continued to have their lunchtime recitals, 
and also had evening recitals. They began fundraising for speak
ers and stereo equipment for the South Attic. They also invited 
several local musicians to come as guest speakers throughout 
the year. 

(l-r, t-b) Laura Book, Stephen Bruce, Mr. Murphy, Bradley Goeme, Emily 
Bruce, David Sims (pres), Stephen Buzard, Sung-Min Kwan, Gregory 
Colombo, Frances Sun, David Kaplan, Rachel Kaplan. 
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Art Club 

Art Club met on Wednesdays with all its presidents to discu 
and new projects. They finished the mural which will be dis 
played in the North Attic stairwell for the Drama deJJartmt!nt.! 
They also had a wonderful cookie decorating sale and planm~d, 
an art show. 

(l-r, t-b) Ms. Evans (sponsor), Jie Wang, Angela Wang, Maria Boca, 
Anna Shanks, Rachel Smith, Joanna Cranston, Althea Loschky. 

gf:ar Trek Club 

Founded by Jonathon Climer this year, Star Trek Club got off to 
a great start. They watched clips from the different Star Tre!Q 
series, discussed the many aspect of Star Trek universe such a 
ship design and how to peak Klingon. They also discussed 
any upcoming events in the world of the Trekkies. 

(l-r, t-b) Nick Smith, Matt Sutton, Derek Iversen, Bob Monahan, Hannah Bur
gess, Emily Walsh, Amit Sudharshan, Ellen Rocket, Yl Ding, Tobin Bettivia, 
Daniel Moser, Kelly Schwenk, Sara Smith, Baz Wraight, Ty Overstreet, Jonathon 
Climer (pres), Emily Climer, Sarah Ackley, David Kaplan. 



gJ=AC 

Student Faculty Advisory Committee met to discuss and debate 
issues dealing with both students and faculty. Led by Mrs. 
Kovacs and represented by Roveiza Irfan (Sub), Ben LeRoy (Fr), 
Elaine Wah (Soph), Leslie Van Buren (Jr), Molly Lewis (Sr), 
and Mr. Rus ell (Faculty), SFAC advi ed Student Council on 
the i sue of having cell phones at chool and taking responsi
bility for your actions, and how they reflect on the school. 

(l-r, t-b) Mr.Russell, Mrs.Kovacs, David Sims, Molly Lewis, Roveiza lifan, 
Elaine Wah, Leslie Van Buren. [Not pictured: Ben LeRoy] 

Political Affair Organization met on Mondays. Sponsored by 
Ms.Suslick, they gathered to improve their debate skills and con
tinued their trademark impromptu peeches. Their focu was on 
current events and they could often be found debating those is
sue during lunch. 

(l-r, t-b) Yi Ding, John Zech, John Chin, Erin Lynch-Klarup, Ty 
Overstreet, Naresh Jegadeesh. 

Unique 

Unique had a great year, led by co-editors Emilia Garvey and 
Ruth Miller, and assistant editor Toby Levin. Sponsored by 
Ms.Majerus, Unique, now Uni's anthology, published another 
outstanding book of poetry, prose and art. 

(l-r, t-b) Ms. Majerus, Sarah Ackley, Emily Bruce, Laura Book, Emilia 
Garvey, Toby Levin, Ellen Martinsek, Ruth Miller, Caterina Gratton, 
Kathleen Reutter, Pamela Machala, Ethan Chew, Rose Kearns, Valerie 
Ross, Sasha Steinberg. 

Agora Cornrnittee 

Although they had to threaten us that Agora Days wouldn't hap
pen, our Czars Anita Chary, Patrica Mathy, and Valerie Ross made 
it happen. They worked together to get enough classes orga
nized, and then we were able to once again enjoy Agora Days. 

(l-r, t-b) Mrs. Laughlin, Eli Otto Shenk, Alisa Modica, Patricia Mathy, 
Pamela Machala, Rivkah Cooke, Cordelia Loots-Gollin, Valerie Ross, 
Lauren Chin, Meera Patel, Dan Pleck, Anita Chary, Ethan Chew. 
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Che~~ Club 

Chess Club met regularly on Mondays. After Audrey Wells left, 
Mr. Garvey took over as sponsor. The team got together to play 
chess, discuss strategies, and have fun. 

(l-r, t-b) Shang Jiang, Mr. Garvey (sponsor), Daniel Moser, Brian Berry, 
Tobin Bettivia, Victor Salov, Yi Ding, Greg Colombo, Rachel Kaplan, 
David Kaplan. 

The~pian~ 

Uni High's Thespians, lead by Barbara Ridenour, helped out this 
year with several of Uni's theatrical productions. They helped 
out with the fall play, Student Productions, and more. 

(l-r, t-b) Ms. Ridenour (sponsor), Toby Levin, Emilia Garvey, Alex 
Mitchell (pres), Karen Hughes ( sec/tres), Noah Zych, Hannah 
McConnaughay (vp), Doug Main. 
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14BW 

Interact for a Better World, spon ored by M . Wysocki, formed 
student service projects and activities for good causes. I4BW 
was lead by Nicola Bunick, Kate Cau eman and Anna Abrams. 

(l-r, t-b) Rivkah Cooke, Sarah Klein, Leslie Van Buren, Molly Smith, Roxanne 
Chow, Nicola Bunick, Emily Buss, Dasha Nikolaeva, Emily Walsh, Ms. "Ysocki 
(sponsor), Suraiya Rashid, Zoe Ginsburg, Maggie Quirk, Katerina 
Polychronopoulos, Laura Eckstein, Kate Causeman, Anna Abrams, Patricia 
Mathy, Teresa Sonka, Priya Iyer, Hannah Burgess, Caterina Gratton, YL Ding, 
Umair Iifan, Catherine Wah, Rose Kearns, Elaine Wah. 

Teen Awarene Committee, ponsored by new guidance coun
selor Sam Smith, met Wednesdays. Together they discussed and 
sponsored activities and brown baggers concerning major teen 
issues. 

(l-r, t-b) John Flynn, Derek Iversen, Matt Sutton, Noah Isserman, Sam 
Smith (sponsor), Sanaz Mobasseri (pres), Joe Ciolli, Kate Murphy (co
vp ), Abby Beck, Amelia Padua, Connie Wauthier, Katie Smith, Traci Ito 
(co-vp), Smita Ghosh. 



Anitne Club 

Anirne Club, spon ored by Ito Sen ei, met on Thursdays to watch 
and enjoy lot of Japanese anime videos. 

(l-r, t-b) Matthew Freeman, Farid Zaghloul, Sung-Min Kwon, Ben 
Erickson, Alex Mitchell, Kris Coombs, Michelle Johnson, Michael Pitt, 
Maciek Swiech, Tomasz Nilges, Daniel Zuo, Justin Lee (pres), Brian Berry 
(vp), Ethan Chew, YuzukoNakumura, Meredith Nelson, Ariel Cascio, Sa
rah Bial, Tiffany Cox, Eric Barr, Shang Jiang, Eli Otto Shenk, Ito Sensei 
(sponsor). 

Lounge CotntniH::ee 

This year' lounge committee con is ted of representatives from 
the freshmen through senior classe . For the first year, thi com
mittee reported directly to Student Council. The committee 
helped maintain the lounge, and under the eye of Mr. Butler, 
made sure it was kept occasionally squeaky clean. 

(l-r, t-b) Ashwin Kumar, Naresh Jagadeesh, Alexandra Ivanova, Alisa 
Modica, Andrea Goodall. 

Subbie Buddie~ 

This year's subbie buddies worked hard to settle the new subbies 
into Uni. Led by Bob Monahan and Emily Bruce, they assisted 
in organizing and conducting the student orientation and Subbie 
Retreat to adjust the subfreshmen to Uni life. 

(l-r, t-b) Stephen Bruce, Bradley Goerne, Bob Monahan, Nick Gooier, Ms. 
"Ysocki, Betsy Dorner, Kris Coombs, Clarabelle De Vries, Emily Bruce, 
Kathleen Reutter, Melissa Hines, Varun Chalivendra, Pamela Machala, Melinda 
Fricke, SangitaSudharshan, Eric Barr, SuraiyaRashid, Roxanne Chow, Patricia 
Mathy, Kate Peisker, Catherine Wah, Veronica Zych. 

A new club this year, Car Audio Club started the year off well. 
After settling on a day of the week and Dr. J's talk outside, things 
went great. The club discussed cars, audio, and of course, car 
audio. 

(l-r, t-b) Ito Sensei (sponsor), Kyle Barkmeier; Devin Kinney, Tal Kitron 
(Sheriff), Doug Main (Commish), PatrickMorales-Doyle (King), Joe Ciolli 
(Admiral), Varun Chalivendra, Noah Zych (Sargeant-at-Arms), Amit 
Sudharshan, David Marshak, Lawrence Han, Matt Sutton (Mountie), 
Derek Iversen (Dead President), Nick Smith (Donckz), Ashwin Kumar. 
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t=ootball Club 

With Mr. Sutton as sponsor and quarterback for both teams, Foot
ball Club met on Fridays during lunch to play two-hand touch 
football and have fun. They met at the field just south of Beckman 
Institute. 

(l-r, t-b) Hannah Kinney, Tianyu Qi, Dan Atherton, Ben Olsen, Nick 
Gooier, Al Renner, Lawrence Han, David Marshak (co-captain), 
JeremiahMethven, Mr. Sutton (sponsor), Zoe Ginsburg, Michael Socie, 
Ty Overstreet (co-captain), Andrew Ito, Umair Irfan, Andy Renner. [Not 
pictured: Devin Kinney.] 

Dance Team 

Dance Team, sponsored by Sam Smith and Melissa Leach, had 
several performances this year. They entertained audiences at 
the first assembly of the school year, during halftime at basket
ball games, and at the winter party. 

(l-r, t-b) Smita Ghosh, Connie Wauthier (co-captain), Abby Beck, Traci Ito (co
captain), Maria Zych (co-captain), Sanaz Mobasseri, Amelia Padua. [Not 
pictured: Sam Smith (co-sponsor), Melissa Leach (co-sponsor).] 
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Sponsored by Mr. Butler, HISSS (Historical Simulation Soci
ety) had yet another great year playing hi torical simulation game 
(including Waters of Babylon and Axis & Allies) and Wu.-.-....... ""' 

historically based movies. 

(l-r, t-b) Dan Grinols, Daniel Moser, Costi Yannelis (v-p ), Terence Crofts, 
TobinBettivia (tres), Mr. Butler(sponsor), Eric Loui, Baz Wraight, 
Loschky, Anthony Philipp, Yi Ding (sec), Jonathon Climer (pres), 
Climer, David Kaplan. 

Asian-American Club 

This year, Asian-American Club sold dumplings and fried rice 
during their food sales to raise money for a trip to China Town. 
They watched videos, celebrated the Moon Festival, and had a 
Chinese New Year party. 

(l-r, t-b) Yi Ding, Naresh Jegadeesh, John Chin, Andrew Ito, Mr. Carrubba 
(sponsor), Priya Iyer, Lauren Chin, Sang ita Sudharshan (co-vp ), lie Wang 
(sec/tres), Roxanne Chow (co-vp), Nicole VanKim (pres), Frances Sun, 
Meera Patel, Yuzuko Nakamura, Amirah Nelson, Lillian Soong. 



With the help of Li a Micele, the PCCs (Peer College Coun e
lors) helped the juniors to not worry and to be happy. With stall 
vocab and the College Zone Newsletter, juniors and eniors 
learned vocab for the SAT and ACT and were kept aware of 
college-related events and happenings. 

(l-r, t-b) Andrea Goodall, Katie Smith, lie Wang, Maria Zych, Kate 
Murphy, Sanaz Mobasseri, Lisa Micele (sponsor). 

ICA (International Career Academy) got off to a great first year. 
They met after school on Fridays to discuss foreign policies and 
other countries ' governments. In addition, they talked about in
ternational i sues, the economy, and ad vi ed a presidential can
didate in Argentina. Later on, they hope to find internships in 
town and overseas. 

(1-r, t-b) Mrs. Sus lick, Althea Loschky, Erin Lynch-Klarup, Frances Sun, 

I Yl Ding 

gubbie Math Team 

Subbie Math Team met during lunch on Mondays to solve tough 
problems and overcome math. With Mr. Bild as their spon or 
and guide, they forged their way through tricky problems so that 
they ' d be prepared for any contests that came their way. 

(l-r, t-b) Victor Salov, Mr. Bild (sponsor), Emily Floess, Ellen Rocket, 
Max Rich, Maciek Swiech, Noam Roth, Mo Kudeki, Colette Delong. 
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Student Council 

Student Council had a busy and productive year behind the solid and brilliant guidance of president John Zech and sponsors Mrs. 
Bant and Mr. Murphy. Meeting once a week on Thursdays, Student Council dealt with many student issues this year. Handbook 
problems, new clubs and funding for dances and school events all went through Student Council. Each class elected three officials 
to serve as their representatives. While the executive council ran meeting and handled school activities, the class officers were in 
charge of class projects, fund-raising and in the case of the seniors, the senior class trip. Overall, Student Council had a good year, 
especially with the addition of many new teachers and a new administrator to the school. 

Subfreshmen: (l-r) Hannah Snyder (vp), Jus
tin Park(pres), Mo Kudeki (sec/tres). 

Juniors: (l-r) Bob Monahan (pres), Varun 
Chalivendra (sec/tres), Kelly Schwenk (vp). 
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Freshmen: (l-r) Yoon-Jung Hyun (pres), Molly 
Smith (sec/tres), Betsy Domer (vp). 

Seniors: (l-r) Noah Zych (vp), Nicola Bunick 
(pres), Ligia DeRose (sec/tres). 

Executives: (l-r, t-b) David Sims (SFAC liai
son), Melissa Hines (sec/tres), Stevie Schein 
(parlimentarian), John Zech (pres), Jonathon 
Climer (vp). 



(l-r,t-b) Cameron Cropek, Andrew Coverdill, Michael Socie, Kyle Braghini, Eli Otto Shenk, Ariel Cascio, Drew Hauffe, 
Michael Green, Greg Roginsky, David Grayson, Tiffany Cox, Sung-Min Kwon, Michelle Johnson, Greg Colombo . 
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(l-r,t-b) Ben Olsen, Evan Cording, David Sims, Katie Smith, Toby Levin, Andrea Goodall, David Slichter, Emily Bruce, Laura Book, Ruth Miller. 
Stephanie Crofts, Madeline Sylvia, Traci Ito, Sarah Walczewski, Sara Smith, Laura Eckstein, Kelly Schwenk, Kate Causeman, Nafisah Sheikh. 
Rivkah Cooke, Veronica Zych, Emilia Garvey, Anna Abrams, Tera Levin, Ellen Martinsek, Justin Lee, Kate Murphy, Jacob Hertzog, Frances Sun. 
Melinda Roxanne Chow. 

(l-r, t-b) Michael Green, Andrew Coverdill, Emily Buss, Kate Peisker, Sung-Min Kwan, Ben LeRoy, Anna File, Sarah LeRoy, Stephen Bruce, 
Annie Fehrenbacher, Ellie Goldwasser, Hugh Monahan, Daniel Hedin, Emma Marshak, Sara Sligar, Rebecca Alper, Pamela Machala, Yoon
Jung Hyun, Lucas Ecker, Rose Kory, Stevie Schein, Sasha Steinberg, Alyssa Digges, Shruti Purkayastha, Teresa Sonka, Emily Floess, Stephen 
Buzard, Brett Clark, Leah Imlay, Noam Roth, Alejandra Collopy, Ellen Rocket. 
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(l-r, t-b) Peter Fahrner, Henry Pollock, Michael Socie, Doug Main, David Slichter, Andrew Coverdill, Melinda 
Fricke, Sung-Min Kwon, Pamela Machala, Ben Olsen, Traci Ito, Jacob Hertzog, Derek Iversen, Joe Ciolli, 
Andres Black, Ethan Chew, Greg Colombo, Gerry Shih. 



Madrigal~ 

(l-r, t-b) Pamela Machala, Justin Lee, Stevie Schein, Emily Bruce, David Slichter, Melinda Fricke, Michael Green, Laura Book, Stephen Bruce, Andrea Goodall, 
David Sims, Katie Smith Evan Cording, Tera Levin, Hugh Monahan, Stephanie Crofts, Toby Levin, Kate Murphy, Jacob Hertzog, Frances Sun, Stephen BuZflrri 

(1-r, t-b) Your 2002 Uni High Madrigals practicing before the Holiday party; Kate and Katie show the range of emotions 
involved in being a Madrigal on the last day of school; Sims jammin' away on the plano; Andrea and Mr. Murphy hang out in 
the attic; Toby and Stephanie demonstrate the art of candle lighting. 
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.. .If you're just joining us, we're here at the University High School's Illinek Stadium in Urbana 
where the annual All-Star game of Uniball is in full swing. Joe "injured" Ciolli is up to bat for the 
Home team. With Daniel Grinols, the team's best slugger, in the on deck circle, this at bat is very 
important to the outcome of this game. He's facing one of the toughest pitchers this league has ever 
seen. Balint Bognar doesn't have any spectacular pitches but he throws you off by striking a pose 
after pitching, it's quite difficult to bat against him. It's the bottom of the 5th, two outs and we are 
scoreless. Here's the pitch. Ciolli makes contact and the ball is waaayyyy up over the infield. With 
two outs, the runners are off. Ben Olsen (one of the team's best base stealers after transferring 



from the XC team), takes off from second and Chris Breault a promising rookie is off towards 
home. The ball is headed towards shortstop territory and the hands of Andrea Goodall. She's had 
less mobility this season due mostly to the amputation of her lower legs, but has been playing 
extremely well considering. The ball hits off her glove and falls, giving Breault the chance to score. 
Goodall grabs the ball and whips it towards third in an attempt to catch Olsen. At third, Emily 
Walsh, decked out in her normal swimsuit and cap outfit, is planted waiting to make the tag. The 
throw goes way high! Walsh, who sits fairly low in the water, couldn't bring it down. Olsen rounds 
third for home and scores! The home team is well on their way to an All-Star victory. 



(l-r, t-b) Coach Chris Wickens, Alejandra Collopy, CordeliaLoots-Gollin, Lillian 
Soong, Katie Carmody, Nuole Chen, Annie Fehrenbacher, Coach Roger Digges, 
Ariana Brodsky, Alex Johnson, Roveiza Irfan, Julie Chen, Alyssa Digges. 

This year's SubbieGirls' Basketball team was 
led by head coach Chris Wickens and assis
tant coach Roger Digges. Their season did not 
go very well victory-wise, as shown in their 
0-13 record. However, they did get a forfeit 
win over Countryside. When asked about the 
season, Coach Wickens commented, "I try to 
strike a balance between making it a fun, en
joyable experience for everyone, providing in
dividual skill developments, learning about 
team work, and appreciating the pure joy and 
beauty of the 'ordered spontaneity', or 'cre
ative structure' that is basketball." The girl 
enjoyed the season and hopefully many will 
come back to play next year on the high school 
team. 

The Subbie Boys' Cross Country team did very 
well this year, with Robbie Robinson leading 
them as a strong frrstrunner. Coach Doug Mynatt, 
along with members of the boy's high school 
team, inspired and led them this season. They 
placed very well overall at the end of the season 
and showed a lot of potential for the future. The 
Subbie Girls' Cross Country team was a 'team' 
of only two, Leah Imlay and Hannah Snyder, 
worked hard and ran well all season. Both 
subbie teams did their very best this year, and 
will continue to run like the wind in years 
to come. 

(l-r, t-b) Kangway Chuang, Cameron Cropek, Robbie Robinson, Sam 
Smyth, Daniel Jacobs, Leah Imlay. Hannah Snyder (not pictured). 

(l-r, t-b) Austin Berger, Cameron Cropek, Ben Sims, Max Rich, Robbie Robinson, Al 
Renner, Udara Cabraal, Daniel Jacobs, 7he Gao, David Martinsek, David Boyle, 
Matthew Freeman, Sam Smyth, Brett Clark, NathanDomier, Justin Park, BenErickson. 
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Led by fifteen-year veteran coach Rick Murphy 
the Uni High Subbie Boy's Basketball teamh 
an outstanding season with the help of one of th 
deepest teams in Coach Murphy's tenure. Thi 
year, the boys worked very hard and it paid off. 
Halfway through their season, they stood unde 
feated at 10-0 and for the first time in school his 
tory earned the second seed in the state touma 
ment. Coach Murphy commented that the boy 
have incredible potential and that he will enjo 
watching them grow and mature as players and 
as people over the course of the next few years. 
We can expect great things from these young 
men in the future. 



(l-r, t-b) Maria Meyers, Hillary Proctor, Anna File, Jennifer Kim, Allison Darmody, Coach Kim 
Gentry, Sarah Walczewsld, Roxanne Chow, Maggie Quirk, Dawn Spelke, Hannah Kinney, 
Tera Levin (not pictured: Coach Susan Osterbur). 

The Uni High Girls' Junior Varsity 
Volleyball team was led this year by 
coaches Susan Osterbur and Kim 
Gentry. They had a tough season, but 
earned victories against Decatur 
Christian (16-14, 15-6) and Judah 
Christian (15-10, 15-5). The ladies 
improved over the course of the sea
son, and they look forward to doing 
even better next year. 

(l-r, t-b) Coach Kim Gentry gets the girls 
pumped to win; Sara sets; Anna saves!; 
Roxanne is poised and ready; Maria and 
Hillary discuss the fine points of volleyball; 
Tera displays proper form; Allison and len 
work hard; Anna, Allison and Tera prepare 
to kill the enemy team; Anna's ready to strike; 
Yzkes! says Hannah. 
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This year's volleyball team experi
enced many changes. The biggest 
difference was the addition of a new 
head coach, Kim Gentry. Their 
record was also a notable improve
ment compared to the last few years, 
winning five games as well as plac
ing fourth at the Buckley-Christ 
Lutheran Tournament. Led by cap
tains Andrea Goodall and Kate 
Murphy, the girls fought hard in ev
ery game and displayed continual im
provement as the season progressed. 
They played very well together, es
pecially since they began the season 
with only four returning varsity play
ers. New varsity members players 
like Veronica Zych and Madeline 
Sylvia stepped up to the task and 
played very well all season. 

The girls finished off their season 
with a three-game defeat to confer
ence rival GCMS in Regionals. 
Even with the loss of many key se
nior players, next year's volleyball 
team should recover nicely with the 
help of middle hitter Veronica Zych 
and setter Melinda Fricke, who both 
earned conference honors, and su
perb passer Madeline Sylvia. 

(l-r, t-b) Sanaz displays the perfect 
bumping technique; Kate runs the 
gauntlet of hands; Andrea shoos away 
some dust off of the floor; Sanaz waits to 
be hit at; Veronica feels the love during 
the announcements. 
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(l-r, t-b) Veronica says cheese; Kate 
finds out how low she can go to save a 
pass; Coach Natalie plays her favorite 
game-it's called 'The Wrath of 
Natalie'; Kate looks skyward as her 
knees knock; Maddy takes lovely stats; 
Melinda says 'Please, save me!' as 
Natalie looks on in disgust; The 
captains lead their team in the huddle; 
Maddy dances the coffee grinder; 
Don't worry, Sanaz, the ball won't hurt 
you. 
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Girls' Cross Country 
The Girls' Cross Country team this 
year had an exemplary year of 
achievement. Regional Champi
ons, 4th place in the Sectional meet 
and 11th in the Class A State Meet 
just to name a few. With new trans
fer student Maddy Brechin to 
tighten up the varsity squad and co
captains Alexandra Zodhiates and 
Ruth Miller, the top 7 runners this 
year were seldom strung out at the 
finish line. Practicing hard, mud 
brawls, pasta parties, and stealing 
Doug Mynatt's truck's dustcaps 
helped the 2001 XC team to bond 
and enjoy a close season. 

(l-r) Ruth Miller and Hannah Imlay 
blaze off of the line right after the 
starting gun; Shawn Simpson and 
Priya Iyer finish up another tough 
race; Kimmy Wentling just loves 
running in the rain. 
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(l-r t-b) Catherine Wah, Shawn Simpson, Ruth Miller, Helen Miller, Maddy Brechin, Molly 
Goldwasser, Kimmy Wentling, Hannah Snyder, Meera Patel, Teresa Sonka, Leah Imlay, 
Ma 'ayan Bresler, Emily Climer, Priya Iyer, Elaine Wah, Mukta Vaidya, Suraiya Rashid, 
Alexandra Zodhiates, Nicole Betenia, Hannah Imlay. 



(l-r t-b) Alexandra fixes her wind-blown hair 
after another fast race; Nathaniel helps the girls 
prepare for their meet; Ruth has such an 
awesome finishing kick; Shawn and Ma 'ayan 
enjoy an early morning sunrise on the way to 
a meet; Elaine Wah leads a pack of her 
opponents; only a mile to go, Teresa; Meera 
focuses on the runner in front ofher; Uni shows 
some team unity. 
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• 
Boy~ Cro~~ Country 

The 2001 Boys' Cross Country team 
had a big hole to fill this year with the 
loss of senior captains Galen Reeves and 
Matt Woodbury, but the guys tried their 
best to have a great season. Co-cap
tains Guy Bresler and David Stichter 
led the team, in practice and out, to a 
fun season. Without tremendous pres
sure on their shoulders, the Varsity team 
qualified for Sectionals with lots of help 
from freshman Andrew Zukoski who 
ran personal records in the last few races 
and topped out at the number four run
ner on the team. Next year, with a blaz
ing fast subbie team able to join, the 
team's goal will be to improve on this 
year's performance without valuable 
seniors Guy Bresler, Ben Olsen, 
Jonathon Climer, and Ethan Chew. 

(l-r t-b) Guy lays the smack down on 
a rival runner; The only reason Ben 
is ahead of the competition is because 
they all fell down at the start line; 
Push it Shenanay! I - Slichter finishes 
strong; Varsity prepares to do battle 
in the rain. 
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(l-r, t-b) Chris Breault, Guy Bresler, Ben Olsen, Marc Savignac, Jonathon Climer, 
Ashwin Kumar, Ethan Chew, Eric Barr, Michael Green, Andrew Zukoski, David 
Slichter, Eric LeSueur, Eugene Ashton-Gonzales, Tianyu Qi. 



(l-r, t-b) "Hey!!! Who's standing on my 
Stichter?!; Schwinny says "Do i have 
something in my teeth?"; Ethan, 
pushin' it hard; Eugene rockets to the 
finish; Breault is faaaast; Green 
bounces back from an early season 
injury; Ashwin dozes off during the heat 
ofthe race. 
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• Boys Soccer 
The Uni High Boys ' Soccer team ~~;;,;;:=;::::::::;::==:;;;;::::J -

posted its fourth consecutive 
double-digit win season this year. 
The team had a final record of 10-
7-3, including a Regional victory 
over Rantoul. Led by captains Joe 
Ciolli, Peter Fahrner, and Balint 
Bognar, the team worked hard to 
overcome the challenges they 
faced. They were plagued by an 
early injury to defender Fahrner, 
and a season-ending knee injury to 
Ciolli. The team went undefeated 
for the first eight games of the sea
son, and it appeared that a record
breaking season was in progress. 
Following the injury to Ciolli, how
ever, they went on a losing slide. 
They recovered and were able to 
preserve a respectable season, once 
again progressing to postseason 
play. "This year's seniors were in
strumental in our success, and the 
young guys are really going to have 
to step up next season," said Ciolli. 
Several players received mention in 
the News-Gazette's All-Area selec
tions. With seven seniors graduat
ing, the team will look for return
ing starters Noah Isserman, Henry 
Pollock, and Andres Black to pro
vide the offensive firepower, and 
Jonathan Weissman and Nick Smith 
to provide strong defense. 
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(l-r, t-b) Robert Ratcliffe, Nick Gaoler, David Grayson, Nick Smith, Jonathan Weissman, Henry 
Pollock, Peter Fahrner, Dan Grinols, Tal Kitron, Noah Isserman, Noah Zych, Balint Bognar, Bob 
Monahan, David Marshak, Tim Miller, Andy Renner,AssistantCoach JenniFalk, Jackliebersohn, 
Triet \itong, Sebastian Wraight, Chris Beitel, Andy Seth, Gerry Shih, Terence Crofts, Umair lrfan, 
John Sapp, Hugh Monahan, Varun Chalivendra, John li, Head Coach Bill DeJarnette. 



Opposite Page: (l-r, t-b) Balint attempts to 
intimidate the opponent while attracting the 
women at the same time; A melee in the 
~Soalbox; The youngsters go through their 
lpregame shenanigans; Henry and Billy D 
lplay follow the leader. This Page: Gerry 
knows what's up; Isserman jukes a guy out of 
his shorts; a picture from Joe 's surgery of the 
hole in the lining ofhis kneecap; Peter grazes, 
thinking no one is watching; Moments later 
Tal falls in the hole caused by Peter's grazing; 
Joe entertains the bench; Weissman runs down 
an attacker; Andres wants someone to pass 
him the ball; Marshak takes a throw in; Henry 
shows excellent form in holding off a defender 
and receiving the ball out of the air. 
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This year's Girls' Swim Team, the Lane 
Lions, had an awesome season! De
spite the loss of key seniors Chaela Tarr 
and Kathryn Faith, the team managed 
to not only match, but beat their record 
from last year (3 wins). The ladies fin
ished second for N and third for Var
sity at the Normal U-High invitational 
meet-- the first team award for Uni 
swimming ever! First-year coaches 
Howie Schein andLauraBakerworked 
the girls hard with new practices and 
techniques while keeping things fun. 
They also helped start new traditions, 
something the swim team is famous for. 
Some of these were parachutes and 
candy at practice the day before meets, 
sweet potato/freckle day, and Howie's 
famed "Go to school!," shouted at the 
end of every practice. The girls, led by 
the six senior captains, finished the sea
son with a great Sectional meet and their 
traditional fancy dinner, served by all 
the dads, afterwards. 

(l-r, t-b) Anna thinks hard about how she's 
getting the best end of this deal; Stevie stretches 
before her race; Jocelyn Ross: Freestyler 
extraordinare; Laura gives her words of 
wisdom to Patricia and Jocelyn; Hannah 
tickles Stevie's chin while she waits for her 
race to be called; Warmup in lane 3; Emily 
feels the lovefromPatriciaandAnnabut looks 
nervous so she decides to run away. 
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(l-r, t-b) Emily Walsh smiles during warmup; 
Melissa breaststrokes her way to a best time; 
Are you ready for your 500 time trial, Val?; 
Anna plays with balloons at senior night; 
Hannah looks dazed and confused; Jocelyn, 
Molly, Stephanie, Ma 'ayan, Kate and Hannah 
smile for the camera; Melissa, Katie andAbby 
--senior breaststroke power!; the girls, dressed 
in their finest, eat sectionals dinner at Annas 
house; Frances smiles because she knows the 
competition is watching her every move; Emily 
Sha powers her way to the finish. 
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JVBoyc • 

Backatball 
This year the JV Boys' team had a 
large turnout of guys excited about 
playing basketball. Led by first
year coach Bob Hasty and assistants 
Chris Chen and Nick Wisseman 
(both ex-lliineks) the JV worked on 
fundamentals for most of the sea
son. Even without winning a game, 
the team showed improvement by 
playing two close games with Blue 
Ridge and being much more com
petitive on a daily basis. 

(l-r, t-b) Ben goes up strong with a shot and 
gets fouled; Coach Hasty imparts valuable 
wisdom during a time-out; Amit sticks to 
that ball like glue; Terence watches a shot 
go in; Everybody on the bench is ready and 
waiting; Bo likes to show off his skills. 
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(l-r, t-b) Assistant Coach Chris Chen, Assistant Coach Nick Wisseman, Michael Socie, 
Yuki Mitsuhashi-Acs, Sebastian Wraight, Yang Zhao, Kyle Braghini, Robert Ratcliffe, 
Ben LeRoy, Bo Li, Hugh Monahan, Head N Coach Bob Hasty, Kris Coombs, Eric 
Barr, Skye Isard, Andrew Ito, Terence Crofts, Andy Seth, Sung-Min Kwon. 



(l-r, t-b) Katie Smith, Catherine Wah, Emily Walsh, Sarah LeRoy, Erin Bazar, Elaine 
Wah, Coach Elizabeth Murphy, Nicola Bunick, Casey Roth, Hannah Kinney, Maggie 
Quirk, Zoe Ginsburg, Anna Abrams, Dawn Spelke. 

JV Girl£' 
Basketball 

Under the leadership of new JV 
Coach Elizabeth Murphy, the team 
ended the season with a record of 
3-19. Junior Erin Bazar and sopho
more Emily Walsh were big con
tributors both offensively and defen
sively, and junior Anna Abrams and 
freshman Maggie Quirk showed off 
their ball-handling skills. The team 
learned to work together and ended 
the season with an exciting confer
ence victory over Tri-Valley. 

(l-r, t-b) Erin gets a 
shot off while Emily 
fights for position; 
Anna shoots- she 
scores!; Nicola tries 
to break the press; 
everyone on the 
bench waits in 
suspense of a crucial 
lfree throw; Katie 
shoots over a 
GCMS defender 
while Emily waits 
lfor the rebound . 
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Varsity Boys· Basketball 
On numerous occasions this sea
son, fans of the Boys' Varsity left 
the gym as spent as their favorite 
team. With a few blown leads in 
regulation and three overtime 
games (one being a double OT con
test), Uni could not always finish 
off their opponents. In the S V C 
tournament, the team advanced to 
the consolation championship 
game for the first time in school 
history, but was defeated by 
GCMS. Senior Patrick Morales
Dayle stated, "I have seen Uni 
teams for ten years and we have 
been the most competitive night in 
and night out." 

Led by senior captains John Flynn, 
Devin Kinney, and junior Matt 
Sutton, the team finished the sea
son with a 7-19 record. Flynn was 
an unanimous First Team All-Con
ference selection and set school 
records for blocked shots in a sea
son (138) and career (255). Flynn 
also ranks second in school history 
with 910 career points and 565 re
bounds in a career. Seniors Devin 
Kinney and Flynn were chosen as 
members of the SVC Senior All
Star team. 

(l-r, t-b) Amit Sudharshan, David Marshak, John Flynn (captain), Doug Main, Nid 
Smith, Andy Renner, Bo Li, Henry Pollock, Devin Kinney (captain), Matt Suttm 
(captain), Andrew Ito, Patrick Morales-Doyle. 



Opposite page (l-r) Henry with his good 
friend - the rock; Flynn lets out a feral 
roar after making another layup; Beesley 
doing what he does best - coaching, that 
is. This page (l-r, t-b) Beesley watches 
Henry sink a 3 pointer; Devin is INTENSE 
as he penetrates past a defender; Matt 
shoots one of his lethal pull-up jumpers; 
Doug asks his competitor for a high five 
but mistakenly blocks his shot; Patrick is 
about to cross over on a defender; the 
Shak attack!; Seniors with their families 
on Senior Night. 
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Girls' Varsity Basketball 
This year the Girls' Varsity, led by veteran 
coach Rebecca Murphy, improved on last 
year's record by a game with a focus to
ward intense defense. The core of this de
fense was made up of a solid nucleus of 
seniors like Andrea Goodall, Kate Murphy, 
Joanna Cranston and Ruth Miller. What be
gan the season as a support group of young 
and talented players in the likes of Natalie 
Prochaska, Veronica Zych and Molly 
Smith, ended the year as key contributors. 
This year, on top of beating the notorious 
Judah Tribe twice and new rival St. Tho
mas More, they pulled down a SVC tour
nament game win against Hoopeston. 
Sophomore Natalie Prochaska and Senior 
Joanna Cranston were both named Special 
MentionAll-Sangamon Valley Conference 
and Junior Veronica Zych received Honor
able Mention. 

(l-r, t-b) Kate gives us all a demonstra
tion of perfect defensive form; Natalie, 
shows that the paint is here territory; Yep, 
Andrea is sure; Sang ita recovers from div
ing on the floor for a loose ball; the girls 
gather in a perfect circle to listen to Merf's 
wisdom. 
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(l-r, t-b) Veronica with the overhead 
pass; Sangita constantly has her 
hands ready for a pass; no one can 
defend a Prochaska jumper; Joanna 
on the break; doesn't it look like the 
Blue Ridge girl is enjoying the box
out a little too much?; the freshman 
star gets the opposing team to 
scratch her armpit for her; just call 
Ruth "The Weaver" because she 
makes lots of baskets; Joanna does 
her best immitation of Lisa Leslie; 
Coach Merf gives last second in
structions. 
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(l-r, t-b) Maddie, Veronica and Andrea get fixed up for the game; Henry stretches his 
armpit; Ashwin shows off his tights; the cross country monkeys climb trees; Natalie hits 
herself in the nose in an attempt not to foul; Flynn leaves the competition on the ground; 
Shawn finishes her race; Kate gets support after a tough race; what you don't see in this 
!picture is the ladder Devin used to get up to the hoop; the stretching soccer team from the 
rear; Merf has a talk with the varsity. 
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(1-r, t-b) Val and Ma'ayan; the 
whole room glows when John 
Flynn smiles; Balint does his 
pregame stretching; Peter flexes 
his "Captain" biceps; Teresa 
trudges on to the finish; Noah 
and Smitty get more out of 
Marshak's stretching than he 
does ... ; the defense gets tangled 
up with Flynn as Matt goes 
streaking by; Maggie Quirk: By 
ar the cutest little IV girl; the 

guys' IV team huddles; Henry 
models in his spare time; 
Stephanie freestyles with 10 laps 
to go!; Snazzy wipes away the 
sweat during a match; Andrea 
cries for the ball. 
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Barb Aschenbrenner 
Receptionist 

Gene Bild 
Algebra I with 

Descriptive Statistics 
Math II 
Subbie Buddie Advisor 

Carol Castellon 
Statistics 
NCA Steering Committee 
LP D Committee 
WYSECoach 
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Marilyn Upah Bant 
Director of Development 

and Alumni Relations 
Student Council Advisor 

Debbie Bosch 
Student Services Secretary 

(First Semester) 

Teodora Cox 
Ace. Algebra II 

(Second Semester) 

Joel Beesley 
Computer Literacy I & II 
World Wide Web 
Yearbook Advisor 
Boys ' Basketball Coach 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 

Chris Butler 
Modem History 
World Since 1945 
Big Show Sponsor 
Lounge Committee 
HISS Sponsor 
PFO Executive Committee 

Catherine Dade 
Geometry/Trig 
Ace. Geometry/Trig 

David Bergandine 
Chemistry- Intro, 

A,B,C,D 

Jirn Carrubba 
Physics- Intro, A, B, C 
Asian American Club 

Sponsor 

Katya Dunatov 
Intensive Russian I 
Russian Club Sponsor 



Cathy Eads 
Secretary 

Pat Guthrie 
Studio Art I & II 
Interrelated Arts 
Art Club Sponsor 

(Second Semester) 

Elizabeth Jockusch 
Advanced Topics 
Ace. Calculus I 
CalciUIII 
Jr.-Sr. Math Team Sponsor 

Lisa Evans 
Studio Art I & II 
Interrelated Arts 
Art Club Sponsor 
VIA Fest 

(First Semester) 

Frances Jacobson l-larris 
Librarian 
Computer Literacy I & II 
Rif Raj Sponsor 

Sue Kovacs 
Interim Assistant Dir. 
Student Services Coordinator 

Alice Filmer 
Intensive Spanish I, II 

(First Semester) 

John l-ledeman 
Director and Principal 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 

Rosemary Laughlin 
Junior English 
Subfreshman English 
Junior Class Sponsor 
Agora Committee 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 
VIA Fest 

John Garvey 
French I & III 
Computer Literacy I & II 
French Club Sponsor 
Chess Team Coach 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 

l-liroko Ito 
Japanese I, IL IlL N, V 
Japanese Club Sponsor 
Anime Club Sponsor 
Sophmore Class Sponsor 

Melissa Leach 
Intensive Spanish I, II 
Spanish Club Sponsor 
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Suzanne Linder 
Subfreshman English 
Freshman English 
Freshman Class Sponsor 
Habitat Trip Sponsor 
SFAC 
GSA Sponsor 

Lisa R. Micele 
Director of College CoW?Seling 
Peer College Counseling 

Program Coordinator 
Scholarship/Awards 

Committee Chairperson 

Doug Mynatt 
P.E.!Fitness 
We ig htlifting 
Cross Country Coach 
Track Coach 
Habitat Trip Sponsor 
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Ellen Coslet Undse y 
Secretary/Registrar 

Patricia Morris 
Department Head, Science 
Nature of Science/ 

Earth Studies 
Subfreshman Class Sponsor 

Frances Newman 
Latin I, II, III, N 
Latin Club Sponsor 

Lynda Lopez 
French//, N 

Rebecca Murphy 
P.E.!Fitness 
Health 
Weightlifting 
Freshman Class Sponsor 
Girls' Basketball Coach 

David Porreca 
Journalism 
Gargoyle Advisor 
U'n 'I Editor 
AlumUni Writer and 

Assistant Editor 

Elizabeth Meijerus 
Department Head, 

English (Acting) 
Sophomore English 
Creative Writing 
Unique Advisor 

Rick Murphy 
Department Head, Fine Arts 
InterrelatedArls, Chorus 
Jazz Band, Orchestra 
Madrigals, Music Theory 
Subbie Boys' Basketball Coach 
Music Club Sponsor 

Ted Powers 
Intra to Psychology 



Barbara Ridenour 
Theatre Arts I, II 
Film Study 
Interrelated Arts 
Intra to Radio 
Drama Club Sponsor 

Sarnuel Srnith 
Guidance Counselor 
Social Advocacy I, II 
Junior Class Sponsor 
Subbie Core Team 
VI'S Training Coordinator 
TAC Sponsor 

Bill Sutton 
American History Sem. 
US History 
Football Club 
Habitat Trip Sponsor 
Senior Class Sponsor 
Baseball Coach 

Craig Russell 
Department Head, Math 
Algebra II/Trig 
Math III 
Calculus I 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 
Star Trek Club Sponsor 

David Stone 
Biology- Intra, A, B, C, D 
Admissions Director 
Sophomore Class Sponsor 
Exploravision Coach 

Kazuko Suzuki 
Calculus I 
Ace. Algebra II 

(First Semester) 

Runelle Shriver 
Library Technical Asst. 

Parnela Stynchula 
Office Manager 

Administrative Secretary 

Billy Vaughn 
Intra Philosophy 
Eurasia 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 

Greg Srnith 
Department Head, 

&1 Tech Computer Science 
Computer Literacy I, II 
Computer Operations 

Adele Mazurek Suslick 
Subfresfv:zan English 
Senior English ICA Seminar 
Senior Class Sponsor 
UMEC Advisor, PAO Advisor 
Museum GuildAdvisor 

Maurice York 
Graduate Library Assistant 
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Sally Walker 
Department Head, 
Physical Education 
Athletic Director 
Weightlifting/Fitness 
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Paul Weilmuenster 
Department Head, 
Foreign Languages 
German I, II, III, N 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 
German Club Sponsor 

Barbara Wysocki 
Department Head, 
Social Studies 
Anc. Cultures & History 
Subbie Buddy Director 



Opposite page (l-r, t-b ): Beesley looks next to him 
and remembers the joke about "How many exec. 
teachers does it take to ... "; Ms. Suslick addresses 
the audience; Ms. Upah-Bant is wild for that 
chicken mask; Ms. Linder a.k.a. Helga, gets 
nostalgic for those crazy Viking days; see, even Dr. 
Hedeman gets sick ofUni; bearded man Mr. Garvey 
is caught grading; Ray gazes lovingly at the floor. 
This page (l-r, t-b ): Shaft and his Angels dress like 
that every day; Dr. Laughlin loves to boogie; Mr. 
Murphy looooves getting his picture taken; Sally 
always wished she had been born a reindeer; we 
finally know the truth about Mrs. Kovacs and her 
mysterious ways; Ms. Majerus brings down the 
house with her funky tunes; Mr. Bergandine shows 
off his pantaloons. 
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(1-r, t-b) Daniel shows some tongue; Shruti and Katie are good buddies; the h-u-g
e congregation of spelling bee contestants; Tess is camera-shy; Sara hwws something 
we don 't ... but what?; subbies trashing other subbies ... what has this school come to? 

Rebecca Alper 
Austin Berger 

David Boyle 
Ariana Brods:ky 

gt:ephen Buzard 

Udara Cabraal 
Katie Cannady 

Jos:ie Chambers: 
Julie Chen 

Nuole Chen 

Kangwa y Chuang 
BreH Clark 

Alejandra Collopy 
Cameron Cropek 
ColeHe DeJong 
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(l-r, t-b) Emma remains calm in theface ofthe camera; 
Lucas and Stephen, chillin '; E. T. phone home ... E. T. 
lphone home!. .. E. T. phone home! I .. or maybe it 's just 
Brett being scary; Lucy tries to eat her lunch while 
being photographed; Cameron, Daniel, Robbie, Ben, 
and David surround Mrs. Kovacs. 

Aly~~a Digge~ 

Nathan Domier 
Luca~ !;cker 
Ben !;ri ck~on 
Annie ~ehrenbacher 

!;mil y ~loe~~ 
Matthew ~reeman 
Zhe Gao 
Te~~ Garvey 
Max Goldberg 

George Gu 
Leah Imlay 
Roveiza lrfan 
Daniel Jacob~ 
Alex John~on 
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(l-r, t-b) Rebecca 
lfinally lets someone 
take her picture!; 
Daniel, Cameron 
Ben, and Udara 
share some laughs; 
Leah stares vacantly 
during history class; 
vampire boy Lucas; 
Josie, Julie, Alyssa 
and Roveiza- make a 
pledge to be Friends 
Forever! 

Rachel Kaplan 
Ro!;e Kory 
Mo Kudeki 

JohnMark Lau 
Angelina Liang 

Cordelia Loot!;-Gollin 
~rnrna Marshak 

David Martinsek 
Yuzuko Nakamura 

Arnirah Nel!;On 

Dean Nguyen 
Justin Park 

Michael Pitt 
gergei Pourrnal 

ghruti Purkayadha 
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(l-r, t-b) What is Dean doing?; Sam beats 
up on the lunch supervisor/subbie 
coach; Ike ponders which mask looks 
more like him; Noam and Rachel study 
at lunch; Rose demonstrates the proper 
technique of "Lean and stay clean". 

AI Renner 
Max Rich 
Robbie Robins;on 
Ellen Rockett: 
Noarn Roth 

Victor £.alov 
Lucy £.chiller 
Ben Q.irns; 
£.ara Q.ligar 
£.arn £.rnyth 

Batia Q.nir 
l-lannah £.nyder 
Lillian Q.oong 
Maciek Q.wiech 
Ike Uzoaru 

Farid Zaghloul 
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(l-r, t-b) JohnMark works away; Farid, Sergei, Noam, 
Emma and Rose are pumped for the Retreat Olympics; a 
giggling Lula and a somber Angelina sit together; Sam 
hurries to study for another Morris test; Lillian and 
Alejandra enjoy their lunch and each other 's company; 
subbie retreat memories. 
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~ Textbooks and stuff. Cheap. 

(l-r, t-b) Amirah quickly strides with 
confidence to her next class; 
subbies play tug-o-war; Tess is caught; 
Zhe looks on in a panic; What is 
Robbie looking at, and do we 
want to know ... ?; Emil y and 
Emma share some laughs at 
lunch; Austin models non-dairy 
creamer-He 's the next infomercial 
millionaire; Maciek either stands for 
world peace or is bidding for the dairy 
creamer. 
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(l- r, t- b) Hill a ry 
Proctor practices 
her 'deer in the 
headlights' look; 
Sarah LeRoy has 
finally, officially, 
certifiably, gone 
nuts; Chris Breault 
is just chillin like a 
villain; Andre gets 
caught playing 
games in the Mac 
lab by Kovacs for 
the fourteenth time 
this week. 

Eric Barr 
Max Be~her~ 

garah Bial 
Kyle Braghini 
Chri~ Breault: 

Ariel Ca~ci o 
Kri~ Coornb~ 

Kinzie Cornell 
Tiffany Cox 

Alli~on Darrnody 

Antoine DeJong 
Bet:~y Dorner 
Lauri !=eldtnan 

Anna l=ile 
Zoe Gin~burg 
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( l-r t-b) Freshmen girls 
deal pizza to the masses; 
Hannah Kinney checks 
email to see if she won a 
million dollars; Atulfeels 
that goatee that he :S been 
working on for the last 3 
years; It:S Big Bad Nick; 
Emily studies HARD for 
class. 

Bradley Goerne 
Ellie Goldwac;;c;;er 
Nick Gooier 
Nathaniel GoHiieb-Graham 
Drew ~auffe 

Yoon-Jung ~yun 
Alexandra lvanova 
Michelle Johnc;;on 
Atul Kale 
Agatha Kim 

Jennifer Kim 
~annah Kinney 
Gabby Kogut 
gung-Min Kwon 
Kirill Lagoutchev 
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( l-r, t-b) Sung-Min does a jolly little jig while 
wearing his pj's; Tomas z pilfers some 
professional screen printing supplies for cash; 
Drew Hauffe is the Fonz; Josie peers wearily 
at the camera in hopes that school will be 
canceled before her next class. 

Ben LeRoy 
garah LeRoy 

Alison Liss 
Caitlin Liss 

Eric Loui 

Jeremiah Methven 
Maria Meyers 

Yuki Mitsuhashi-Acs 
1-tugh Monahan 

Meredith Nelson 

T otnasz Nilges 
Andre Philipp 

1-tenr y Pollock 
!-Hilary Proctor 

Maggie Quirk 
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(l-r)LauriandSarahgetambushed 
in the hall; Ben and Hugh share a 
warm embrace; Maggie and Zoe 
laugh at the iMacs in the lab. 

Robert Ratcliffe 
Andy Renner 
Abraham Robin!;;On 
Greg Rogin!;;ky 
Ca!;;ey Roth 

Aye!;;ha gaied 
Ben gand!;; 
Ernily gha 
Molly grnith 
Dawn gpelke 

Jo!;;ephine Wiegel 
Lauren Wingo 
Mark Yate!;;-White 
Yang Zhao 
Andrew Zuko!;;ki 

Daniel Zuo 
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(l-r, t-b) Anna tries to impress 
the class by popping her 
bubble in Allison's face; 
Renner tries to copy Anna, 
but to no avail; Kirill 
does ... something strange for 
the camera; Ben LeRoy, 
challenges the Yearbook staff 
to find facial hair after 
another clean, close shave in 
the morning; Andre - 'do 
you like SEE-food?'; 
Meredith Nelson doesn't like 
to be disturbed while surfing 
the net; Andrew Zukoski is
DUCT TAPE MAN! 
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(l-r, t-b) Eric Barr and Tiffany are soo cute; 
Agatha and Ellie exert some of their 
Freshman power; Jennifer uses her free 
periods to her advantage; Ben Sands gets 
assaulted by Jeremiah - but Ben plans to 
sick Kovacs on him; Don't freak out just 
because you have a test in 5 minutes, Eric; 
Molly and Alexandra show off their work 
for Valentines day, how nice. 
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garah Ackley 
Chris; Beitel 
Brian Berry 

Andres; Black 
gtephen Bruce 

l-lannah Burgess; 
Ernily Buss; 

Anita Chary 
Lauren Chin 
Ernil y Clirner 

Gregory Colombo 
Andrew Coverdill 
Terrance Crofts; 

John Crois;ant 
Clarabelle DeVries; 
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Opposite page (l-r, t-b): Greg and 
Dan plan something mischevious; 
Eli enjoys his hot dog; Kathleen 
studies the unknown mysteries of 
chemistry; Heeheehee, that tickles 
Emily! This page (l-r, t-b ): 
Caterina, you really should save 
those skillsforyourdebate; Shang 
lfinds it very hard to study; Marc 
always enjoys his spaghetti; No, no 
Ravi, smile at the camera!; Teresa 
tries hard not to show that she's 
happy her picture is being taken; 
Hannah talks to someone off
camera. 

Caterina GraHon 
David Gray~on 
Michael Green 
Daniel ~edin 
~annah Imlay 

Umair lrfan 
~kye kard 
Priya lyer 
~hang Jiang 
Ro~e Kearn~ 

John Li 
Jack Lieber~ohn 
Pamela Machala 
Patricia Mathy 
Ali~a Modica 
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(l-r, t-b) Dan and Max try to 
pretend that they don't know 
who Mark is; Sarah s lunch 
was tampered with and now 
her lips are stuck together; 
John really isn't interested in 
the person behind the 
camera; Sasha works on his 
application for a partnership 
with the famous Roger Ebert. 

Ann Murdoch 
Das;ha Nikolaeva 

Meera Patel 
Katherine Peis;ker 

Daniel Pleck 

Katerini Pol ychronopoulos; 
Natalie Prochas;ka 

Tianyu Qi 
Kathleen Reutter 

Valerie Ros;s; 

John gapp 
Mark gavignac 
gtevie gchein 
Max gchnuer 

Andy geth 
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(l-r, t-b) Andres would be 
fearsome ... if he were more 
than 4 feet tall; Way to say 
"Cheese!" Dasha!; Umair, 
John, David, Hannah and 
Caterina chill in the 
hallway; Pamela, what do 
you know that I don't? 

tli OHo ghenk 
Gerr~ ghih 
Michael gocie 
Ravi goiter 
T ere!;;a gonka 

ga!;;ha gteinberg 
David gtolar!;;k~ 
Mukta Vaid~a 
Triet Vuong 
Catherine Wah 

Elaine Wah 
Emil~ Wal!;;h 
Ma·a~an Weinberg 
Kimber!~ Wentling 
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(l-r, t-b) Skye does his best impression of a 
Secret Service agent as ' 'Mr. Eli" protects his 
privacy; Stevie, Ravi, and Caterina just love 
doing homework together; Priya is so happy 
her picture is being taken; Look out Mukta 
and Emily- it's an ambush!; Stop staring at 
the food Twnyu, you already got your chips; 
John and Drew, wake up! You've been 
hypnotized by an alien walking down the 
hallway! 
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(l-r, t-b) Green tries hard to study while the yearbook person takes his 
picture; Gerry and Dr. Laughlin are Uni 's "Thinker 's;" Sarah and 
Kathleen are absorbed in what someone has to say; Well, hello, Max!; 
Catherine gives us a shy smile; Kate doesn 't mind having her picture 
taken at all; Emily Buss flashes us a glimpse of one of those famous 
ears. 
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(l-r, t-b) Karen, Emily, Elise, Paul, and Maria have their daily seance in 
the hallway; Marshak shows off his trophy for winning the one-on-one 
football tournament; Jacob is startled by the camera-- he was hoping to 
keep his hobby of playing guitar in tights a secret; Eugene and Tobin ponder 
the science of pizza. 

Anna Abrarm; 
Eugene As;hton-Gonzales; 

Erin Bazar 
Nicole Betenia 
Tobin BeHevia 

Maria Boca 
Laura Book 

Madd !:J Brechin 
Emil !:J Bruce 

Kate Caus;eman 

Varun Chalivendra 
Roxanne Chow 

Rivkah Cooke 
YiDing 

Zachar!:J Dorman-Janes; 
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(l-r, t-b) Costi looks up from his 
hobby-- thinking; Althea refuses to 
eat a sandwich without Grey 
Poupon; Bob, Kate, andBaz:piZZ!l 
czars; Sarah, Leslie, Laura, and 
Suraiya enjoy some good quality 
gossip; Lawrence's hand says hi to 
the world; Muneaki works hard. .. 
on not falling asleep. 

Laura tckdein 
Melinda Fricke 
Molly Goldwa~~er 
Will Gri~corn 
Lawrence l-lan 

Jacob l-lertzog 
Karen l-lughe~ 
Noah ~~~errnan 
Andrew Ito 
Traci Ito 

David Kaplan 
9-arah Klein 
Paul Kory 
A~hwin Kumar 
tli~e Lauterbur 
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(l-r, t-b) Sara doesn't realize that she inadvertently sat on Anna; Paul diligently 
highlights important sections of the handbook; Roxanne ponders the meaning of life; 
Noah considers eating the spiral ham that's sitting in the freezer; Anthony doubts that 
this picture will tum out; Zachary explains torque to Yi while eating. 

Tera Levin 
Bo Li 

Althea LO!;chky 
Erin Lynch-Kiarup 

David Mar!;hak 

Ellen Martin!;ek 
~annah McConnaughay 

Bob Monahan 
Daniel Mo!;er 

Muneaki Nakamura 

Anthony Philipp 
gurai ya Ra!;hid 

Rachel gandretto 
Kelly gchwenk 
Nafi!;ah-gheikh 
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(l-r, t-b) Erin tries to wake Andrew 
and Maddie, who seem to be 
frozen in time; Lawrence's 
Angels: Molly, Maddy, and Erin, 
strike a pose before taking out the 
locker; Anna just brightens up 
every room she enters-- she's so 
full of sunshine; Veronica, Laura, 
and Sang ita look like they're 
checking their e-mail, but really 
they're duking it out playing 
online games. 

David glichter 
Nick grnith 
gara grnith 
gangita gudhars;han 
J=rances; gun 

MaHguHon 
Madeline g~lvia 
Les;lie Van Buren 
garah Walczews;ki 
Jonathan Weis;s;rnan 

gebadian Wraight 
Cadi Yannelis; 
Veronica Z~ch 
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This page (l-r, t-b ): Bob grins his politician smile 
as he devises a plan to strangle the 
photographer; Ash win wasn't doing anything ... 
really; Maria contemplates pouring water on 
her math problems to drown them; Tera relaxes 
and reads a book in a comfy chair; Bo is so 
skilled that he doesn 't even need his hands to 
eat his sucker; Maddie says, "Suraiya, you and 
Erin look cute to distract the camera while I 
pop this bag to startle the cameraman ... and then 
we make a run for it." Opposite page (l-r, t-b): 
Erin stares at her homework in utter disbelief; 
Costi says, "What?! I was just showing off my 
stylish new boxers on the lounge's invisible 
walkway!"; Rachel hopes to destroy her books 
and locker with her glare; Ellen and Paul are 
so engrossed in their hallway picnic that they 
are totally oblivious to the invading aliens that 
Elise has spotted; Matt can't wait to dig into the 
Gargoyle and see if his photo is on the sports 
page; Kelly hopes for a good article; Kate and 
Hannah laugh about the latest gossip; Melinda 
considers telling Sara about the hand that's 
about to grab her. 
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(l-r, t-b) This group is all smiles before the winter formal; Baz is so sad; Hi, I'm Eugene! Have you seen my mom around here? I 
a hug!!; Kate catches up on her sleep; Meera gets caught enjoying a donut in the lounge; Maddie and Sara share a laugh about the 
stench coming from the couch; Matt and Ito get close. 
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( l-r, t-b) Marc and Clarabelle share 
a lunch; Anita can always be found 
in the kitchen doing dishes during 
her free hour; Hannah, Sarah and 
Maggie enjoy a time-out at 
Kenney; Bob just seems to have 
that magnetic attraction; Sam and 
Daniel patiently wait for the cam
era to leave their area; Udara and 
Ben cannot figure out why the la
dies are on the others ide, "We look 
nice, don't we?" 
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(l-r, t-b) Guy, Stevie, Roxanne, and Leslie 
look like they 're having a blast; Maria 
works diligently at the computer; Jocelyn 
and Leila enjoy a kitchen talk with Mrs. 
Kovacs and Mr. Murphy; the comfy couch 
allows the group to get cozy during an 
Agora Days class; Yang plays cards 
against himself; Kelly strikes a pose for 
the camera; Val is amused at someone s 
antics; Sangita, Anita, Stephanie, and 
Rivkah enjoy the "Quick Oats. " 
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(l-r, t-b) Patrick and Balint try to hide 
from Mrs. Kovacs as they discuss the 
tardy policy; Ligia demonstrates the new 
finger dance; Marshak pretends to study 
hard in the library so his parents will see 
he does do work at school; Laura finds 
her binder on the floor in front of another 
locker; Eugene works on the computer; 
Crystal and Justin chill in' in the lounge; 
Green smells his drink as Lauren takes a 
bite out of her piece of pizza. Think this 
food came from the "Green Cookbook?"; 
Lillian works on a friendship bracelet 
started during Agora days . 
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(l-r, t-b) Stevie and Jake look picture 
perfect in the hallway; Leila and Shawn 
look incredibly bored; Nick looks ... well 
Nick looks like he's eyeing someone 
lustily; Joe working hard on those debate 
cards; Nicole listens to some Vietnamese 
jams; Yuki plays cards; Sarah reads 
quietly in the hallway--the faculty lunch 
monitor will get no mischief from her!; 
Vis taken by surprise as she eats lunch; 
Dasha, Ma'ayan and Patricia steal the 
show during class. 
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(l-r, t-b) Doug looks good in the library while 
he searches for a debate topic; Gerry reads 
up on world news; Kyle shows us what Seniors 
do during English work days; Zoe is tricked 
into sitting a gains the lockers so they won't 
fall; What is Balint reading?!!; Toby takes a 
well-deserved break in the lounge; Lauren 
studies quietly; Bob takes another handful of 
yummy puppy chow; Erin gets frustrated on a 
math problem and just can't take it!; Angela 
smiles sweetly in the library. 
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• • Class of 2 00 2 Crossword Puzzle 

Across 
1. Cute and little and part of a 
pair 
3. Plays hockey and tennis and 
came back junior year 
4. Has rubbed everyone's head 
at least 10 times 
7. Our hip-hop master, the first 
with an eyebrow ring 
8. Soccer and swimming are 
her sports 
10. Runs cross cmmtry and her 
name thymes with dawn 
11. RIF RAF member with 
now-shortened hair 
15. He's been one of our 
friendliest and smallest 
trekkies since subbie year 
16. New to the scene but sweet 
nonetheless 
19. Baseball loving Gargoyle 
editor with glasses 

20. Long, wavy-haired dancer 
22. His hair is now long and it 
was black at one time 
25. The small crazy one - first 
line of El Scorcho 
27. Secretary-treasurer accom
panied by shot put 
29. He's a large chested, car
loving soccer defender 
30. Part of dance squad, she's 
one of the best 
31. Football club officer who 
streaked his hair orange 
32. Cross country stud-- silent 
but deadly 
33. She's been organized, 
happy & nice from the get go 
37. Flirtatious volleyball player 
with spunk 
38. She's into Marine Biology 
and swimming 

39. Long blondie, she's one 
founder of GSA 
40. Noted for his journalism, 
whining and cuteness 
41. Basketball/baseball player 
who wears a pink striped polo 
shirt 
43. Carrot-top acting artist 
44. She hails from Homer 
46. Political ex-gymnast 
48. Dancing and lifting cham
pion 
49. Artistic and quiet 
50.Volleyball's and 
basketball's height 
51. Sea foam oldsmobile 

Down 
2. Glasses wearing lover of 
soccer 
3. Computer whiz kid 

5. TheGirls'XC(andYwi's) 
pride and joy 
6. She's a soccer player 
extraordinaire 
9. Friendly politician 
12. Glasses and long hair lost 
on the road to senior year 
13. Friendly bass madrigal 
14. He's a recent addition 
and plays tennis 
17. Sophomore recruit -
loves duct tape 
18. He finishes the pair, rides 
bikes and adds college credit 
19. Doogie Howser look-a
like 
21. Injwy-pronesoccerstud 
22. Cross between natural
ist and soccer striker 
23. Long, green-streaked 
hair 
24. Humor makes up for 
ACL 
25. Paper-folding softie 
26. Danville and Savoy -
use much gas? 
28. Only girl in the senior 
class who owns a skateboard 
34. He gets 'jeggy' with it 
35. Argumentative right 
winger 
36. Spikes, safety pins and a 
skateboard 
38. She's a blue eyed point 
guard 
39. Cross country and hik
ing 
42. Enormous Brit 
43. Add a ·crombie' to the 
end of her name 
44. She's sweet and travels 
to China but never on the 
court 
45. Used to be cute and short, 
now he's a cute giant - but 
he still makes those funny 
noises 
46. He's the human backstop 
in soccer and baseball 
4 7. Teachers tend to say 
''Gee'' 
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Leila S. Agha 
Missy, Babe (the p ig), Leila E. 

The superfluous is very neces ary.- Voltaire 
Handcuff your men and destroy history !- Ma'ayan 

Where is the knowledge that is lo tin information? Where is the wi dom that i 
lost in knowledge? - TS Eliot 

Your history teacher's not a communist--he's a pervert! - Mr. Sutton 
She held her hand hollowed; he felt that she wanted to enclo e the present 

moment; to make it tay ; to fill 
it fuller and fuller, with the past, the present and the future, until it shone, whole, 

bright, deep with understanding. -Virginia Woolf 
And I've got a feeling, I'm not the oatmeal.- Sindha 

Love the pitcher less and the water more. - Sufi proverb 
I have transcended my sex drive for a higher power--America! -Molly 

I fmally figured out the only rea on to be alive i to enjoy it. - Rita Mae Brown 
Where there is love, there is life. - Mahatma Gandhi 

Daniel R. Atherton 
Ath 
The human race has only one really effective weapon, and that is laughter. -Made Twain 
You're an idiot. Here, let me groom you. - Dan G. 
How' that for a sentence, DUUUUUDE? - Mr. Sutton 
Blood makes everything funnier. - Alex 
I am so amazingly cool you could keep a side of meat in me for a month. I am so hip I 
have difficulty seeing over my pelvis. - Zaphod from THHGTTG 
Devils tend to wear underwear like that. - Alex 
I have a particular affinity for older Jewi h women. - Sam Smith 
You'll have to speak up, I'm wearing a towel. - Homer 
Everyone i entitled to an individual opinion. Itju t happens that yours is wrong.
Dave Barry 
Adults are just obsolete children ... the hell with them. - Dr. Seuss 
We are all pencils in the hands of God. - Mother Teresa 
We'll make the best of what's around/turns out not where but who you're with/ that 
really matters.- DMB_. ____ ----:"' ___ _ 

Kyle Barkmeier 
Getawayfrommeweirdo, Special K, Satan 

I can smell colors! - Anna 
In Physics, 'p' is all over the place - Ray 

GRRR!!! I'm an aggressive virgin!- Me 
Kyle's Nutsakk- Physics desk 

FRICKE!!- Me 
Kyle, if you love somebody, just tell them!- SENSEI!! 

If you want to end up flipping burgers for the rest of your life, Stats 
is fine. - Fat, rowdy Kaplan 

Shut up, Kyle!- everyone who has sat near me (especially Japanese cla ) 
OWWW!! YOU POKED ME IN THE EYE!!- Me, after Frances poked me in 

the eye 
Your dad/uncle gave me a shot in the finger - Frances 

... they're already tight... - Sensei 
I didn't know Goths tickled people - David Love 

Whoa ... .It's hard ... - Hannah, when punching/feeling Doug's ab 
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Abigail Rose Beck 
lbby, Abstinence, Jermane Insane, Nabby 
There' the people you've known forever. Who like ... know you ... in this 
way. That other people can't Because they've seen you change. They've let 
you change. - My So-Called Life 
Power i when we have every justification to kill him, and we don't. - Oskar Schindler 
And you know this ..... rnaaaaaaaaaan.- Smokey, Friday 
Bring the laaaay-deeeez. - Darren, a 30yr old man at the sk8 park trying to get with 
16yr olds ........ .. ...... eew! 
We accept the love we think we deserve.- Bill, the Perks of Being a Wall Flower 
It's all G-double 0-D good ... - Mo Thugs 
But, it's hard to make yourself pretty if you're really hideou ! -Kyle 
Devin, I almost stuck my head completely up your ass. -Flynn 
Scoot over, I need more nut space. - Balint 
Big red is now big dead.:-P Natalia, when trusty big red got overheated by all the hottie 
and broke down 
Yeah, well, whydonchashoveem up yo ass?- Warren 
Because .. .. .it would hurt a lot. - Lucas --Empire Records 
I tep up in this mother just a swangin my hair. - Snoop Dogg 
What dus that mean?? - me n zan 
Life is fine, fine as wine. - Lang ton Hughe 
Fake legs?!? Fake legs?!?! Oooww, you are mean! ' Oh shit!! -the girls quoting Out of 
Sight until we aw a woman with pro thetic leg ....... 

Balint Bognar 
Balltong, Balanty, bhoy pegasus 5000 

Smitty, go find a little man and make him wee with you.- Is erman 
I call that. - Peter and me 

Hello, my name i Jeremy. Can I take your temperature?- PM-D 
Hey guy ! .. . Watch.- Joe, all the time 

I'm not high. I'm in school. I'm Patrick. - PM-D 
A male model 's life i preciou . Ju t becau e we're God's most 

incredibly beautiful creations, we can still die in a freak 
gasoline accident.- Derek Zoolander on Death 

I caught my reflection in a poon at the cafeteria, and I remember 
thinking, Wow, you are ridiculou ly good-looking. Maybe you can do 

that for a career. - Derek Zoolander on wanting to be a model 
I'm gonna kill you dude.- Brian Singer of Normal U-High 

Guy Bresler 

~~~~~-·~~~ 

Hey! WHO'S STANDING ON MY ****???- Ben, right before the tarting gun 
fires, at XC Sectional . 
We had these malted milk balls, they were so disgusting, but I just couldn't 
stop eating them. And I fmished the whole box. - Fred Follmer 
My schlong is divergent.- Slic 
Gue s what I brought for breakfast today? (While pulling something out of 
his pocket...) a pork chop!- Ben 
And this, here, is my little brother.. . - Ma'ayan 
Blue toenails all the way baby!- Nathaniel 
Get out of the comfort zone. - Doug 
Guys, we're goin to Urbana. - Doug 

UNIVERSITY H.S. LIBRARY 
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Ma' ayan Bresler 
Cucumber, Ogurietz, Donkey, Spurn 

Maybe if Ma'ayan talked less, there would be enough oxygen left over for 
Kaplan to grow to be the size of a dragonfly-- maybe even a large dragonfly. 

- Mr. Bergandine 
A boyfriend? I want one of those.- Hannah Imlay 

Mr. MacLellan, do you do the feedback cycle every time you go out dancing? - Leila 
Flock! -Girls ' Cros Country 

I wanna be a cowboy ballerina, I wanna pirouette acros the wild west, and 
herd cattle in my tutu. - Toby 

Does that sound rea onable?- Mr . Jockusch a she assigns homework 
Dance in the rain and take great pains not to step around the puddle . - Molly 

quoting a car ad 
I ****** it up again, but in a fancier way.- Helen 

Have you checked the blog? - Shawn 
Oh no, Mr. Backpack, don ' tjump off the desk.- Evan 
Oh, I'm sorry M . Wysocki, I just spit on you.- Molly 

What's up, big sister? - Guy 

Nicola Alice Bunick 
Nic, Nikki, Cokey 
Happiness is as a butterfly which, when pursued, is alway beyond our grasp, but 
which, if you will it down quietly, may alight upon you.- Nathaniel Hawthorne 
It is not in the tars to hold our destiny but in ourselves. - William Shakespeare 
To be nobody-but-yourself- in a world which is doing its best, night and day, to make 
you everybody else- means to fight the hardest battle which any human being can 
fight; and never stop fighting. - e.e. cummings 
Love is a promi e, love i a souvenir, once given never forgotten, never let it 
disappear. - John Lennon 
To attract good fortune, pend a new coin on an old friend, share an old pleasure 
with a new friend, and lift up the heart of a true friend by writing hi name on the 
wings of a dragon. - Chine e Proverb 
Don't think- thinking is BAD!! - my personal motto 

Ethan Chew 
Chewbacca, The WeiniKid, Mr. Mary Poppins 

I am a cucumber. - Mini-Ma'ayan 
I'm up et. His [Flynn's] boobs were bigger than mine.- Maria 

What is Buddha? A dry turd. -Two monks on Zen Philosophy 
A poem compres es much in a small space and add music, thu heightening its 

meaning.- E.B. White 
Waiter, there's a flamingo in my soup. - Jonathon 

Ethan! Are you on a constant diet of sugar and crack?- Eric 
Jonathon, you'll have to help me because Ethan's on crack again. - Evan-0 

I currently live at the Moscow K-Mart in a bag in dumpster 247694E. But I had my 
glory day in WW4 fighting the Luxembourg horde . And the lnjuns. 

Back then I was young and very sexy. I was a ladies' magnet At the outbreak of the 
Injun War, I was shot by a monkey and now I live in a bag. 

-Nick Berube 
Dare to be STUPID!!!!! - "Weird Al" Y ankovic 

Do I do this to you everyday? -DavidS. (as Nicole B. grabs his breasts) 
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jing crystal chiang 
[preferably undisclosed] 
Forget regret, or life is yours to miss. - RENT 
Fool, you fell victim to one of the classic blunders. The most famous is, "never get 
involved in a land war in Asia," but only slightly less well known is this: "never go in 
against a Sicilian when death is on the line." -The Princess Bride 
Life is pain. Anybody who ays otherwise is selling something. - The Princess Bride 
Let the fle h instruct the mind. - Lestat 
Life is an illusion that last too little. - graffito from The Silver Kis 
Sometimes it's better not to see the future. When you know the pain to come, the 
suffering lasts that much longer. - Magic: the Gathering 
The church says the Earth is flat, but I know that it is round, for I have een the shadow 
on the moon, and I have more faith in a shadow than in the church. -Magellan 
Darkne s beyond blackest pitch, deeper than the deepest night! Lord ofDarknes , who 
hines like gold upon the Sea of Chaos. I call upon thee! Swear myself to thee! Let the 

fools who stand before me be destroyed by the power you and I possess! GIGA 
SLA VB!- Linalnverse 
Masquerade, paper faces on parade. Masquerade, hide your face so the world will 
never find you. - The Phantom of the Opera 

John Chin 
Chin, The Asian Invasion 

I should have gone into omething more fulfilling, like worm farming. - Mr. B 
When you're larger than the person you're taking candy from, it's not trick-or

treating. It's armed robbery. - Mr. B 
rm going to kill you by tabbing thi pen into your neck and injecting ink into your 

blood tream. - Dan G 
If you give everything you've got, everything with all your heart, you'll 

be winners; that I promise you. You can be the best of the best. - Best of the Best 
Winning is not a sometime thing; it's an all the time thing . . . Winning 

i a habit. Unfortunately, so i lo ing.- Vince Lombardi 
There i no poon. -The Matrix Carpe Diem! 

We few. We happy few. We band of brothers. - Henry VIII 
What fool the e mortals be!- Puck 

Joseph Ciolli 
Joe, Child of Witch 
We don't have naked men on the butts.- Kate 
Hi, my name is Jeremy. Can I take your temperature?- Patrick 
Whateva meng. - Balint, all the time 
Confidence is high. Repeat, confidence i high. Sherman is moving to 
DEFCON 2. Full strategic arsenal, ready for deployment. You ee that 
central chick? The brunette? She's around. Seems she's taken a liking to 
me. Fellas, it' time he experienced ... the Shermanator. I'm a 
ophi ticated ex robot ent back through time to change the future for 

one lucky lady. I'll be back.- The Shermanator in American Pie 
Rob-- and I'm telling you this for your own good-- that's the wor t ******* 
weater I've ever seen in my life. It's a Cosby sweater. A COSSSSSBY 

SWEATAAAH.- Jack Black in High Fidelity 
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Jonathon Reed Climer 
Climer, jonclimer, Stormin Mormon 

Hey look, I'm male - sweet. - Dan Grinols 
If I were a Pedophile, Whoo. - Ash win 

Are there any laws against cannibalism? I hope not- because I 
personally am pro-cannibalism. - Alex 

The ways of Ethan are sometimes mysterious even to me. - Mrs. Laughlin 
Praise Yizus. - Ty Overstreet 

Spare the duct tape, spoil the job. - Red Green 
The impossible often has a kind of integrity which the merely improbable lacks. -

Douglas Adams 
Truly great madness cannot be achieved without significant intelligence. 

- Henrik Tikkanen 
Fate protects fools, little children and ships named Enterprise.- Cmdr. Riker 

Every new beginning comes from some other beginning's end. 
-Sernisonic 

Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter and 
those who matter don't mind.- Dr. Seuss 

If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally, 
and upbraideth not; and it shall be given him.- James 1:5 

Joanna Cranston 
Cranny, Cran 
I had [stature, position, money, power, and popularity], yet none of 
them ... gave me hope when things got tough ... Now my whole focus is not 
to win World Cup trophies or gold medals, but to be faithful and obedient 
to my God. - Michelle Akers 
Our mom only lets u eat cucumbers. - Sarah, my big sis 
... the joy of the LORDi your strength.- Nehemiah 8:10 
Be true to your teeth or they'll be false to you . -Grandpa Cranston 
Take back your free advice/I don ' t accept/I will not play those game I 
God is not a secret to be kept- Newsboys 
Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we a k or 
imagine, according to his power that is at work within us, to him be glory 
in the church and in Chri t Je us throughout all generations, for ever and 
ever! Amen.- Ephesian 3:20-21 

Evan Cording 
Evan-o, E 

6,6,6!-Mrs.Jockusch 
Th:learetwo gokblrulesfrran~ st£nttogettrrand 

finish togerlrr.'Ire IWlic~'tgiveadamn what~ oo in 1:xtween-100mas Betrllam 
Yeah, there's cheese bagel all over the back seat! - Dan Stichter 

Hell hath no fury like a liberal scorned. - Dick Gregory 
The Christian ideal has not been tried and found wanting; it has been found difficult 

and left untried. - G.K Chesterton 
People don't want handouts! People want hand jobs! -Connecticut governor William 

O'Neill at a 1998 political rally (His comment was followed by riotous applause) 
Take off your pants! - Dan Grinols 

What~oo h:tween rreandevaything relowmy waistisrny ~-David Smyth 
I want to hear your feet squeaking on the court, like how Evan squeaks when he talks. 

- Alex Hobson 
Hey, it's the Emperor's New Genitalia!- David Stichter 

TA!- Dan Stichter, Michael Verner, etc. 
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Stephanie Crofts 
Steph( ie )(-baby), Squeaker, Tess 
Kumquat- me and Jocelyn 
Stupid phoque! -David Slichter 
You Bi ... Schniggit! - Terence 
Look at my manliness! - Terence 
I think sex is good for morale - Molly 
L'homme est, je vous l'avoue, un mechant animal. - Moliere 
**** the tree, **** the tree! -Molly 
"insult" toi-meme ton pied! - JJ 
Then I thought, no one wants hanger on the butter - Dad 
"Well...I'd rather have a bald head than a shag butt" "My shag butt keeps me 
warm" "Mine i more like 'Velour'."- Rob, Bucky, and Satchel"Get Fuzzy" 
I hate my lips. It's like teeth, teeth, teeth, lips OH!!! -Molly 
While we live according to race color or creed/ While we rule by blind 
madness and pure greed/ Our lives dictated by tradition , uperstition,false 
religion/ Through the eons, and on and on! Oh yes we'll keep on tryin' we'll 
tread that fine line/ Oh we'll keep on tryin'/ Till the end of time - "Innuendo", 
Queen 

Ligia DeRose 
Lig, Leej ja 

Aurora Erickson 
Obla-di, Obla-da, Life goes on, Bra! -the Beatie 
See, this is all we need. You and me and 5 bucks. - Reality Bites. 
(i do not know what it i about you that closes and opens, only something in 
me understands the voice of your eyes is deeper than all roses)- e.e.cummings 
And think not that you can direct the cour e of love, for love, if it fmds you 
worthy, direct your cour e.- Kahlil Gibran 
A little madness now and then is relished by the wisest men. - Willy Wonka 
Mmmm ... Rosebud frozen peas. Full of country goodness and green pea-ness. 
Oh wait, that's gross. - The Critic 
And forget not that the earth delights to feel your bare feet, and the wind longs 
to play with your hair. - Kahlil Gibran 
The hotte t place in hell are re erved for those who, in times of great crisis, 
maintain their neutrality.- Dante 
No man chooses evil because he thinks it is evil, He only mistakes it for 
happine s, for the good he seeks. - Mary Shelly 
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, but it is sometimes nece ary to 
give a stupid or misinformed beholder a black eye. - Miss Piggy 
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Peter Fahrner 
John, P-Flag, P-diddy, P-nut 

I should have gone into something more fulfilling, like worm farming. - Mr. B 
I have negative game. - Devin 

I thought I was gonna be attacked by a giant rat, but it was only my arm. -Flynn 
I'm almost certain she was pregnant when she had him. - Alexandra 

I'm really stiff. Muscles, my muscles! -Balint 

John Flynn 
Jonaflynn, Sexfoifreedaddy, John 
Love is the answer, but while you are waiting for it, sex provides some pretty 
good hints. - Woody Allen 
The only way to get rid of a temptation is to yield to it. - Oscar Wilde 
I shall not waste my days in trying to prolong them. - Ian Flemming 
What do you do when the police kick in your door like, "get on the floor, shoot 
you in the back cause who you are and where you at's against the law?" 
- Talib K weli & Dead Prez 
I never miss a chance to have sex or appear on television. - Gore Vidal 
I don't want to achieve immortality through my work; I want to achieve 
immortality through not dying. - Woody Allen 
You can get more with a kind word and a gun than with a kind word alone. 
-Al Capone 

Emilia Susan Garvey 
Emmy, Meals, Bogelza 

Gay hi! - Helen, Aurora, and I 
Open the chair and follow me! - Willie 

My daughter doesn't bond, she overwhelms. - Dad 
I'm not giving up on you, stinky. - Momma 

If my heart is soaking wet, boy your boots can leave a mess. - Tori Amos 
Strange world that gives you a steak and only lets you drink the juices. 

- Kate T echtow 
Don't forget about the cocker spaniels. - Alex and Doug 

I just want more than one membership in more than one club, cuz I owe my 
life to the people that I love. - Ani DiFranco 

Come poet shut up eat my word, and taste my mouth in your ear. - Allen 
Ginsberg 

Some of us are becoming the men we wanted to marry. - Gloria Steinem 
It's not easy being green.- Toby 

If it gets too late for me to wait for you to find you love me and tell me so. 
It's okay. Don't need to say it. -Fiona Apple 
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Smita Ellen Ghosh 
Go h, when we were little, nothing could beat a Full House. - Mary Kate & A hley 
Olsen 
They got grubby little fingers, and dirty little mind . They're gonna get you every 
time. Well I don't want no short people, don't want no short people 'round here. 
Short people ain't got no reason to live.- Randy Newman 
May you grow up to be righteous, may you grow up to be true. May you always do 
for other , and let others do for you. May you build a ladder to the stars, and climb 
up every rung, and may you stay forever young. - Bob Dylan 
It' a long, long road. It's a wide wide road. We are bright young women. We are 
giggling girls. - Ani Difranco 

Natalie Goel 
Nats, Nabby, Chopin 

God gave me thi body and I hould get to flaunt it and don't tell me what 
fake boobs not to have. - Nicola 

Well damn the man. You're mean and I'm a crazy face. - Amelia 
Do not walk behind me, for I may not lead. Don't walk ahead of me either. 

Just leave me the hell alone. - Anonymous 
What' the matter, Colonel Sander ? Chicken??- Dark Helmet, Space Balls 
I ju t wanna innovate/ And timulate mind /Travel the world/ And penetrate 

the times. - Common Sense 
It' a rolling app, Natalie! I gotta apply before all the durnmie get in!- Abby 

Based upon the pink fle hine of your face and your mall black eyes, you 
really do resemble a watermelon.- Katie 

Andrea Lee Tsai Goodall 
Andy, AndyRa, Ra, Annie 
Frog aid, "I wrote, 'Dear Toad, I am glad that you are my best friend. Your best friend, 
Frog."' "Oh," said Toad, "that makes a very good letter." - Frog and Toad Are Friends 
Is that a request?! -David 
Eewwww! You weren't upposed to touch it!- Katie 
You're MUMBLING!- Everyone 
Wait, what...?! -Maria 
Oh, I thought I'd convinced you to talk "cool."- Dad 
Love is the most important thing in the world. - Siddhartha 
"We do not know what things look like, as you say," the beast said. "We know what 
things are like. It must be a very limiting thing, this seeing."- A Wrinkle in Time 
Listen to the MUSTN'Ts, child,/Listen to the DON'Ts/Listen to the SHOULDN'Ts/ 
The IMPOSSIBLEs, the WON'Ts./Listen to the NEVER HAVEs/Then listen 
close to me-- anything can happen, child/Anything can be. - Shel Silver tein 
... and if anyone ever tells you/that you "won't"/tell them that you mo t certainly 
will. - Beth Fagan Quinn 
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Daniel Grinols 
Grinols, G-Dub, Psycho, Sunshine 

I like little kids, no not like that! You guys are idiots. -Alex 
Good Job Ralph. Now you know what to do, bum them! Bum them all. 

- Ralph's Leprechaun 
It would be kinda nice if the new couch was flammable .. .I mean, look who 's 

on it -Jon Weissman 
Are you saying you wanna light them on fire? -Me 

Kinda -Jon 
My SuperEgo truly cares about your problems, unfortunately, my ego doesn't 

give a shit. -Molly Lewis 
She looks like an ugly turtle -Naresh 

Yes Dan, I do think you should run over that pedestrian. -Ty 
Mrs. Jockusch fuel my desire for math. -Eric 

He pulls hi pants down .. . then ... he does something -Tal 
The doctor amputated my leg, so I amputated his family -Ty 

Sex is like cheerios. -guy on Social Ad movie 

Melissa Ann Hines 
What is uccess? to laugh often and much; to win the respect of 
intelligent people and the affection of children; to earn the apprecia
tion of honest critic and endure the betrayal of false friend ; to 
appreciate beauty; to find the best in others; to leave the world a bit 
better, whether by a healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed ocial 
condition; to know even one life ha breathed ea ier becau e you have 
lived; thi i to have ucceeded.- Ralph Waldo Emer on 

Therefore, as God ' s cho en people, holy and dearly loved, clothe 
you elves with compa sion, kindne , humility, gentleness, and 
patience. Bear with each other and forgive whatever grievances you 
may have against one another. Forgive a the Lord forgave you. And 
over all these virtues put on love, which binds them all together in 
perfect unity . And whatever you do, whether in word or deed, do it all 
in the name of the Lord Jesu , giving thanks to God the Father through 
him. - Col ossian 3: 12-14, 17 

Derek Andrew Iversen 
RustyNail, Allison Curtin 

It was, we're kicking the ball around. It is, we're not, it is a game 
of kickball. Out here. - Coach from Danville Bapti t 

If you pull it out in class once more it will become mine! - Ms .. Jockush 
to Guy 

Atta boy Russ, Big dog! - Father from PBL 
Ring around the mulberry bush, the bobcat chased the baby. Ring around the 

mulberry bush, pop goes the daddy. - Eric LeSueur 
Sometimes when I rub oil all over my junk I can make milk chocolate 

purple milk balls. Like fruit snacks. -Joe 
Sunshine, on my shoulder, reminds me of tho e days. Those days, those days. 

Remind me again, Mr. Sun. I want to feel those days, mmm. - Kate 
I love it when you make it bounce. Oh boy, oh boy. Tell it like it is 

brother, make it curdle like gold. -Noah 
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N aresh J egadeesh 
Narly, Juggs, leggy 
BDT foreva oww. - the BD trio me, alex and ty 
Yo Shaniqua, I loooooove you. Call me. - us 
You are only young once, but you can stay immature forever. - unknown 
Broom dog - amma and rajesh 
I'm a naughty girl. - Ty 
I like little kids. Noooo not like that. God, you guys are idiots. -Alex 
Naresh, any more of those comments and I'll beat the crap out of you.- Mr. 
Sutton 
Just becau e you're large doesn't mean you're in charge.- Melissa 
TW ACK, BOO-Y A - Dan G 

Devin Kinney 
Dev, Dev-Head, Dilly, Devi, Devo 

I don' t get pissed.- Flynn Hello this is Devin ... - Derek 
Sorry I showed up at your wedding/Sorry I tried so hard to get it/Sorry I screwed 

up your pictures/Sorry I had sex with your sister.- NerfHerder 
I always tell the girls never take it seriously. If you never take it seriously then you 
never get hurt. If you never get hurt then you always have fun, and if you ever get 
lonely you can ju t go to the record store and visit your friends. - Almost Famous 

Sonny, true love is the greatest thing in the world; except for a nice ML T - Mutton, 
Lettuce & Tomato sandwich - when the mutton is nice and lean & 

the tomato's ripe. They're so perky. I love that.- Miracle Max 
Street slang is an increasingly valid form of expression. Mo t of the feminine pronouns 

do have mocking, but not necessarily misogynistic undertones. -Murray (Oueless) 
I have abs of silly puddy.- Patrick 

You son of a bitch, I'm right behind you. Turn around and say heifer with cheese 
yo! Why you gotta make me feel inferior cause I'm on the grill B, damn! -Scarface 

Here to long life and a happy one, a quick death and an easy one, a young girl and 
a pretty one, a cold beer and another one. - Irish saying 

Tal Kitron 
Tilly, Tabby Cat, Cuteness, Candycane 
Hey, number 12! Try that shit again and you're******' dead. Haha! -Joe 
Staaaaaay. Preeeesident ****head ... hey, ****you man. DRUGS ROCK! -National 
Lampoon's Senior Trip 
And I'm gonna stab you. -Adam Sandler 
With what? - Steve Buscemi 
WITH MY****, AND BLOOD'S GONNA CO!v1E OUT OF YOUR HEAD! 
THERE'S NOTHING YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT, CAUSE I'M A MADMAN!!!!! 11

-

Airheads 
Bats, they are sick. I cannot hit curveball. Straightball, I hit it very 
much. Curveball, bats are afraid. I ask Jobu to come, take fear from bats. 
I offer him cigar, rum. He will come. - Pedro Cerrano, "Major League" 
I have a bellybutton. - cute little boy in Big Daddy 
Now you're such a big shot you're gonna act in a Hollywood movie? ******* sellout. -
Coop from Baseketball 
I'd walk on down to the health food store and buy hummus, and tabouli and baba 
ganush and rice cakes, Rice Cakes, RICE CAKES. - Nerf Herder 
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Justin Lee 
Funky-], Jason, Jill ( JYL), Santa Spice 

Quotes are best taken out of context. - Forum 3000 
I am your fetal pig. - Mr. Stone 

It was the hotte t day I've ever seen, and I've seen a lot of people. - Mr . 
Laughlin 

Your history teacher is not a communist! He's a pervert! - Mr. Sutton 
We crushed the birds with our fists and the guts were all over our dresses! -

Magistra Newman 
We only have one wife in Japan, after all, we're not Chine e! Ha ha! -Ito 

Sensei 
I was once arrested for robbing a Taco Bell, but it really wa n't me! - Mr. 

Trzaskoma when being asked by our Latin clas about his likes 
In Physics, we just cancel the 'd's.- Mr. Carrubba 

Physici ts don ' t know how to do calculus properly. - Mrs . Jockush 

Eric LeSueur 
The journey is the reward. - Chinese proverb 
Gentlemen, you can't fight in here. This i the war room. -Peter Sellers 
Justin, what's the difference between an orange? A bicycle tire!-
Mrs. Newman 
Is Mr. Leisure home?- Telemarketers 
Conversation on my NOLS course: 
Me: Ren, why do you have a handful of yarrow? 
Ren: Hey Eric, do you think I can moke thi ? 
Last night, my boyfriend had to leep in a box!- Fellow Italian Student 
Climb the mountains and get their good tiding . - John Muir 
No good thing is pleasant to process without friend to hare it. - Seneca 
Be like a cliff against which the waves continually break, but it 
stands firm and tame the fury of the water around it. - Marcus Aurelius 

Toby Levin 
Tony, Cody, Tapini 

When all word fail she speaks/Her mix tape's a masterpiece- Ben Fold Five 
Uh! - Te sand Emilia 

Your apocalypse was fab/for a girl who couldn't choose between/the bower 
or the bath - Tori Amo 

Thunder wishes it could be the snow/ Wishe it could be loved as she can be
Tori Amos 

So then Love walked up to like/1 know that you don 't like me much/let's go 
for a ride - Tori Amos 

You said you we were the real thing/so I show you more and I learn/what 
black magic can do - Tori Amos 

I will take my coffee black/never snack/hang with the mole who are sheepi h/ 
flow through the veins of town/always frown/me and my mistress the 

princess/all for the sake/all for the sake/of a fooli h love- Rufus Wainwright 
that I would be loved even if I numb myself/that I would be good even if I am 
overwhelmed/that I would be loved even if I was fuming/that I would be good 

even if I was clingy - Alanis Morissette 
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Molly R. X. Lewis 
Mule, Molly-Olly, Zebra 
Like an armchair 
And sweet as a violin 
Quiet as a mou e 
An armchair has hort hair. - Jimmy Wannell 
Got a revolution behind my eyes 
We got to get up and organize. - Lo-Fidelity Allstars 
Imitation is suicide. - Emer on 
Whatever you want from me, whatever you want I' 11 do 
Try to squeeze a drop of blood from a sugarcube. - You La Tengo 
Handcuff your man and destroy history!- Ma' ayan 
You can ' t stop time by running in place.- Poster Children 
Pray let the people be kind to the caterpillars. -John Adams 
Don ' t eat your heart.- Pythagoras 
(and only the snow can begin to explain how children are apt to forget to 
remember with up so floating many bell down) - e.e. cummings 
We go farther in the water!- swim team 
Be somebody, or be somebody' s fool- Cosmic Girls 

Doug Main 
Dougie, Doogles, GB 

Bawk! I'm a stoolpigeon.- John R. 
Do NOT go in there! Woo! - Ace Ventura 

Hornschwahgulle, Doug!- Dad 
--tomorrow we will run faster, tretch out our arms farther--and one fine 

morning--So we beat on, boat agani t the current, borne back cea elessly into 
the past. - The Great Gatsby 

Your family 's just a bunch of ape and a lung doctor.- Joe 
You vicious murdawere!- Pat H. 

Corrupt me! Corrupt me!- Hannah 
Don' t tell me the pa t can ave me now/ I can tell that it' s not right/ Is it the 

truggle that keeps us fighting? - LBC 
Je te chercherai, et je te trouverai , toujours. - Kate 

Helen Miller 
Heln, Cow, HT 
Let the wind blow through your hair while you still have some. - Dave 
Weinbaum 
My chicken is not of your concern. - Dr. Sbaitso 
Doe anybody have any other women?- Ms. Linder 
We went to 'nakedmen', what do we get women for?- Mom 
Oh,you didn ' t get to see my tenticles, hold on. -Erin 
Eric, whenever I look at you, I salivate. -Alex 
Come on, big boy, I can take you down! - Merf to Sims 
If some guy ki ed me and I woke up, I'd slap him. - Doug 
And the Southern Gentlemen thought they were special because they had 
balls ... - Mr. Sutton 
As for now I'm goon a hear the saddest ongs, and sit alone and wonder how 
you ' re making out/And as for me I wish that I was anywhere with anyone 
making out. - Dashboard Confessional, "Screaming Infidelities" 
I don't want to die, I sometimes wish I'd never been born at all. - Queen, 
"Bohemian Rhap ody" 
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Ruth Miller 
Ruthie, Rufus, Rooster Ruth, Oothsmee 

(Somewhere between/ our unlighted hearts lust lurk I slovenly and homeless 
and when/ a kiss departs our lips are made of thing/ in beginning corners dawn 

smirks/ and there's the moon, thinner than a watch pring.- e.e. cummings 
Can I who? - Mr. Sutton 

No, the guy don't rule, I rule.- Mrs. Laughlin 
I look nothing like uspicious. I look anti-su picious. - Nick Berube 

The accent lights, are killin' me, and I.. .- Mr. Sutton 
Mr. Sutton, is Joe better at life than me?- Emilia 

... salivating, that i , drooling obnoxiously. -Mr. Sutton 
Cars don' t really turn me on. I mean, when I see a nice car I ay 'woo-hoo ' 

but I don ' t say 'woo-hoo'. -Emilia 
I don ' t have a date but my God I can bench press! -Diane 

Let' s go home and pick up some muffins and a prom dres . - Helen 
Sometimes I wake up in the morning and I'm like YES! I have 2 eyelids!

Shawn 

Tim Miller 
Smiley 
If he's so smart then how come he dead.- Homer Simp on 
Let It Be. - John Lennon 
There are some who call me, Tim. - Tim the sorcerer 

Alex Mitchell 
Alexander, Stalin Spice 

Hey baby, are you nine or younger? - Ethan 
Squat, suck!- Tim 

Oh, **** ! Ohhhhh, **** !! - the raccoon 
Fwa, fwa!- Sensei 

B.D.T.! - Naresh, Ty, and Myself 
Hey! You look like Carrot Top! - Everyone 
I like sex. I like ex. Give me ex! - Dan A. 

Well, you' d better go get it on. Get it on! I don't even know what that mean . -
Mrs.R 

Hey, this is grass! We' ve been eating gra s! -Some cows in a Far Side comic 
Put that back in there, pal. -·Dan G. 

Life's disappointments are harder to take when you don't know any swear 
words ... As a math atheist, I should be excused from this ... People pay more 

attention to you when they think you're up to omething ... Things are never quite 
a cary when you' ve got a best friend ... From now on, I'll connect the dots my 

own way ... There' s never enough time to do all the nothing you want. -Calvin and 
Hobbes 
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Sanaz Mobasseri 
Snazzy, Sonner, Shnaz, Soonaz 
Sometimes I worry about getting pregnant. - Peter 
I'm 'bout to bust out my OutKast. - Abby and me hanging out at County 
Market 
I'm almost a jigalo but no one will play. - Flynn-SexforFreeDaddy 
Wekk Batakue!!- Natalie and me 
What does that meeeaaaan??! !? -the Ladyz 
Proper ******. - Snatch 
TGI-MF!- Abby, Amelia, and me 
Hey Sanaz, I mean Tony.- Abby 
Hey Shap, I mean Abby??!?- Tony 
Shit...Freudian slip .. ? .. - Abby 
I'll ****you on a muffin! - Alexandra 
NAF. - Abby and me 

Patrick Morales-Doyle 
Rice, PM-D, EPMD, Spanish Rice, Pornodo 

I always tell the truth. Even when I lie. -Tony Montana (Scarface) 
Sometime I have to cuss just to prove my damn point. - Q-tip 

I mean they are cienti t . - Brian (Half Baked) 
Record companies are just like weight watchers, they take your loot and 

make you les phat but more popular. - Style (Mountain Bros.) 
Ju tice i what love sounds like when it peaks in public. - Michael Eric 

Dyson 
If you go upstairs and get the money, I will allow you to love me. -Balint 

My voice is physically fit, track I'm bench pres ing.- Black Thought 
The even blunder of the world: wealth without work, plea ure without 

conscience, knowledge without character, commerce without morality, 
science without humanity, wor hip without sacrifice and politics without 

principle. - Mohandas Gandhi 

Mary Katherine Murphy 
Kate( s ), Katrina, Murphlet, Kateums 
I don't care if the sun don't shine/and the rain pours down on me and mine/ 
our love never seems to grow old/it's better than silver and gold. - Neil Young 
The boob fairy hate me. - Elizabeth 
Five pounds EACH!- Megan That pillow just gave me a woozer.- Megan 
Who has ice cream?- Joanna and Me 
Yes, I am a silly girl. - The Princess Bride 
Be delighted with the Lord. Then he will give you all your heart' desires. -
Psalms 37:4 
Do~ think I'm spooky?- Mulder 
Situ aimes une fleur qui se trouve dans une etoile, c'est doux, la nuit, de 
regarder le ciel. - Le Petit Prince 
Would you like to dance around the world with me?- DMB 
I wannabe the last thing you hear when you're falling asleep.- Counting 
Crows 
Your winsome smile will be your sure protection. - a fortune cookie 
Islands of sheep ... - Ian 
Sixteen Candles!!!- Daddy Five bucks! - Moify fambly 
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Ben Olsen 
Benito 

Yeeep, I din ' t go after them fat ugly farm girls, I went after cheerleader ! 
- Barber Jim 

Books? Sorry, I don' t read books. Did it come out in a video game?- RAY 
There we were, standing in line at Jimmy John ' and all of a sudden Shap's got hi 

pants around his ankles gettin ' lunch from Tony.- Mr. Sutton 
Oop, Ben dropped his eraser- hey it says 'DAMMIT' . -Mr. Sutton 

Head on over to the course ... go in to the course ... warm up on over to the course ... 
headin' to the cour e today ... workout at the course today ... see you at the 

cour e .. [repeat] -Doug Mynatt 
Naked frisbee! Go long! -Stichter 

Tequila tonight, tomorrow we RIDE!! -Brett Tippie 
Some people sell you love, some people sell you faith, orne people sell you white 

and openly engender hate. Some people fight to win, some people have to fight, 
some people tell you that to turn the other cheek i right. Some people have it all, 
some people never will, some people go through life oblivious to all it ills. Some 
people live in hope, some people live in fear, some days I'm thinking '**** it all, 

it' wasted on deaf ears' . -One Minute Silence "On Deaf Ear " 

Amelia Padua 
A, Milly( a), Amelios, Knutz 
There are two paths you can go by but in the long run there's till time to 
change the road you ' re on. -Led Zeppelin 

Ty Overstreet 
Mr. T, tizz-y, tinen 

I can tell it's hoisen sauce 'cause I can smell the hois -The annoying old guy 
at Rainbow Garden. He was obviously wearing an adult diaper, and he wa 
urrounded by a harem of eight 60 year old women. If u ever see him, run .. . 

he is evil incarnate. 
I do believe that on this TV my foot is a big a Jay 's no e 

-Franklin Sherman, The Critic 
That's easy, Tommy. When she's in one of her drinking moods, slip some 

methanol into her brandy so that she goe blind and can' t find you!!! 
-The original ending to Little Tommy 's big adventure (Big Show '01) 

**** Gregory, **** him right in the ear.- Wendy, South Park: Bigger, Longer, Uncut 
CRlliiiiPLE FIIIlliiiiGHT!!!! - Eric Cartrnen, yelling into a church, South Park 
The Irish have been corning here for years/ feel like they own the place/ they 

own the airport, city hall, concrete, asphalt, they even got the police/ Iri h, 
Italian, Jews, and Hi panics/ religious nuts, political fanatics in the stew/ 

living happily not like me and you/ that's where I lost you ... New York 
- u2, New York 
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Jocelyn Ross 
Joss, lassie, 11 

got revolution? 
With the lights out it's less dangerous.- Nirvana 
You were sick, but now you're well again, and there' s work to do.
Timewake 
Don' t get sad! Get down! --Breakup Girl 
Some people never change. - Darkside 
Hi tory moan I Mouth of our father I It' s the moment we' re after.
B*U*S*H 
Je pense pas a demain, parce que demain c'est loin.- lam 
EST-CE QUE CAVA?- Les Breuvachons 
You make me go crazy.- Butterfly 
You dazzle me. - Antigone 
Nous sommes les religeux de science. Et les religeuses. -Double Helix 
You'll never people me I I'm not defenseless.- B*U*S*H 
He has no eternal flame, and no wonder - he is not dead. - Some film 
No .. . you won' t look gay- you ' re French. -Steph 
You ' re wicked! - Leila 
Friendship is thicker than blood. -RENT 
Early to bed and early to rise makes a man stupid and blind in the eye 
-Ender' s Game 

Anna Shanks 
You were content to let me hine, that' your way. You always walked a 

tep behind. So I was the one with all the glory, while you were the one 
with all the strain. A beautiful face without a name for so long. A 

beautiful smile to hide the pain. Did you ever know that you're my hero, 
and everything I would like to be? I can fly higher than an eagle, for you 

are the wind beneath my wings.- Bette Midler (for my mom) 
Do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will bring worrie of its own. 

Today's trouble is enough for today. - Matthew 6:34 
When you were born, you were crying and everyone around you was 

smiling. Live your life o that when you die, you ' re the one who is 
smiling and everyone around you is crying. - Anonymous 

Peace begins with a smile. - Mother Teresa 

Shawn Simpson 
I like guys of all genders. - Melissa 
So Shawn, how' s your genericness doing today? -Jing Lu 
That Cheez - It just tasted like my uncle. - Nicole V. 
No good deed goes unpunished. - Clare Booth Luce 
Misled I bled til the poison was gone/ and out of the darkness arrived the 
sweet dawn. - Lauryn Hill 
Nothing is at last sacred but the integrity of your own mind. -Ralph Waldo 
Emerson 
You need a reality check! -Mom 
You can' t resist her/ she ' s in your bones/ she' s in your marrow/ and your ride 
home/ you can ' t avoid her/ she' s in the air/ in between molecules/ of oxygen 
and carbon dioxide. - Weezer 
The good news is: your date is here! The bad news is: he's dead.- Eric, my 
little brother 
Nothing beats the adrenaline rush that comes from knowing you're drug-free. 
And, if you ' re drug-free, you're free, period. I like that feeling, and I like 
myself. Tm high on life, because I'm high on alcohol, my anti-drug.- The 
Onion 
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David Christopher Sims 
Mr. Sims, Simsy 

Pecan are the nutmeat of joy.- Mom 
Someone must have a mongoose. - Ben 

Koobird Lives.- Dad 
Aile gute Gabe und aile vollkommene Gabe kommt von oben herab, von dem 

Vater des Lichts.- Jakobus (Jame) 1:17 
People are very fond of giving away what they need most themselves. - Oscar Wilde 

To be wholly overlooked, and to know it, are intolerable. - John Adams 
It's festooned with punctuation. -Dr. Carrubba on asterisks 

I don't know what's wrong with all of you, but it's very annoying!- Mr . Hermann 
That's a rather degenerate rectangle.- Mrs. Jockusch 

Nunc dirnittis servum tuum, Domine, secundum verbum tuum in pace. 

Rachel Louise Smith 
Rocky, Rache-L, Rochelle 
We asked Jesu , 'How much do you love us? ' 'This much,' he answered. 
And he streched out his arm and died.- Unknown 
Those who are clever, who have a brain, never under tand anything. -
Winnie the Pooh 
Don't underestimate the power of doing nothing, of just going along and 
not bothering. - Winnie the Pooh 
The ecret of life is ... I can't tell you, it' a ecret. - Fortune cookie 
My pockets don't have pants!- Shawn 
They'd love to lick your leg . -Rob 
It took u longer to walk than to drive! -Rob 
Butt rock. Gaydymobile. Radio bitch. - AT 
How you doin'? - Rob and Chris 
Are we stoked?!- Chris 
It's too QUIET!- Lucinda 

Katherine Crowell Smith 
Katie(bean), Katydid, Smitty, KT, Red 

We'll all grow up someday, Meg- we might as well know what we want- Amy, Little Women 
Bueno noches and sweet dreams ... - AL 

We're goin where the wind is blown notknowin where we're gonna tay ... - Weerer 
A dream is an answer to a question we haven't learned how to ask yet -Mulder 

She needs wide open spaces/Room to make her big mi takes/She needs new faces/She 
knows the high stakes. - Dixie Chicks What good would wings be if you couldn' t feel 
the wind on your face?- City of Angels Would you not like to be sitting on top of the 

world with your legs hanging free? - Dave Matthews 
She can' t help it her head's the size of a small country!- Devin 

I think someday I'll get a dog just so I can name it 'Snoop.' - Alex 
Get out the map, get out the map and lay your finger anywhere down/We'll leave the 

figuring to those we pass on our way outta town. - Indigo Girls 
People always say you should be yourself, like yourself is this definite thing, like a toaster or 
something. Like you can know what it is, even. But every so often, I'll have like, a moment 

where being my elf, and my life right where I am is like, enough. -My so-called Life 
Some birds aren't meant to be caged, their feathers are just too bright. And when they fly 

away the part of you that knows it was a sin to lock them up does rejoice, but still, the place 
that you live is that much more drab and empty that they are gone. - Shawshank Redemption 

Not everything in thi magical world is quite what it seems- Nelly Furtado 
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Amit Sudharshan 
Chipmunk, Omlet, EMC, Bung@u$$1.5 
You have problems. - Sangita Sudharshan 
It' s not the size of the dog in the fight, it' s the size of the fight in the dog. -
Mark Twain 
It ain' t all muscle, it's all heart.- Rocky in Rock V 
Willy Wonka Bong@u$$.- Ole Dirty Bong@tu$$ 
The only way to get over temptation is to uccumb to it. - Vijay thatha 
You can ' t all be doing silent day. - Mrs. Jockusch 
So ju t play on playa. - Sara Smith 

Nicole VanKim 
It' not the size of the dog in the fight, it' the size of the fight in the dog. 

- Archie Griffin 
Phi Phi sucks!! - my mom 

One of the e days/When my heart is old/Look around me, who's left?/ 
... Live in the moment.- Luu Bich 

We will not talk about whore ... or my butt in cla s! -Mr. Trzaskoma 
Won' t you be my guiding light/Lead the way to be by your side/Won't you 

be my tar tonight/1 need more than a neon light. - Don Ho 
PMA ... *clap* *clap* WHOO! 

Angela Wang 
Wangela, Angelooney 
There are a very few lunatic entrepreneurs who will understand that culture 
and design are not about fatter wallets but about creating a future . They will 
understand that wealth is a means, not an end. When you find them (or they 
find you) treat them well and use their money to change the world. - Tibor 
Kalman 
Consumer culture i an oxymoron. Wealth is poverty. Religion works better 
for corporations than for people. Rules are good, break them. Good de igners 
make trouble. The perfect bliss of creative bliss is having power (you are 50) 
and knowing (you are 9). - Tibor Kalman 
People seem to pur ue money, most commonly. Some pursue a political 
agenda, some pursue fame. I pursue the blissful moment of coming up with 
an idea. That rnk:es me very, very happy. - Tibor Kalman 
I believe I can fly. I believe I can touch the sky. I think about it every night 
and day. Spread my wing and fly away.- R. Kelly 
Show me the money!- Jerry Maguire 
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Jie Wang 
lie-lie, Mao-mi 

I only took the regular course ... the different branches of Arithmetic -
Ambition, Distraction, Uglification and Derision.- Alice in Wonderland 

The Drawling-master was an old conger-eel, that used to come once a week: he 
taught us Drawling, Stretching, and Fainting in Coils. -Alice in Wonderland 

Omnia Romae cum pretio. Everything in Rome is expensive.- Juvenal 
It is very vulgar to talk like a dentist when one isn ' t a dentist. It produces a 

false impression. - The Importance of Being Earnest, Oscar Wilde. 
All women become like their mothers. That is their tragedy. No man doe . 

That's his. - The Importance of Being Earnest. 
The worst solitude is to be destitute of sincere friendship . - Franci Bacon 

Tout est pour le mieux dans le meilleur des mondes possibles. All is for the 
best in the best of possible worlds. - Voltaire 

One half of the world cannot understand the pleasures of the other. - Emma, 
Jane Austen. 

Connie Wauthier 
ex-con, Cannabis, C-blunt 
No, it's E.L. as in elevated train.- Mamaw 
That's the way it goes -- first your peanut butter then your ... - Papaw 
God damn you half J a pane e girl , do it to me every time. - Weezer 
I can't believe we would lie in our graves, dreaming of thing that we 
might have been. - DMB 
Lovin' you i like a song I replay every 3 min & 30 seconds of 
everyday. And every chorus was written for us to recite. Every 
beautiful melody of devotion every night. - Lauryn Hill 
When I go commando, it' like Rambo - Petey Pablo 
I'm sick of not having the courage to be an ab olute nobody. I'm sick 
of myself & everybody el e that wants to make orne kind of plash. -
JD Salinger The best thing in life is life. - Ice Cube 
0 snail, Climb Mt. Fuji, but slowly, slowy.- I a 

JohnR. Zech 
Johnny, Mr. President, Professor Zech 
Let us dedicate ourselves to what the Greeks wrote so many years ago: to 

tame the savageness of man, and make gentle the life of this world. - Robert 
Kennedy 

Talia voce refert, curisque ingentibus aeger/spem vultu simulat, premit altum 
corde dolorem.- Aeneid 1.208-209 

If you are insane or unlucky, there are purely theoretical projects available to 
you.- Ray 

One has the right to judge a man by the effect he ha on his friends. - Oscar 
Wilde You may say I'm a dreamer/But I'm not the only one/1 hope someday 

you'll join us/And the world will live as one ... - John Lennon, Imagine 
The end of all our exploring will be to arrive where we started ... and know 

the place for the first time. - T.S. Eliot. 
Some people see things as they are and ask, 'why?' I dream things that 

never were and ask, 'why not? ' - George Bernand Shaw 
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Alexandra Zodhiates 
Xan, Alex, Dra, Xan-a-doo 
I met my husband when we were lab partners. He lit my Bunsen burner.- Mrs. 
Hermann 
**** and run. **** and run. Even when I was seventeen, **** and run. **** 
and run. Even when I was 12. - Liz Phair 
A boyfriend? I want one of those! -Hi 
And if you ' re getting any bright ideas, quiet dear. I'm blooming within. -Fiona 
Apple, Fast As You Can 
And then he handed me a pineapple and said, 'take off your shirt. ' - Ma' ayan 
Man, Verner. You really are a retard. - Doug 
Let' s tell the girls to be strong, to be sure, to be heard. We wanna be heard. -
Tegan and Sarah 
We act empty and innocent/But we are fueled by distortions of lives led in 
discontent trading misfortunes/Faith is one thing that is heard to deliver/ It feel s 
so funny to be free. - Indigo Girls (Reunion) 

MariaZych 
Phoebe, Grumpy, Psycho Chick, Little Zych 

We must never live in a world where dreams are rarer than money. 
Matthew Broderick 

I don ' t need drugs, I'm too high on life!- Mom 
Take life a day at a time; you can ' t control what tomorrow brings.- David 

Come on, they ' re gonna think we' ve got something going.- V & me 
It' s like, "Hey, I'm a **** !" - Andrea 

FRillTY BOOTY!!! -Ginny & me If life gives ya lemons, screw 
lemonade and chuck the lemons right back at life! -Marc 

Shyte's gonna start looking up as soon as you start making it look up.- Dave 
The person who is capable must do the understanding. - Dad 

At any given point, everyone ' s doing the best they can.- Dad 

Noah Charles William Zych 
There must be a whole lotta things I ain't never done-- I ain't never had too 
much fun - Commander Cody 
The only Spanish I know is, I want a #3 hardshell, some cinnamon twists, and 
a Mountain Dew.- Joe 
Things to do today: 1) Drugs 2) More Drugs- Mr. Carrubba 
Dazzle 'em with bullshit.- Dad 
What if you hung a horse from the St. Louis Arch and shot it? - Derek 
We were raised on television to believe that we'd all be millionares, movie gods, 
rock stars, but we won't. And we're starting to figure that out. - Fight Club 
This one' s for North Carolina, c'mon and raise up ... - Petey Pablo 
Some little chumps go to college, some little chumps stay home. Some little 
chumps get roast beef. Other little chumps get none. And this little chump is 
going "wee wee wee" all the way to biznack. - Orange County 
I figured that if I said it enough, I would convince the world that I really was 
the greatest. It's lack of faith that makes people afraid of meeting challenges, 
and I believe in myself. - Muhammad Ali 
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2002 Yearbook Dedication: 

J?)r., r20&8Ifl8r~ L8UfJrl1Jrl 
The Class of 2002 dedicates this yearbook to Dr. Rosemary Laughlin. She taught 
part of our class subbie year, and all of us got to appreciate her wonderful style of 
teaching junior year. From singing quiz reviews set to Broadway show tunes to 
in-class skits, her class was always interesting, entertaining, and educational. She 
always has a smile and a hey there for anyone she passes in the hallway, and she 
truly cares about all of her students. 



(l-r t-b) Just another day in the life of 
"Hug Me" Connie; Andrea is found re
laxing in the hallway during one of her 
many free periods; Amit flexes for the 
camera to show the new found strength 
he has found since using meat; Ruth 
reads her 2,288th novel since she was a 
subbie in the hallway; Joanna tries to 
finish her homework before attending 
basketball practice; lie is caught break
ing into the PCC's iMac and changing 
her grades. 
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Class of 2002 Senior Ballots 
Best Dressed: Balint & Molly 

Cutest: Evan & Ma' ayan 

Craziest: Derek & Emilia 

Most Likely to be Jailed: Flynn & Connie 

Most Original: Alex & Emilia 

Nicest: Jonathon & Melissa 

Biggest Flirt: Doug & Sanaz 

Loudest: Derek & Emilia 

Most Athletic: Joe & Joanna 

Best Couple: Naresh & Jocelyn 

Best hnaginary Couple: Amit & A Subbie Girl 

Dirtiest Mind: David & Stephanie 

Funniest: Derek & Natalie 

Cheerleader Wannabe: Amit & Maria 

Best Smile: Flynn & Smita 

Biggest Pimp: Ben & Maria 

Moot:UkelyTo BeAS~rrllnPeru:Amit&Ma'ayan 

Shyest: Evan & Anna 

Best Hair: Alex & Molly 

Most Artistic: Alex & Angela 

Teacher's Pet: David & Kate 

Teacher's Enemy: Dan G. & Angela 

Best Dancer: Balint & Maria 

Laziest: Tal & Amelia 

Most Sensitive: Devin & Melissa 

Most Likely to Succeed: David & Leila 

Nicest Ass: Balint & Ligia 

Biggest Politician: John Z. & Nicola 

Most Opinionated: Dan G. & Ligia 

Spaciest: Ethan & Sanaz 

Happiest: Jonathon & Melissa 

Most Changed: Balint & Molly 

Most Likely To Rule The World: Patrick & Jocelyn 

Best Car: Noah & Helen 

Biggest Show-off: Joe & Kate 

Best Noises: Evan & Stephanie 

(l-r, t-b) Pat and Jocelyn show their grit and 
conquering abilities; Ma 'ayan and Evan are so cute; 
just another Saturday afternoon in the lives of Flynn 
and Connie; Maria and Balint practice their moves; 
Amelia and Tal display their usual lack of movement. 
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Class of 2002 PROPJ;.f~CV 
Leila -is a famous ballet dancer. Dan Atherton - has ajoumalisni degreeand comes back to take 
Dave's position and lives in the Mac Lab. Kyle- is marriedto a nice girl, has thiee kids and b~ys 
stock in Hot Topic. Abby- designs and advertises for Abercrombi€ ana 'eats chocolaty deserts 
made by Ross. Balint - is on the cover of GQ for being the sexiest and most ~al((ntedman. Guy 
-is an astrophysicist and runs a LOT in his spare time. Ma'ayan -is a scientist. who goestothe 
rainforest to find a cure for cancer and plays with the marmosets up ·. in tlie canopy while she:s 
there. Nicola - is a political news anchor, but gets fired for arguing too much. Ethan .. ends every 
word with -o and works for the government as a pressure-point ass~ssin. Crystal- lives in a 
paper bouse and becomes the "Origami Folding Champion of the WorliL" ·John ebin - is a 
successful hockey player in Canada. Joe - is the first professional soccer piayer to play witq two 
prosthetic legs. Jonathon- is a happy Mormon en.gineer and retires as .. a greeter .. at .WalMart. 
Evan - is still a tenor and makes books on. tape after his mental, breakdown. Joanna - is a 
professional soccer player/artist/English teacher. Stephanie- is a libn.u:ian and writes frequently 
to Ms. Harris. Ligia -is married to Jason Boyd and has a worldwi~e shot""putti11g tour. Aurora
lives in Vermont and is married to Will. Peter - owns 7 cars and runs a luxury auto chop shop: 
John Flynn - is the manager of the local Sonic. Emilia - starts her own, folk music band .. Smita 
-lives in New York where she runs a candy shop. Natalie .. is a successful stand.:.up cometlian and 
writes funny commercial jingles. Andrea - is a psychologist married to a .tall, dark gu)! and 
vacations in Mexico. Dan Grinols- lives in Antarctica so he ne:ver has to talk .to anyone again. 
Melissa - works for the American Red Cross. Derek ,_ has his own. show on MTV and is deaf. 
Naresb- is a prizefighter. Devin -is a world-famous arcljitectand stjl} has ~is eyebrow ring. Tal 
-is an evangelical minister. Justin - writes computer software and is the nextStev~ Jpps. Eric -
climbs mountains (literally), and creates his own line of shoes that prevent stress fractures in 
runners. Toby - is a Unitarian poet. Molly ~ is a famous fashion designer in NY€. Doug ~ is a 
boyscout leader with a mullet. Helen- sells her stick-figure drawings to a huge company . . Ruth, 
- is the US ambassador to China. Tim - is a professional stunt man. Alex - is afarrious actor who , 
holds the world record for the largest mass of curly red hair. Sanaz - has a11 arranged marriage to 
a Persian guy named Salmon. Patrick- has his own record label and hair salon. Kate - is · married 
to Ian and is an OBGYN doctor with lots of little blond-:haired blue£eyed babies . . Ben- wins the 
Tour De France in a new way - mountain bike-style. Ty -is a E>J:. in Chicago. Amelia -is forced 
into a good job and takes off on weekends. Jocelyn- is a famous genetici~t working for Yay-uL 
Anna - is a very outspoken activist. Shawn- is the head animator at a J apanes·e. anime company. 
David- is a music teacher and plays the organ in the.Pope's Church~ Katie -has a dolphin as (;l pet ' 
and is cynical. Rachel - lives out in the boonies selling snake skin pants and moccasins . . Amit -
continues to get skinner, then moves to India and becomes a hermit. Nicole - surprisesus allb~ 
playing for women's US soccer team after college. Angela- .is an artistic cop sq slie can giv€, 
rather than receive traffic tickets. Jie - lives in Mosa.mbigue to add to her accent. Connie -: 
teaches her cell mates how to do flips. John Zecb- is the Senator o[New,Jersey. Alexandra- is 
a very fit UU minister on the East Coast. Maria - is a Dallas Cowboy cheerleader&nd appears 'in 
Sports Illustrated annually. Noah - drives his Impala .to Spring Training every year. 



Anna ghank£: 

Angela Wang Nicole VanKitn 

ganaz Moba£:£:eri 

gtephanie Croft£: Dan Atherton Devin Kinney 

Nicola 8unick Leila Agha 

Dan Grinol£: Jonathon Climer Noah Zych 
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Ma'ayan and Guy Bres:ler Natalie Gael Aurora Ericks:on Crydal Chiang 

Patrick Morales:-Doyle Peter Fahrner Molly Lewis: Kate Murphy 

Alexandra Zodhiates; 

Derek lvers:en Ligia DeRos:e grni ta Ghos:h Ruth Miller 

John Flynn 

John Chin Tirn Miller Joanna Crandon ghawn girnps:on Melis:s:a !-lines: Rachel grnith 

1-lelen Miller Connie Wauthier Tal Kitron 

Abby Beck 

Alex Mitchell Arnelia Padua Ethan Chew Arnit gudhars:han Jocelyn Ros:s; Doug Main 
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L Leila Agha, being of questionably sound mind and exhausted dancing body do be
quea~ the. following: Rivkah, Ms. Harris and all the rest of you get a fun RIF RAF 
meetmg wtth lots oflovely clocks and many new romantic, available females. Mr. Sutton 
~ets my M~tewan paper, a small American History Seminar class and tons of respectabil
Ity. To Mana: a decent Mandelbrot team. A good play about Robin Hood or the knights 
of th~ round table for Emily, Stephen, Karen, Laura and Rivkah. Nafi ah gets the hard
working flute player award. To Ms. Wy ocki I leave a communist cult, a more effective 
love elixir, a stunning new Elvis mug and lots of spoons. For Jacob: someone new to sing 
"Layla" ~o in the hallw~ys. ~llen. Jonathon. and Ray g~t a well-exploded milk jug and a 
good ~ctence and Engmeenng club meetmg. To Michelle, funny parts in the ballet, 
lovely Jazz dances and spam. Eva, Ayesha and Charlotte get good luck, cute boys who 
won't break anybody's heart, formal dresses and sane Enzo's boy . Al o, I leave a Spec
trum dan~ for Eva and Charl~tte, and many opportunities to get ab olutely soaking wet. 
Eva and S10dha: I love you (rrussy). To all my teachers: thanks. For Anna and everybody 
else, I leave peace. 

I, Daniel Atherton, of mind and body to be traded for a first round draft pick and a player 
to be named later, hereby bequeath these items which are not mine to give to people who 
won't remember.my name at our reunions. To Harmah, I give a bunch of studly theater 
me!'l to be her frien<;is after ~e leave. To.Sasha I ~ve one ... um .. item every day in his 
mailbox fore~er unt:il .he dect~es ~o keep tt. To SteVIe I give nostrils she can keep under 
control. To ~vkah I gtve medication so she doesn't get prematurely excited anymore. To 
Eugene I gtve all the women he wants and a mirror to be able to tell when his haircut 
sucks. Mr. Sutton gets Seminar students who are less ****** up than we were. Mrs. 
NeWf!lall gets a nice rid~ down the road of retirement in her Happy Box. And finally, all 
my. friends who are leavmg for college get memories of all the fun times we had here at 
Urn, and get to forget all the bad stuff. It's a called third strike, and I'm outta here. 

I, Kyle Barkmeier, do hereby dump all my trash and biohazard waste on the following: 
~lec~-~loody.nose, Andres-the neck hairs I yanked out in health clas , my entrepreneur
tal ,PIDt, you J~rk. Zach and Moser-nume~us unwanted hugs. Umair- a wift kick in the 
grol!'l for sucking at occer and always reading my screen. Japanese clas -constant inter
ruptt~ms preventing anyone from ~earning ~ything at all. SENSEI!-hugs, noogies, de
grading remarks about age and height. Ashw10 [see Donna] Nafisah-the constant denial 
that you're anything but Swedish. Kelly-the ability to tell anyone and everyone to shut the 
hell up, your own Glock. Jacob- 'don't tum around' and other uch entertainmg ights ... Sara 
W.-warmer clothes so you're not alway cold. Madeline-references to the fact that you're 
an, "inu" . veronica-My laziness and stupidity, so you'll know how I feel :P nose-one last, 
"mom" for old times sake, and many many more insults about your obscene shirts. donna
the fact tJ:tat someday you'll be a real boy! Melinda-insulting remarks about girls' inability 
at throwmg ~hot put, and numerous shouts of, "FRICKE!" Frances-a poke in the eye 
AND a hot 10 the finger! ... mark-~y amazing musical ability, so you'll finally be able to 
succeed :PTen:nce-to the best retamer ever, I leave my amazing skill in Medieval Com
bat.(stop laughin~. all of you ... ) Bob-You're the worst retainer ever, so I'm leaving you a 
tu.ru~ made ofhatr that you ~ave to wear for the rest of your life. Eugene-a world without 
fuction, ~ ~e hamster w~:m t explode in flames, happy now, sarcashole? All you people 
who I dido t_leave anything to, I pro~ably forgot you because you didn't brown nose 
enough, or_IJust hate you. I probably JUSt hate you. Yes, YOU, nobody else reading the 
yearbook, t only hate YOU! AHAHAHA!! 

I, Abby ~. of ~und mind and hot body, leave the following stuff to the following 
people: Srrutty- a g1rl who'll call you an ass whenever you're outaline (basically you get to 
be som~ne else's *****), a ne~ ob~ion besides Ross, and a hug. Tito- Devin, and lots 
of late rught chats about everything N tcole-grade school memories and older sexier boys 
!vfatty-you ~eta nice consid~rate girl, a hug when you're down. the knowledge that Sanaz 
I a good driver. J, and late rught convo on 1M Sara S.- another trip to France where you 
hoo~p wl. a hottie (there was plenty of opportunity though!), and lots of French class 
gos tp ses Ions Sara, Sarah, and Leslie- all of you get guys that are just too hot to handle 
Isserpuke- a massage wench and your t-shirt ... Molly- a full ride to Duke and another 
awesome trip to Fr_<mce Cos~- all the.JJ stories you can handle, the knowledge that tu es 
un plu grand pu~ q~e m~n, and a ptmp coat Maayan- omeone else to give you rides at 
5:.30 every momm~, Ill rruss em! Anthony-walks to Za's for lunch and French 4-ever 
Lil J. Wets~- late rught convos on mork, another night involving being kidnapped by a 
bunch of ~~s, cones, ~? s 'n s, and an unexpected ~sit Sergei- another night of firsts 
that doesn t 10volve spillin~ water, a HEY ~ER<;:JEI 10 the halls, and a date with yours 
truly. ;) Kyle- thanx for be10g the bestest fuend 1 could've ever had. even though your 
punk bootay sho~d !ill be at uni .... i leave you dic~ey simpkins, the slow Lane from 
freshman year sWimmtng (nads cap!), a mullet, and an rrreplaceable friendship Mr. Sutton
a clas where no o~e ays a potty word and duct tape ju tin case .. sorry . .J My Swimmers 
CL:ovla~ ~dies).- thongs, green peppers, parachuting, and a win vs. central. One last 
thing .... Its been emotional. PO MULO.;) 

b~t gives so~e .tuff to these people: Isserman gets the soccer team. cheap vintage 
shirts, and a hurned JOg bac~ from p.e. wtth a cologne-free bag. Nicole gets trips to Target 
and the mall for shoe :hoppmg and other random errands, along with an infinite supply of 
~ses once I Jearn t? make cl<;>thes .. Smitty gets the weight room and more boxerbrief 
10ctdents at ~occer wtthout ~ettmg ~eked ?ut. Traci gets more nights of hanging out at 
her house wtth her mom whil~ watching Miss Teen America, plus random trips to Meijer. 
An~w It?. ~ets some leg. hatr. Po~ock and Renner get all kinds of obviously needed 
athletic abilities. Ito Sensei gets to VIdeo the bishamon statue. To everyone I forgot, you 
get what ever you want. 

I, Guy Bresler, posses~ing a runner'. body and a dudely brain, leave the following things: 
Fun, success and the ttme of your lives for the cross-country team; for Zuke a protein 
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shake; 0> ti g~ts a Merced~ and a place to sleep whenever he runs away from home; 
Cordelia can li~ten to Santena any ttme he wants; Molly qualifies for Bo ton; Maddy 
gets my best wiShes ~or permanent good luck and a great senior year; Matt Sutton gets to 
see Good Charlotte live at least once a month; to Noah I leave a box of fake id's and the 
dedica~on to do ~ck; S~tty ~hall have undi puted domination in the locker rooiT4 Ashwin 
gets c~ps and di~, and infinite smoothness. Slic gets All-State, Harvard, a lice of pep
peroru from my paza, .a locker full of to~el , 25 pullup , Smitty's radio, and more self
confidence; for Natharuel my ~temal admiration, and gratitude for just being who you are; 
Doug, I th~ you for everything you ha~e done for me, for ~c~g me to love running, 
and for making me a better person. Special thanks and apprectatton to Katya Betekhtina, 
Elizabeth Jockusch, and Doug Mynatt. 

I, Ma'ayan ~resler, leave: to HL Teresa, Mukta and Belle, tons of love as well as some 
awesome Fn bee games and cow/ho!'8e-petting runs. In ~dition, T~resa gets a portapotty 
(Ix?rtapotty!) and a new (faster) runrung partner. _HI recetves a mas tve bear hug and a lift 
(wtth Belle to help), ~d her and Belle get a lastmg supply of orange cones, and fuendly 
s~gers ~d blown kisses. To Mukta I leave lots of food, and a loud booming voice, and 
~ 10 the library. Meera has. the show~r row. for herself . . Caterina shall remain impres
SI~ely furmy and forever retam her enVIable ptggyback kills. Catherine, Elaine, Natalie, 
Kimrny and Pamela, you all are very cool! Priya gets high off duckweed. Climer is cute. 
Molly gets a trip .to State, and he and Maddy get the cross country team. to be hared with 
!'flcole an~ Surruy~. Als?, Ma~dy gets one hell-of-a-massive hug. Nicole gets a flourish
mg love life. ~urruya will run mJury-free once more! She will also find the perfect man. 
F~: a wave 10. the hall. Ellen, my pal, gets grapefruit and phy ic and eternal funkines . 
~rnily Bruce will have many days of summer fun and fabulous dinners. Karen will con
tmue to have awesome s~ and enj~y imi?rov to the end of her days. Sirnina, you hall be 
always be f\mnY ~d much liked for It. Emily Walsh, David Grayson, Roveiza, Alejandra, 
Nafisah, Ali. a, Julie, Nuole, and anyone else I forgot the bus is yours. Ma'ayan W. gets 
sole possession of her name. Yi will emerge victorious from all arguments. Kaplan gets to 
find more chess players. Bo, you get funny talks. Katerina, a *cute* boyfriend. Finally, 
lots of thanks ~d affection f<;>r my ~chers, especially Ms. Jockusch, Mr. Bergandine, 
Ray, Ms. Suzuki, Ms. Laughlin. the library people, and Ms. Wysocki. 

L Nicola, ~ing practically perfect in every way, he~by bequeath the following items to 
~e fo~owtng people: Roxanne: many a ~appy v~ nde ... mcker ... her own dessert island 
10habtted by five nz clones and several b1g puppies, and my astounding optimism. Noah: 
~ $8 fem~e ~~companion for Hermey, a life~e upply of "nut' ' and a fluorescent 
stgn proclatmmg cheap and easy'' .to h~g ~ve his IO<?ker or place of residence. Emily 
Wal h: a horrendously crude ScandinaVIan ep~thet, an evil baby ferret that vibrates, and all 
the other tuff bball grrls get. Bob: A self-runrung pizza sale. Nicole: a lifetime filled with 
quality "convers~~on. ' Erin, Harmah, Zoe, Dawn. E & C Wah, Casey: Chinchilla dust, 
the way you posttion your h~d _when you eat a taco, ~d many giggly moments. Anna: 
the above pl!-JS I4BW and~ Its JOys whether you want It or not. Maggie: the above plu 
lots of caffeme and the ability to. call Press whenever he wants it. All track girlies and 
gu¥ : TP fun. many, many good ttmes, and many awesome seasons to come. Natalie and 
Ellie: tJ:te above, hurdler power, & special Warren memories, remember "if you were 
Olymp1c runners you'd be faster." Smitty: You are the lounge wrecker. Costi: the Uni 
Greek Mafia, ~ rule of his o-.yn rebel &ood memo~es and many thanks. government. 
S~ S: ~ rught French pam~ unhotttes, trampolines on the beach. All other French 
tnpptes: ~10g exhausted and excited at the arne ttme, the "comfy" floor of CDG airport, 
and~ ~~ter)ney. Sarah K. Molly G, Roxy, and Isserpuke: Gargoyle wonders, much 
luck 10 SUfVlvmg next year and another Pacemaker. And finally to all my friends: Wre 
hugs all around. I love you guys!! Thanks for all the great times- I'm gonna rnis this 
place. 

I, Ethan ~w, of cr:azy mind and chicken-like body, bequeath the following. To Pianoman, 
I leave hon:tble ~g notes, and "Pop Goes The Weasel" in 453 different styles. Co
l<;>mbo gets ~ty. Mr. Murphy gets a break. Jake, Melinda, and Slichter get any song to 
smg and every 10 trument t? rlay. Dan g~ts a mango dance. Nicole B. and Zan don't get to 
~k. ~elly and the other victtrns of tappmg get mad shoulder-tapping skills. Erin B. gets 
!11~ neighbors. Sarah K. gets another washing-machine di aster, except the guy who does 
It ts extrem~ly cute, .~gs on ~our sleeve and ay , "Mommy? Is the machine supposed to 
catc,h fire like th~t? The. chicke~gs get my head on ~ pole for their personal use, and 
don t get something s~tal. To Kimrny W., I l~ve a ptgtail tug. To the MAD CHICK
ENS, I leave mad tones and the Wylde Q. Chicken. Everyone else gets a big friendly 
wave. For the rest of you who think I'm crazily weird I leave the knowledge that I am 
~sane and love every minute of it. The secret to happu{ess is to dance when you want to, 
smg when you want to and be what ya wanna. 

"W_e, C~stal Chi~ .and my vampire friend Zechs, being of ethereal minds, bodies, and 
wmgs gtve away this JUnk to the following people: for Magi tra Newman, Kleenex boxes 
and a large fl~swatter; for Rox~e, "the guy," egg roll , datable guys, and a perfect piece 
of....,..--; for Eri~ the sweater,~ inflatable person who plays "Lean On Me" when you lean 
on tt and Gracte; for my Latm I classmates (minu Grinols), waffles and a secret chapter; 
for Johnny, the Golden Reece and the perfect nymph; for Helen, a tamboura and fire
works o~ sex among many other things; for Dan "wtth the hair," some Mountain Dew ... 
oh, say hi to Greg for me; for Max. a "you owe me"; for the soccer chi cas, a bf; for Justin 
a PC and. some grrly anirne among many other things; for Rachel Sandretto, D&D books 
and 3 Wishes; for my Japanese I classmates, a defenestration; for Steve "Goatboy" 
Trzas~<?ma, a Taco Bell and many qu~ti~n ; for all my fuends, a hug and the demand that 
you VISit; for everyone I've met, a smile JU t- because; for everyone in the universe "take 
care of your blood." Oh yeah, all your base are belong to u ! ' 

~. JohJ:t Chin, be~g of . ound mind and body, hereby leave the following: Hot Wok meal 
10cluding General s Chicken to Noah (and rampant tirades through the street chasing after 
money to get Hot Wok), a less feminine leather coat to Co ti, a broken heart rate monitor 
t? the lucky students who use watch #4 in PE, a lack of coalition government in the U.S. 
(~order to preve':lt the ~se of dictatorial regimes like Hitler's) to Yi, the Carter's Twin 
City Champ1onship t-~ to M~tt, my legacy and reputation as a tudent to my ister 
Lauren, Shannon Brown s web 1te to Ito and Mr. Beesley, and an opportunity to Varun 
and everyone else to continue Uni 's long standing tradition of excellence in floor hockey. 



I, Joe Ciolli, of sound mind and easily breakable body leave the following things. Issennan: 
a nice, tight, small vintage tee and an injury-free semor soccer season. Weissman: Heather 
Brooke and being stuck in the space between my bed and the wall. Smitty: a newly 
washed jock and a later curfew. Andres: a hug and my phone number (for you cousin.) 
Andy Seth: a game of yahoo pool and a fat lip courtesy of Nick Gooier. Gerry: a ride home 
and exclusive rights to the f-word. Andy Renner and Henry: the soccer team two years 
down the line and official pimp status. Columbo: a game ofNCAAFootball2002. Robert: 
a tennis ball to the midsection. Lastly, Mr Porreca gets a hundred thanks and a winning 
lottery ticket. 

I, Jonathon Climer, with chronically sleep deprived yet curiously energized mind and 
body, do hereby bequeath the following: to Yi, absolute control of some country; Jake, a 
musician's fame and glory; to Eugene, remarkable super powers including mind bullets; 
Tobin, a wheelbarrow of duct-tape and some Mardi Gras beads; Tianyu, prom king; Zuk, 
CC captain, tons of hardware, and good luck on stealing Doug' girlfriend; Chess team. 
better replacement players; Terence, some position of tremendous international power; 
Mark Savignac, his own TV show; Costi, some e tablishmentin Montana; Ann Murdoch, 
a plane and a date with that one guy; Moser, you get Hiss club; Socie gets his football 
back; John Croisant, all the triple backsplashes; Habitat People, a trip back to Mississippi, 
Alan, and Free Falling; Mr. Sutton and Mr. Stone, the spirit of Pie Club and regular 
deliveries of food; to Uni, boundless energy and happiness; finally to my sister Emily, the 
title "Climer''. 

I, Evan Cording, being of sound mind and pitifully out-of-shape body, do hereby give the 
following people this stuff: to Mr. Murphy, a lifetime supply of Naked Juice, and batons to 
be dropped/broken; to Frances, all the Kevin Kelley she could ever want; to Mr. Russell, 
ice when his knee hurts; to Guy and Verner, sexy neon-blue tights; to Ray, some fantastic 
problems: oh, they're really good; to T)t, thanks for much-needed humor: I will never 
think of Barney the same way; to Slic, best wishes for some great cross-country/track 
performances, some very naughty spoons, to do what with? vigorously? often? and, of 
course, all the Naked Juice you could ever want (and a nice balsamic vinagrette); to Sims, 
best wishes for music in college and more invigorating experiences. 

I, Joanna Cranston, being of sound mind and body, do hereby bequeath the following 
stuff to the following people: To Giganticus, cookies and ice cream IN MODERATION 
and the chance to dribble m a game. To Traci, a double busket and a yank on her chain. To 
Veronica, orange hair and a college at which to play whatever sports she desires. To San
G-ta, Michael John and some Easy Mac. To Molly S., a black eye to pass on to Frannie. 
To Althea and Maria, Art Club. To Mukta, Teresa, and Katerina, a couple of hat tricks each 
and more fun with Billy D. Much thanks to Merf, Doug, Sally, and Bill. Thanks to my 
teachers. To everyone else: Remember that you are very special and brilliant even when 
everyone around you seems more special and more brilliant. 

I, being Stephanie Crofts, have decided to follow the crowd and to give people stuff in no 
particular order. The Swim team should know what they get, along with the hopes that 
they will carry on traditions in a timely manner. To the ladies of As the Stars See It I leave 
many hugs and a prince charming for each. My soccer girls get rewards after the good 
games and a new goalie. Max gets to watch Die Hard in the Library. Rivkah gets RIF 
RAF, and everyone who attended gets a big thank you. Stevie gets Backstreet Boys who 
yell when they should and rides home. Naifsah gets silly relays forever and the occasional 
car ride. Costi, you can keep the damn compass that you borrowed 4 years ago. Ann M 
gets a hug after every race and someone to stand in goal for her. Emily Bruce gets the 
second violin section and a new stand partner. Sara Smith you get a magnifique pinch and 
thank you for coming to my birthday. Terence can pretend that he's taller than me in my 
absence and gets a hug. The rest of the school gets a smile and an apology for Terence. 

I, Ligia de Rose, of American mind and Brazilian heart leave the following items to the 
following friends and recipients: to the Fine Arts department, I leave a lot more money to 
do with however they please, and to all thespians and theater participants many more good 
plays, roles and productions. Spicky I leave you better nicknames, and a throwing partner, 
to Roxanne great volleyball and track seasons, my job (if I ever get one) and Josh Hartnett, 
to Sara Smith a boyfriend, and the junior girls in general more boys. To Andrew Ito I leave 
Medieval Combat, Zook best red weapon status, and that little kid with the hobbit rocks, 
hobbit rock king status, and Dan Hedin I knight thee lord of Plaid, everyone else who was 
ever in that class, make it last. Alisa, Max, and anyone else I might have forgotten. I'm sure 
there's something out there you want, so I leave 1t to you. And all other Uni students who 
never knew me, have a great rest of your time at Uni, and a great rest of your life. 

I, Peter Fahrner leave the following things to the following people (feel free to trade if 
you don't get something you like). In reverse alphabetical order, let's start. Mike, I leave 
you my portion of the trumpet section in orchestra to share with Henry. Nick, you can have 
one more attempt at lifting more than me. Bob gets somebody to yell his name in the hall 
and a Stairmaster that works. Ashwin can have another fitness class with me where we 
both get sick Traci gets dinner at Miko's and a ride anywhere she wants to go. Molly can 
have my Sanitary shirt. Melinda and Henry get the Jazz Band trumpet section. Nicole can 
have a pair of glasses that I fixed and a ride to the Union with my grandma. Everybody 
else can share what's left and see y'alllater! 

I, John Flynn, being of sound mind and almost unparalleled size, leave the following 
items to those remaining at Uni High. To Barb I leave a huge "I love you" and hopefully a 
break from dealing with my lame excuses. To Mr. Garvey I leave my dumpster and any of 
its fabulous contents he may desire. To Beesley I leave 7'2" transfer student from Brook
lyn. NY. To Dr J, a thank you for not towing my car. To Mr. Butler I leave a clean lounge 
and some respite from my bottle-wielding assassination attempts. For Sam and Mr. Su'un, 
I leave nothing because you're already too cool. To Smitty I leave a rendezvous with me 
and cw. To Veronica I leave patience and trength to put up with Smitty. To Weisseman I 
leave his brother's brain. To Matty I leave triple-doubles (pts, rebs, stls). To Shak, a dunk. 
To Renner, (which one? Who knows there are already too many) a thousand rebounds. 
And to Henry, eight inches and a hundred pounds. For everyone else I leave a few simple 
words of advi~ awww &%"$it, never mind, I'm out. 

I, Emilia Garvey, being of Midwestern mind and matronly body, bequeath the follow
ing. Tera-someone to spot you, even more dresses, and love. Rivkah-evenings of Reba 
and tea Eu, gay pie. Tony- I wuv woo and nickels. Rebekah-big smiles. AI Renner-bum 
and bleed. Michael Pitt-Find Jesus. Kate C.-MY shower. Alisa, Nick Shoda as if you 
needed me to give him to you. Anne-a fighter pilot to love you. Sara Smith-the GWLBGC 
and a one tire-d bike she can fix. Max-wonderful complicated sexuality. Dan Hedin-#1 
fox status and hugs all the time. Rose and Emily-everything beautiful. Karen-sugar that's 
as sweet as you. The Nose Cast- Men at Work! My Bio Table-A Party. Hannah-no one to 
kick you. Sasha-award for proof that not all men are awful. Ellen-French roses on our run. 
Monahans-Moral Compass of Uni High. Ms. Laughlin, Ms. Newman, Ms. Majerus
when I am a grown-up I want to be as cool as you. Pie Club-everything in the fridge. ever. 
GSA-luck. Cordeli-Lesbian Ben and Sham On! SliGAR, Batia, Ariana, etc- be good to 
my sister. To Tess-soda money and relief from the embarrassment of having such a freak 
for a sister. And, last I forget, all my love. 

I, Smita Ghosh, being of evil mind and holy body, hereby bequeath the following things 
to the following people: to Noah, a variety of sock-artwork and apple-themed dresses, to 
Matt, a blossornmg Sibling relationship to cherish forever, to Traci, a big juicy hug, to 
Molly G., a bunk bed to share and a new and hopefully more talented basketball partner, 
to the Habitat people, lots of 20-cent fish (but no one can replace possum-Thank you Ms. 
Majerus), indecent paper-folding and lots and lots of fun on trips to come, to Mr. Sutton. 
the hope that the pretzels will survive without their# 1 player, and of course a big thank 
you for everything. And, to all the teachers and students here, thank you for a wonderful 
senior year. 

I, Natalie Goel, with a mind and a body and all that, would like to bequeath the following 
shiz: to Molly, BAWston late-night movies-in and the bestest French trip ever. You're 
gonna rule the Gargoyle next year! To Smitty, plenty of soccer goaaaaals for next year and 
a Dada Lig collage. Matty S. gets some two-day-old smelly sweat socks--in the face! To 
Nicole, a longtime overdue hair -dying session at Kenney and an ejectable lounge chair for 
giggly blondes. To my Big Show people, a constant party backstage, complete with a 
radio, just in case, just for Val, Anita, and Alisa. To Noah, your wallet from a funny little 
Bos-town man with a conscience and the latest in women's fashions straight from Sanaz's 
closet. Finally, Traci gets long conversations and lots of summer Saturday chill sessions. 
Party on, Uni. Peace. 

I, Andrea Goodall, leave the following: Bob a Walnut, a "wassup" nod and 300 minutes. 
Melinda: camp, areal smile, a "grin-and-deal" smile, and eternal sue- cess and happiness 
just cuz you deserve it. Eugene: Stouffers mac'n'cheese. Little Stichter: an honest orches
tra attendance sheet-in exchange for those pants, damrnit! Kaplan: one of those little 
round Band-Aids to cover up the viola hickey I've been staring at for 4 years. Traci: 
mixed-Asianness, lots ofPT and the ToRa power. Tic-Tac-Toe: may the name live on. G: 
a big hug and "I'm so tired! " V: a big "bite me" and thanks for bemg such a cool sister
friend. Molly S: curly-ribbon pigtails and a Bank Shot. Ben Sims: a spot in chorus-I 
SAW you singing along. Murphy: 5th hour, Espresso, New Orleans, another slouching 
student to carry on a tradition, sunshine, and thanks for the help with my 3 husbands. 
Merf: thanks for everything. The Uni knowledge of GM hereby ends-I promise! Sally: a 
smile and a hidden note. Dug: "ul> North" comments. Herr W.: a soccer ref, healthy 
lunch, and foot stamp-I DON'T whine! Barb: food, chocolate, and thanks-our bet is still 
on! Beesley: The Rubber. To any soccer player: Bill in knee-length boxers and a pink 
"penny." To everyone: thanks for making Um what it is. Remember that tomorrow is a 
new day with no mistakes in it, and that Diet Is Bad For You. The Goodall girls now 
officially leave you. 

I, Melissa Hines, being of reasonably sound mind and body hereby bequeath the follow
ing things to the following people. Matt Sutton, Tera, Molly, Veronica, and David, much 
love and an awesome trip to Mississippi next year. Yi, a salsa dance. Mo, the Melissa-dam 
of Student Council. Ike, your lost CD. The school, a flourishing Young Life and a kickin' 
Subbie Buddy Program. Swimmers, much love and inspiration to wake up before the sun 
and work hard. Thank you, thank you, thank you, to all of the teachers who have influ
enced my life in a positive way. I can't begin to describe how grateful I am to have been 
educated by all of you. I will carry the skills you planted in me throughout my life. Thank 
you everyone; I would not be the same person without Uni High and I am grateful for 
everyone who has touched my life here. Enjoy life, be an instrument of positive change, 
love others. I wish you all the best. 

I, Derek, being of sensual brain and even more sensual of the bodies and all therein 
bequeath the following betwixt the upcoming names- Max Beshers gets a box of tissues. 
Andres, Andy and Triet get hand-baskets so they can carry their flowers all over the place. 
Udara gets a Cabraal and Farid gets a Zaghloul. Yi gets a gallon of Brut. Green gets his 
cookbook published and the key to my heart. Hugh gets my JaBalls, enjoy these please, 
Hugh that 1s. Matt gets to take body shots of apple juice off my stomach. Robert gets a 
cast, except this time it will be on your bowels. Smitty gets a piece of Stinger Custom Pro 
Series 4 Gauge to play with. As for the faculty, my love, my heart, my soul, and my brain 
go out to you. Call me. 

I, Naresh Jegadeesh, being of unstable mind and rnmm mmm good body, leave the 
following to those wonderful wonderful underclassmen: Max gets a shiny new shoehorn 
right where he wants it. Dan Pleck gets my picture from the Wall of Smiles. Anna gets 
some more of that excellent advice. Leslie and Roxanne get a pen, and a 15. Sasha gets 
two more of thema that he has to keep this time and a pole dance. Rivkah has to pay me 
back for our director's gift. Kelly gets a frightened look and the finger. Ito gets a locker 
room slamming. Tobin gets back ownership of his body. Eugene gets some quality game 
geek conversations. Ash win gets a game ofNinja 1\utles with me on my Super Nintendo, 
like in the good ol' days. To Andy the gift of puberty. Hannah gets some more of those 
great shirts, Bottle of Jesus ahhhhhhahha. Wow that's about it I think I'm going to cry or 
something. 

I, Devin Kinney, bequeath the following folks these items: Henry gets jokes that make 
sense and you can split the ownership of the basketball team with the Renners. Umair 
gets a ''what's up" in the hallway. Max can have the Sam's Club parking lot because no 
one wants it now that it's covered in pop. Cameron gets Uni Soccer and a game of air 
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hockey. Ike gets to add a one foot Japan to his repertoire. Varun gets a hug from me but 
also one from Bo who in tum shapes up for Varun by getting a funky new haircut and by 
finding "Jesus!!" Troci (e) gets a witty screen name, an H-day, a paint set, a new dream 
journal and no stupid LB game just a good talk. Nicole, please feel welcome to any bible 
that I ever have posses ion of. Milly gets Uni pop-punk culture, a GC hoodie, a "missing 
the point" concert, Baa-B-Cue, and Smitty (sony). V-ron can share Smitty and he also 
gets to ***** me out for anything she wants. Skye, you my friend, good luck with the 
ladies bud. It looks grim, but anyone with the means can have Stone Creek. Finally, 
Hannah, rule the school babe (kee.r Ben in line), and always have the last laugh. Now 
everything's "perfect...well not entirely perfect" 

I, Tal, let these men take these things: To Weis man, glazed-over eyes and a blank stare. 
To I serman, I leave Bostown, "digit," hredder, and Hakeem Olajuwon. Matt, you get the 
Marlin , Tony 3, a game of basketball where you win, "OH boy," "dear LORD," and fight 
the good fight. Mr. Sutton gets a cocky on (and 2 nice ones), Billy Madison, and an 
"independent study." Thanks for 2 unfilled years. Thanks to Mrs. Laughlin. And now to 
the youngbloods. The Renners get the future ofUni sports, plus the future of Uni LIFE. 
You know what I mean. Gary Shih gets oppressed cause he's dumb. Andres gets op
pressed cause he's dumb. Andy Seth gets oppressed cause he's a small Astro's fan. Triet 
Vuong gets oppressed cause he's the cutest lil' B in his class. To the rest of you, I wanna 
thank you, for your warmth, and compassion. Gotta go. 

Upon my graduation, I leave the following things to the following people: To Pie Club I 
leave happy memories, plenty of pie, and the hope that we keep in touch. To my teachers 
whom I quote Hberally, I leave the ominous knowledge that my brother, who i Hke me in 
many ways, wants to attend Uni. To Brian, I leave a fun ranko paatii and kai ui pantsu, I 
also leave the Big Box Of Tapes, which I hope will be used to the betterment of Anime 
Club. To Tobin, I leave the secret roller coaster setting on the stair-master in Kenney, along 
with plenty of chicken noodle soup. To all underclassmen, since I cannot trash you myself, 
please jump head first into a trash can at least once, twice if you're annoying, you know 
who you are. Last but not least, to my fellow graduating seniors: I leave my eternal good 
wishes, stay in touch! -Justin Lee 

L Eric LeSueur, do bequeath the following: to Bob, Varun, Emily, and Roxanne, leader
ship of next year's Latin Club; to SHe, Ellen, and Kaplan, a new course: Accelerated Cal
culus IV N; to Mr. Sutton, Mr. Butler, and Mr. Stone, a lifelong Pie Club membership; to 
any future members of Pie Club, I give my college address so that you may continue to 
send me treats; to Slic, Ashwin, Eugene, Breault, Zuke and Jerry, a Cross Country season 
with a trip to State and minimal stress fractures; to Mr. Sutton, another 8th period StairMaster 
conversation; to Mrs. Newman, my gratitude; to Li a Micele, thanks for your help and 
cheer; and finally to next year's Habitat trip, I leave wheelbarrow , Tom Petty songs, 
origami, and my disappointment that I can't JOin you. Farewell. 

L Toby Levin, being of mind and body, leave the following tuff to the following people: 
Max gets to carry on the long-hair tradition (you cut your hair and I'll come back and glue 
it back on). Max and Rivkah get a good time keeper for the bus. Rose and Emily Bruce get 
my share of Unique, and remember, it's always okay to go back and delete the poems from 
last year's upplement to figure out how to make the next one. Kathleen and Sarah and all 
the other GSA people get GSA, if anyone can keep it aHve, you guys can. Tera gets another 
unbrother. Val gets a responsible co-teacher. Kate Causeman gets to trip everyday on the 
way to P.E. Tess just gets no more me, just don't throw too many parties to celebrate that. 
Hannah gets whatever she wants to get and someone else to give relationship advice to. 
And ErniHa gets someone who smells good, omeone to tay up till two-thirty on her front 
porch with, someone to cry with her mom about, someone to give all her nickel to, and a 
big fat thimble. 

L MoUy, etc. etc., hereby leave the following things to the following folk: Max, you get a 
handy-dandy chair on wheels that goes up and down at the push of a button. Rivkah gets 
RIF RAF (which does not tand for Romantic, Available Females), but you have to share 
with Emily Bruce unless it conilicts with Music Club. To Tera, many thanks for Costi's 
party. Hannah, you get the lead in Starmites, plus an appropriately wonderful Space Punk. 
Terence gets a good old-fashioned ear-licking. Val, I leave you sugar and spice and every
thing nice. Althea gets one more year of Latin ... sony. :) To Costi I leave a kiss on the 
stomach. Anthony gets no more stats class. Anne gets due appreciation for Buttercup, who 
i lOx better than Bubbles! Mr. Sutton, you get orne more non-plaid shirts, just to confuse 
your tudents. Ms. Wy ocki, I leave you lima beans and blueberries, Communi t cults, 
another spoon pin, and thanks for the prom date help. Runelle, I'll mis you!! Hannah the 
cat, I leave you Bob Monahan at the upermarket. I love you all ... Farewell. 

What's up? I, Doug Main, leave the following stuff: Hannah, you get 2 G's, the salvation 
of The lnvaHd and many great memories. Isserman gets a game of word racer and some 
fly honeez at Grinnell. Nicole gets a "social" hour and a conversation topic other than Pat. 
Shak, Bo, Ito, Henry, Andy and the cousins get the bball team- good luck! MattS., you get 
8 inches of height so you can be the new center and food to replace all that I ate at your 
house. Stichter gets CABACBACACB. Kelly gets a splash of water and a PERFECT 
guy. Drew (AM) gets a lead role and a functional husband (unlike TG). Kris gets Troop 
101 and eagle. Dan Pleck gets medication. Mr. Sutton gets a cotton warehouse, Mr. 
Butler gets a time machine, and Morris gets a new collection of pots for her foster plants. 
Mr. Stone gets a perfectly obedient puppy to win awards. Sarah S. gets a new bottle of 
cologne to obsess over. To all my teachers who have helped me so much I leave thanks 
and admiration. To all my classmates I leave good memories and many thanks. 

i helen miller, leave this stuff to these people: veronica- barbies, a 500 pound eye, and your 
'mend' from the car; traci - skanky pancakes, and a stuffed dog; g - a ride horne with the 
headlights off, and a flying monkey; mukta, catherine, and elaine - lots more cross country 
runs; molly g - another class with rnr. lenkart and a vote for the presidency; molly s - you 
should get something, i dunno what; natalie - soda pop; ellen - the answers to all the calc 
questions (though you already have them); roxanne- hot guys, what else? eugene- you are 
still hot, just so you know; uhgb - lots of luck; merf- fun van rides, stale cookies, a smile, and 
a HUGE thanks; sally- a "hi sally;" doug- more stick people drawings of you, and a 
constantly open weight room; mrs. newman - trips to monmouth and odd garments in the 
latin room; rnr. sutton - a day when i actually get wmk done in your class; sam rnith - a walk 
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around the school; rnr. murphy -a pipe and a banjo; my family gets love, and my brother gets 
a huge hug- because i know he wouldn't like it other people who deserve it- thanks. later. 

L Ruth Penrose Miller, being of poetic mind and athletic body do bequeath the follow
ing: Laura B. -a boy worthy of her. Tera -an undying flower. You both rock! CC -4 more 
trips to State. You can do it. Hi -pain free season, enviable splits. Priya -pacing, super 
speedy times, duckweed. Molly G. -race you're satisfied w., gr8 senior yr in joumaHsm! 
Maddy -amazing splits w/ her fast Michigan legs! Suraiya's weetness comes full circle
she meets a cute young doctor to marry & perform urgery o he can run painless mara
thon . Nicole -permanent spot on Varsity and 4x8. Teresa -next 2 gr8est seasons of her life. 
Kimmy -pants Priya and Ntcole! B-ball -winning season, all the fun you can tand. Natalie 
- po t power, confidence, a ride home. Molly S.- keep making beautiful hots, gets a solid 
team senior yr. Traci -my hei&ht. Sangita -more people to laugh at the hilarious thing he 
says. V -seruor season w/out rnjuries. 4x8- another trip to State. Track- day off morning 
practice. Clarabelle- sehr schnell 800 times. Emily B. and Rose -kudo for outstanding 
work, great future staffs, ubmissions. More boy join Unique. Althea -a hallway hello. 
Music Theory -1-2 gr8 more yrs w. Mr. Murphy, who gets knowledge that they're the sort 
of people I'd Hke to be as an adult. Mr. Butler -many more classes to enjoy his funny 
stories. Doug -state bound girl and boys CC team. Merf -purple uniforms that help us 
win. M . Evan & Mr. Bergandine -my thanks for their kindness. Vielen dank Herr W. -ich 
liebe Deutsch. : )Everyone else- enjoy Uni while you have it. 

I, Tim Miller, a.k.a. HP, of not o terribly sound mind or body do bequeath the following 
to the following people: Eugene- a pin that say , "I'm better''; Boy of the clas of 2004-
ome height and some muscle; Co ti- a goat and a little boy to call his own; Wei man- a 

new remote control car; Isserman-the cure to procrastination; Matt Sutton- some better 
music; Smitty-some better shoulders; Stichter- State, new songs to sing while running and 
some crazy driving. 

I, Alex MitcheU, being of carrot-colored leg hair, and elegant demeanor, do humbly be
queath the following trinkets to you prisoners of the high school ystem (ha hal may you 
never see the light of day!): To U ni as a whole, a better arts program, a bigger budget, and 
a decent now day. To Sensei, several hundred nanika's and a moky VW van to remem
ber me. To Ridenour, a spectacular performance and detailed directions to your keys. To 
Hannah, head- hrinking lotion and a pond full of centipedes. To Eugene, the admiration 
of your hotness that you deserve. To Stephen Bruce, all the good parts (esp. singing 
cowboy .) To Hugh, a big ol' bear hug. To Dan Pleck, loads of birthday . To Max, a boy 
raised by Mandarin . To Rose, a really creepy pie. To Kelly, a good discus ion and a hand 
of euchre. To Zuke, the title of master swordsman. To George, the knowledge that Pleck 
truly loves you. To Sam, tai-chi classes. To Tera, the reheaded senior po ition. To Bob, 
hell, what could I give you that you haven'tgot? To Jacob, a lovely song. To the Uni High 
Math department, my eternal memory of my time with you. To my Exploration in the 
Arts teachers, a perfect paper, without pro titutes. To Eb and Lawrence, a private viewing 
of the Sesame Street Christmas. To Ann Murdoch, a foot in the face. To Pie Club, a 
deviled egg pie. To Young Life, a phone call from big J. To GSA, a useful meeting. To all 
of the rest of you, the knowledge that this is the best it's going to get, so deal with it and 
enjoy yourself! 

I, Sanaz Mobasseri, leave the following. Traci - Millions of completely atisfying con
versations filled with chip and salsa, ton of fruit, and lots oflove, more trips to Espresso, 
special sleep-overs with Chad (what a hottie!) AND hanging out with "the fam". Matt
trips to the grocery tore for tons of donuts, long drives and deep talks (remember Joe?), 
AND dinner at your place! Nicole- salsa dancing forever! laughing at Mo and his group, 
Spanish Club, stupid quesadilla ales, making fun of David Love in Spanish clas and 
good times at the waterslide with Ro s. Veronica - reminiscing about skating (the good 
times), too much volleyball frustration, illy obses ions with Tootsie Pop and Gob toppers 
with Kate and Natalie ... TIGHT! Maddie- Passers rule .. I love utilities! Lisa - thanks for 
ALL your help, calming me down and ju t li tening whenever. Barb - Not seeing you 
every morning will be the hardest adjustment from here to college=) To everyone else just 
have fun and forget the rest. 

Me, Patrick Morales-Doyle, AKA BaHNt BogNar AKA "the One" leave these product 
to to my finolks. To Matt I leave a pretty alright day and a late arrival to practice. To icole 
I leave the 4F status at Uni. Represent I leave Smitty another day where he is actually 
funny. I leave "The Guy" a name. To Mr. Sutton I leave a "40 page paper." To Traci I leave 
some scandalous tories to tell your mom. To the Renners I leave a Bears victory at 
Lam beau. To Henry I leave some hair and the chance to knock omeone over. To all of the 
teachers and faculty I leave some tardies that I'm not orry about. One. 

L Kate Murphy, ofWhite Heath goodne and excellent Irish blood, leave these goodies: 
Zoe-cookies; Annie F-long-haired blonde power and a club to beat off all those boys; 
Henry-Molly and kisses; Molly-luck, admiration, a smile (use it!), a hidden locker room 
talk, hugs; Natalie-confidence, 3 dribbles, and a day of sweets; Teresa and Mukta-Billy D. 
and UHGS; UHGB- boob stickers; Tera-oatmeal pies, sock puppets and the PURSE, 
would you rather, clay mascots; MattS- Missi ippi; Maddie-a good cry and happy vball; 
Drew Hauffe- a trip to state, the knowledge that he is cute and that only the best girls go for 
swimmers; the boss-mixe , thank yous, cc game , BAD thing , and the 4/2/01 
agreement..IOS; V-thanks for being a best mend, cheesey bread, pirogies w/sausage, 
Riptide Rush w/Dewey, man deo, orange hair, long email , a normal bedtime, a talk 
whenever 'need be' , a hug, luck, and love; Habitat gets the feeling of it all, possum (NOT 
the fishy) and my envy; thanks to teachers: CB, RL, CR, OS, SL, EM, DM, CFR and esp. 
BS for being such an in piration-all of you have my eternal gratitude and admiration
thank you from the bottom of my heart My family gets five dollars. The Murphy girl 
reign is over. Fare thee well. 

I, Ben Olsen, being of massive mind and ilky mooth yet rock hard body hereby be
queath the followin~: To Zuko ki- one yellow polo hirt (no holes ... ) Slic gets the finger 
point & fist, a 1:3~.98 800 (NO JOKE, DUDE), and a triple baconcheeseburger with 
mayo from Derald's. Mr. Bergandine gets a camera obscura for his house in Paxton. 
Cap'n Ru sell gets an UN-YUN (think chain rule). Ash win gets all the A's B' and C' he 
wants, THE WIP, all tha funk ya kan handle. Strait up. Smitty gets a really "big" exten
sion. To Costi - Booty. Cameron Cropek gets a really hot upper clas girlfiiend from 
Centennial. Dug Mynatt gets a nice 200 meter banked track (w/o the ROTCs) to practice 



o~ an oran~e 400 meter track of his own for outdoor season, and a big thanks for the 
miles and miles of fun and tou~ lo~e. On .a similar note, N.athaniel Hopkins gets a big 
umptuous harem Fmally, to Urn High and tts occupants, a big -Seeya!- it' been fun--

1, ~ ~verett Overstreet, '?e~g of sound mind and body, do hereby bequeath the 
followmg ttems and abstract prmctples, to the following people: To Eugene, I leave a 
broadband COJYlection and 24n access to mp3.com, many white labels of my first EP 
(hahahha), a stlck.to fend off Mrs. J., and, of course, full rights to screaming**** at the 
top of your lungs m the lounge. To Harmah, I leave the north attic (not sure if its mine to 
give, ask Alex), a flaming kitty shirt, and an award for the best dumb blonde impression 
~ver. To Anita and Ma'ayan, I leave a strong diaphragm, Lots of yelling at clocks, and 
S~eet, my love, where have you gone?!?!?" To Costi, I leave Changlam and many 

children. To ~arshak, I leave football club, I'm glad you did everything this year, and let 
me do my sernor thaaaang. To Andy, I leave puberty, along with most of your friends. To 
Dan P. and Max, I leave a birthday cake, and 6 strong prison inmates to help you eat it. Oh 
yeah Eugene, you get your very own muscley-armed paperboy as well. He's brought 
you some gooood news. 

I'm J~lyn. Here's what you gt?t: Ellen-- boys whose physical beauty you can appreci
ate, hatr dy~ that works, an? a ~ck-butt tran lation of 'Butterfly.' Molly G. -- ice cream 
that really ts healthy, two nverstde runs, and North Carolina. All of it. David S. -- the 
knowledge that you look an awful lot like me. Swim team- love memories and a gut
~nching rendition of 'Lollipop Porn.' Nafi ah, Kathleen, Ma'~yan- a se'cret buddy 
stgn ~o cheer you up when you feel down. Emily W. -- ub-minute 100 and a new stroke. 
SteVIe-- a 12-step program and a 25 fly. Trishie- "Go Pa-Tri-Cia!" Althea-- a popsicle. 
Tera- more ~eat dresses. Library -- my love and thanks. Rivkah & RIF RAFers --keep 
the Legacy gomg. Gabby- a new word. Eugene- a weird animal noises class. Nate-- a 
class of subbies next year. Steven, Karen, Stevie-- infinite power and a huge hug. Terrence 
-- earmuffs. Max -- sha! and a good teasing. My little i ter (Val, Little One) -- another 
two years at Uni, use of my room while I'm away, lots of Love to get you through the hard 
times wh~n I'm not there, and enough space to sleep on my dorm room floor whenever 
you wanttt. 

yo. i, s~wn e. simpso~, being a callypgian vocabulary queen, do hereby bequeath the 
followrng to the followmg: althea & maria get to lead art club on its world takeover. yi 
gets the ruins of rube-gol~berg and a boat. to hi, orne sanity on xc & track, and shorts for 
the armory. xc & tra~k ~ls also get some real music (ie: no dixie chicks or billy joel), 
mo~ locker room tnppmg, and a Jaw office fountain that's always on. molly, rnaddy & 
suratya get .to make thef!! ~--good luc~ ellen m. is official goddess of calculus, gets no 
m?re phystcs •. and old iLlini hall memones. roxarme gets to round up more delinquent 
asians, ~d a nde wherever she wants. to the ubbie from p.e: hello, and yes i'm a senior. 
the s~bbtes also get deodorant-- use it early, use it often. nafisah gets another chance to 
take Japanese! ellen l. & barb get no more phone calls. and ... i get to leave. i love you -
thnx for everything. 

I, Da~d ~ims, being of disturbingly mature mind and body, hereby declare: Ben ~ets his 
own ~dentlty apart f!om me, and rule over everything I don't bequeath here, including my 
seat m chorus; Alli on and Anna keep him in check. . .it's tradition; Melinda becomes 
Q_ueen of~usic and my congratul~tions and thanks for being an outstanding person and 
frien~; Emily and Laura get Mustc Club and ~o~er ~ound at IMEA; Madrig~ get 
Madri.gal back; Buzard gets ~y keys to. the Urn High ptpe organ; Kaplan gets fortified 
ventarr; Thanks to Mrs. Laughlin for making me love theAV, Shakespeare, and Fitzgerald; 
Murphy understands how much he's helped me grow; Sally gets more songs; Herr W 
ge~ a bun gee cord, another guy with morning sicknes , and the appreciation he deserves; 
Urn gets more students who are mature enough for high school; Everyone who has ever 
felt out-of-place gets me as their patron saint, with the courage to keep going. To every
one I don't have space to mention, take care of each other. That' what we are here to do. 

I, Kati.e ~mith, of late-conversation-joining mind and chronically injured body leave 
these tldbt.ts - Anna: breaststroke the best stroke, a rip~ drag suit, a big blue hitty 
srnacky thing, dream guy, a sunny smile and a great big- I ll miss you o much. Erin: post 
power, perfect free throws, and unlimited fouls. Sarah L: an invincible foot. Natalie P: 
permanent self-confi~ence, a long tride and use of those awesome power moves. Maggie 
an~ Zoe: hugs for bemg ~e cutest freshmen ever. Molly S: a great last name, more cool 
ne~ghbors fr?m WISCOnsm and a hu~ and thanks for all the support. Emily W: strange 
nmses. :rrac1: hugs, orchestra memones and lottsa love. N bball girls: thanks for making 
my ~rno~ season the be t and tons of chinchilla dust. Veronica: skating, another great 
~abttat tnp and my 0s· Molly G: OBWAT, a red shirt freshman track guy, and 1" place 
m your marathon. Ellie: hurdles w/o Warren, track gossip, a kick for a certain guy, and a 
butterfly fat roll. Roxanne: Jeff. Nicole: Dixie Chicks and bio. Hannah M: a sub 5 500, 
a new lane buddy and more beautiful curls. Swim girls: 30 min. time trials, pre-meet 
ch?COiate an~ parachutes, and a ryuge ROAR. Lauri: costumes that stay UJ? when you 
spm, s~ wtth a bat~n and Debbt~. Hannah K: another 3-hour shopping tnp with Lori 
and 10 kinds of napkins. M . MaJerus: thanks for saving Possum, Ms. Linder: a new 
book, Doug: a runner with as many injuries as me. To everyone else: a cream cheese 
poundcake, mom's bread and thanks for 5 great years. I'm sad to go, but the ocean 
calls ... 

I, Nicole V~ •. leave the following things behind. V goes first, since you're always 
last. You get a life-su:e poster of CB, a whole bunch of Adidas stuff work in the PE office 
and .my actrrJ.i:ation for you ability to walk up to omeone and ask for a picture with the~ 
9 still regret ttl). q, a clean hotel room, really cool shoes (Adidas of course), and mean
mgful AAC meeting; . M?llY •. Zoe, and Harmah, rides to wherever your hearts desire, 
really good VN mustc (Phi Phi!), an~ of course .work in the PE office. Roxy gets AAC, 
lots of really good ~ood, and a boyfriend. Maddie and Zews, pull up power! AI, Justin, 
and JaC?bs, a greeting <?f some so~ A!ex I. a smack and an. e~. Maggie, the ability to 
work wtth your hands (like me). Btg Btrd, a torment-free penod m the PE office. Josie C. 
a shot at track and XC, and a microwave all to yourself. Wmgo gets a really big> Wingo!!< 
And fmally to the subbie class of the present and future, take you PE clothes home and 
WASH them!! Peace. 

I, Jie Wang, being of sound mind and body, bequeath the subsequent thing to the fol-

lowing people: Roxanne finally gets true Amor and a happy Valentine's Day (after years 
of toil, and wanderings over the whole world). To Maria, I leave many "merry" hours 
doing more and more ''fun" problems, ad infinitum. Althea gets the power to run Art 
Club single-handedly. Emily gets a smashingly brilliant senior year, and a melodious 
after-school schedule. Ellen, (what should I leave you?) how about the moon, the stars 
and the laws of Physics. To Laura B.I bestow the title "Super S~ial Spectacular Sub
lime Schoolmate" (You may have everyone call you by that eptthet from now on). To 
Karen, I give the Figures of Speech, and other Literary devices. To Zach, I leave a full six 
feet of dactylic hexameter (no more, no less, so that you may never be again troubled). 
Varun and Bob--may you never be parted--receive best of luck, as a diumvirate, in the 
next Latin Club election. Frances receives a European daisy chain to wear on her head, 
and many more fun visits to the Insect Expo. To Sangita I bequeath a constellation all 
your own, ~d consequently, immortality. (Whom else could Sagittarius have been named 
for?) For Rivkah, I leave lots of gelati, of all the fanciful flavors that you can think of, and 
a nuper of shoes (in honor of your excellent mnemonic). And finally, Rachel, may you 
have many more relaxing PE periods, riding on a stationary bike while making much 
progress in catching up on Lost sleep. 

I, Connie, being of kooky mind and flexible body, leave orne stuff to some people. Sutt 
dogg-the Daniel boone coonskin cap that you always talk about and a smaller seminar 
class. Sutt dogg Jr. --you'll always be my 6th grade PE crush. Srnitty--a hot rendezvous 
with the partners of your choice. Traci--lots of 1/2 Japanese love, a better co-cap, a booty 
bump and this piece of advice: Shake it fast, watch yourself! To the most awesome 
Japanese IT girls--a new upperclassman to fill my position in the gossip circle. Ellie-the 
knowledge that guys suck. And lastly to Josie Chambers I leave my place as the only Uni 
gymnast, be the ball. PO MULO, muah! 

I, Jo~ Raymond Zech ID, of arguably sound mind and sleepy body, do bequeath the 
followmg: to Eugene- 5th hour antics and senior slacking. Kate- dictatorship-for-life of 
PAO an~ Israel arguments. He~o~, more frien~y PE banter. Bob, Anita, Kimmy, Kelly, 
and SteVIe-all my thanks for therr tireless devotion to Stud Co. Also: Bob- Latin Club and 
somewhere to park his car. Anita- even more fitness and some Weezer tabs. Kimmy- the 
~ullying po~cy. ~ell~- planning Homecoming 2002 and a Uni chapter of Young Repub
lican . Stevte- a tltaruum-alloy gavel to beat unruly members with. Harmah- a Stud Co. 
office fo~ next year, ~y mad l~w expl~ring skillz, and a fierce race for Congress in 20 
years. Erin L-K- a talking Harrud Karzai doll, for no good reason. Stichter- my Math 225 
textbook. Ma'ayan- a star, a driver's license, and some Beatles tabs. Aim- a P-52 and a 
map ?fMahomet. Lauren- the Pie Club t-shirt that I never made. To Mr. B, Magister and 
Magtstra Newman, Ms. Bant, Mr. Murphy, Ms. Laughlin, Lisa, Mr. Sutton, Sally, and all 
f!!Y. teach~r:>· many, many ~ and ~y profound appreciation. Everyone else gets a 
limited-edition, commemorative volume titled "Student Council Minutes 2001-2002 Uncut 
and Uncensored: Too Hot For E-mail, Volume 1." Valete, omnes ... 

I, Alexandra Porterfield Zodhiates, being of indecisive mind and fragile body hereby 
bequeath the following things to the following people: To Noah, indecent notes (and 
graphs!) in Stats; To Matty S., quitting track to hang out in the morning; To Rebel Geese, 
an endless stream of trips to state and a freakin' loud *honk honk honk, FLOCK!* To 
Nicole, someone else to talk/run with, better taste in guys, and Earl Had to Die!; Stephen 
Bruce gets to be prez of a more populated French Club; Ellie gets to know that Molly is 
awesome and that little sis's are always better; Molly gets Ellie, state, runjun (like you 
need_it!) and I'll Fly Away; Maddy gets pain-free feet and to lead the flock; Suraiya gets 
a.smtle and you know who; to HI, #1, nakedness, and Kimmy and Priya; Kimmy gets a 
pink and black world with lots of beef; To Priya, duckshit, cookie dough and XC; to 
sop~, ~ch <;>ther for 2 more years and kicking way more SJO ass; to Doug, a trip to 
Peona with grrls and boys, an extra hubcap, seffilarmuallawn decorations and many more 
AZ free seasons; to Ms. Majerus, Thank you for possum; to Mr. B, sleep and a hug; and 
to Ms. Laughlin, Thanks for being so enthusiastic and teaching me how to write; Every
one else, sony if I left you out, I love y' all, and THANKS for 5 awesome years. 

I, Phoebe (a.k.a. Maria Zych) being ofPhoebalicious mind and dancing body, leave the 
following stuff to the following people: Mickey, Jo ie and Laurie-- many fond locker 
room memories. Noah-bella great massages, big bugs, and a Grinnell hoody. Mr. Beesley
- a cheery. smile and ''MR. BEESLEY!!!" Molly G--rooming runs and phat orange pants. 
Zoe- mile! Molly S-- a bottle cap belt, groovy clothes, and a great big hug. Little Bro
-V's left cheek. .. Tito-- sweet-ass dance moves. Eugene-- OOOoooh! Barb and Lisa-- a 
heartfelt thanks for all you've been to me and hugs from here to eternity. To all my 
teachers (esp: Mr. B, Sally, Merf, Doug) a HUGE thanks. Darmy-- Honey, you have my 
heart, body and soul .. .llove you always and forever. To the most phenomenal woman in 
the world, my sister, Veronica-- may those northwesterly winds blow only great things 
your way. You get everythin~ darling, and you know it. Long, late night talks, Christmas 
at 3arn, the wafer .. .Jeny Spnnger, baby! Loud music on the way to school...clothes on 
demand ... a shoulder to cry on, an ear for listening .. .Silence of the Lambs, Beaches (and 
oh-so-many more!) you've gone from pe-can to pist -a-chi -oooo ... you're the absolute best 
sister in the entire worl~ and I'm sooo lucky you're mine .. .I love you more than life. To 
anyone I may have acc1dentally forgotten, know that you're on my mind and I apologize! 
Thanks to everyone for making the last 5 years interesting ... peace. one. basta pasta, I'm 
out! 

I, Noah Zych, leave the following: To Andy and Al, domination of all Uni High boys' 
sports, mad playa skills, and the Bears over the Packers. Henry gets some toughness. 
Robert gets the Five Steps and 5 fridges. Terence gets the boys' soccer goal. John Sapp 
gets WWW class ... oh wait. Andy Seth, you get muscles and a ride home. Molly G, an 
everpresent smile. Isserrnan inherits the greatest name of all time as well as a tardy. To 
Harmah, an open locker and a fifth period with Noahs; JJ gets a shout-out. Smitty- you 
get Petey Pablo, my basketball job, and some boxer -briefs, cuz. Matt- a Sunday baseball 
practice and all tho e times we lifted weights together ... oh wait. I leave Weissman a kick 
m the back in Physics class and a dual 2-Ghz G5. Finally, to Veronica, you get domina
tion of all U ni High girls' sports (goalie skills run in the family), a game of air hockey at a 
family party, NC, a week in Mississippi, much Love, and anything else you want. To Sue 
Kovacs goes a "get the hell out of the lounge." To Mr. B, Mr. Sutton, Mrs. Laughlin, and 
Mrs. Newman I leave my sin~re thanks. Also to Mr. Sutton goes the baseball season, 
and to Sally thanks for everything (except for the cut above my eye ... ) . 
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Subbie Year 
Orientation and I:ake of the Woods. Russian Male 6. Kate's party #1 --Doug destroys much of her property. 
Bridge building in subbie science, or rather, we spend countless hours cutting the balsa wood into tiny pieces 
and gluing everything else but the wood (including many fingers). Cutting Edge. Ms. Wysocki's spoon cult 
led by Molly. Detective Smoot comes to talk to us about stealing. John Chin leaves for the semester only to 

1 

come back:c 2.5 years later. Ms. Roberts resigns on April Fool's day. The Austrians and Russians come and 
blind our innocent eyes with their dancing. The stench of ADM and the Prairie Park without Ranger Tracy. 
Bill Clinton comes to town and gets stuck in the mud. OUr first 5K. The first and, consequently, only IMPE 
night. Ms. Wells goes to Africa. Ms. Linder takes over English class 2nd Semester. Mr. Bild's Yiddish 
lessons. OXFAM, .... Joe pays his way to a chicken dinner (but never pays). Kate and Joe are King and Queen 
of the Winter Formal. Sanaz cuts her hair and wears a pink leotard and anything that's lime green or Limited 
Too. The infamous subbie girls~ Ludlow basketball gatne. Chorus trip to Chicago that never happens again. 
George the scary senior throws the lounge stereo out of a second floor window. Ms. Wysocki's random 
dashes across the board mean what? The last episode of Seinfeld. Trent leaves halfway through the year. 
The subbie presidential election that Nicola and Molly are not friends after. 
Couples: Peter x Jocelyn, Abby x Noah Z., Alexandra x Noah Z., Derek x Mruia, Kate x Joe, Matt Woodbury 
x Ruth, Shawn x Ty, Ligiax Ulric B., Andrea x Grossman, Crystal xJustin, Emilia xAlex, Ma'ayan x DanA., 
Molly x Trent. 

Freshman Year'> 
We lose Beth and get Kyle B. There's a nationwide search for Mr. Z's job and we are the guinea pigs for 
'udging the candidates. Warren's health class-- he dresses up as "Bill Bob the hick" for Halloween and 
teaches us about sex. Am I Normal? Dr. J is our new principal and vows to learn each of our names within 
the first week or give us candy if he forgets. Our first Rockin' Lockin. There's no 'ass' in Geometry class. 
Ms. Wysocki is elected to the County Board. Frank Sinatra Day. Half the school gets the flu and is gone for 
3 days. The Cherry Coke brigade comes to Uni... Mr. McClellan brings cuffing back into style and is ob
sessea with Japan and Canada, thus these are the 2 countries we learn about in his world history class. Sadly, 
he leaves the next year. Devin and his Viagra pen meet Herr W. The P.E. Department gets heartrate monitors. 
Derek bothers Andrea about cologne every day in English. 
Couples: Devin x Kate, Joe x Maria (twice), Helen x Justin, Matt W. x Ruth, Crystal x Charlie Melby
Thompson, Ligia x Verner, Ligia x Nick Smith, Andrea x Grossman (twice), Maria x Noah Issennan, Rachel 
x David M~shak, Crystal x Justin, Maria x Doug, Maria x David Love, Maria x Matt Harrington, Molly x 
Tim, Maria x Brian Chou. 

Sophomore Year 
e lose Kyle H. and get Angela and Mayu for second semester. Leila goes to India for a semester. We are 

Ms. Majerus's frrst class. Derek constantly pesters her about manied life with Matt and asks to see her 
wedding pictures. Mrs. Castellon and Mrs .. Hermann "terun" "teach" our Algebra II class (Mrs. Hermann sits 
in the back of the room and assists Mrs. Castellon). Stone Creek. The Boneyard Cleanup class project at 
Scott Park. Brat sale during the 2-hour tornado warning. Matthews is completely torn up for the "Campus 

hiller" project. Noah"s New Year's party. Japanese and German trip. Rampant lounge closings. Big 
Show's cement geese find a home in the lounge and Mr. B 's heart. We lose Sheila and her food cart to PAR 
and get the spinning venCling machine from Hell. Mr. B misses school to have his appendix taken out and 
1nds out he_ only has one kidney. 
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Junior Year 

Senior Year 



Abrams, Anna 7, 23, 26, 32, 46, 47, 49, 84, 
86, 87, 91 

Ackley, Sarah 24, 25, 78, 80, 83 
Agha, Leila 12, 17, 92, 94, 97, 98, 112F, 114 
Alper, Rebecca 7, 32, 66, 68 
Aschenbrenner, Barb 58 
Ashton-Gonzales, Eugene 42, 43, 84, 90, 93 
Atherton, Dan 9, 21, 28, 97, 98, 114 

Baker, Laura 46 
Bant, Marilyn Upah 30, 58, 62 
Barkmeier, Kyle 17, 27, 95, 97, 98, 114 
Barr, Eric 22, 27, 42, 48, 72, 77, 128 
Bazar, Erin 11, 23, 49, 84, 87, 88, 95 
Beck, Abby 7, 14, 22, 23, 26, 28, 46, 47, 

97, 99, 115 
Beesley, Joel 20, 50, 51, 58, 62 
Beitel, Chris 44, 78 
Bergandine, David 58, 63 
Berger, Austin 36, 66, 71 
Berry, Brian 22, 26, 27, 78 
Beshers, Max 17, 72 
Betenia, Nicole 11, 23, 40, 84, 130 
Bettivia, Tobin 24, 26, 28, 84 
Bial, Sarah 22, 27, 72, 73, 94, 123 
Bild, Gene 24, 29, 58 
Black, Andres 23, 32, 45, 78, 81 
Boca, Maria 12, 24, 84, 88, 92 
Bognar, Balint 7, 21, 44, 55, 93, 95, 97, 99, 

112H, 114, 131 
Book, Laura 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33, 84, 87, 93 
Bosch, Debbie 58, 63 
Boyle, David 36, 66 
Braghini, Kyle 31 , 48, 72 
Breault, Chris 42, 43, 72 
Brechin, Maddy 20, 22, 40, 84, 87, 122 .,. 
Bresler, Guy 22, 42, 92, 99, 112, 115, 130 
Bresler, Ma'ayan 40, 41, 97, 100, 112, 112H, 

115, 128 
Brodsky, Ariana 23, 31, 36, 66, 70 
Bruce, Emily 22, 24, 25, 27, 31, 32, 33, 46, 84 
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Bruce, Stephen 22, 23, 24, 27, 31, 32, 33, 78, 130 
Bunick, Nicola 14, 21, 23, 26, 30, 49, 52, 97, 

100, 114 
Burgess, Hannah 7, 24, 78 
Buss, Emily 22, 26, 31, 32, 78, 83 
Butler, Chris 6, 13, 14, 16, 28, 58 
Buzard, Stephen 7, 8, 24, 31, 32, 33, 66, 67, 129 

Cabraal, Udara 31, 36, 66, 68, 91 
Carmody, Katie 31, 36, 66 
Carrubba, Jim 6, 28, 58, 62 
Cascio, Ariel 22, 27, 31, 72 
Castellon, Carol 58 
Causeman, Kate 23, 26, 32, 46, 47, 54, 84, 85, 

89, 90 
Chalivendra, Varun 13, 21, 22, 27, 30, 31, 44, 

84, 130 
Chambers, Josie 6, 66, 68 
Chary, Anita 25, 30, 78, 91, 92, 131 
Chen, Chris 48 
Chen, Julie 8, 31, 36, 66, 68 
Chen, Nuole 31, 36, 66, 70 
Chew, Ethan 25, 27, 32, 42, 43, 97, 100, 115 



Chiang, Crystal 11, 20, 22, 93, 97, 101, 115 4t<i 
Chin, John 25, 28, 92, 97, 101, 115 
Chin, Lauren 11, 23, 25, 28, 78, 93 
Choudhury, Ayesha 15 
Chow, Roxanne 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 32, 37, 38, 

84, 86, 92 
Chuang, Kangway 22, 36, 42, 66 
Ciolli, Joe 11, 12, 14, 21, 22, 26, 27, 32, 45, 

94, 97, 101 
Clark, Brett 8, 32, 36, 66, 67 
Climer, Emily 24, 28, 31, 40, 78, 82, 122 
Climer, Jonathon 16, 24, 28, 30, 42, 97, 102, 

112H, 114 
Collopy, Alejandra 22, 31, 32, 36, 66, 70 
Colombo, Greg 24, 26, 31, 32, 78 
Cooke, Rivkah 10, 22, 25, 32, 84, 92, 126 
Coombs, Kris 7, 27, 31, 48, 72 
Cording, Evan 16, 32, 33, 97, 102, 112F, 114, 131 
Cornell, Kinzie 7, 23, 72 
Coverdill, Andrew 22, 31, 32, 78, 82 
Cox, Teodora 58 
Cox, Tiffany 22, 27, 31, 72, 77 
Cranston, Joanna 12, 24, 52, 53, 97, 102, 112G, 115 
Crofts, Stephanie 7, 9, 12, 14, 23, 31, 32, 33, 46, 

47, 55, 92, 97, 103, 112, 114 
Crofts, Terence 6, 28, 31, 44, 48, 78, 81 
Croisant, John 78, 82 
Cropek, Cameron 31, 36, 66, 67, 68 

Dade, Catherine 58 
Darmody, Allison 7, 22, 31, 37, 72, 76 
DeJarnette, Bill 44 
DeJong, Antoine 72, 129 
DeJong, Colette 22, 29, 66 

DeRose, Ligia 11, 23, 24, 30, 38, 93, 97, 
103, 115, 126 

DeVries, Clarabelle 27, 78, 91 
Digges, Alyssa 32, 36, 67, 68 
Digges, Roger 36 
Ding, Yi 6, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 84, 86 
Domier, Nathan 31, 36, 67, 128 
Dorman-Jone , Zachary 84, 86 
Domer, Betsy 22, 30, 31, 72, 73 
Dunatov, Katya 22, 58 

Eads, Cathy 6, 59 
Ecker, Lucas 8, 22, 31, 32, 67, 68 
Eckstein, Laura 7, 23, 26, 32, 85, 131 
Erickson,Aurora 16, 24, 97, 103, 115 
Erickson, Ben 27, 36, 67 
Evans, Lisa 12, 24, 59 

Fahrner, Peter 31, 32, 44, 45, 55, 104, 115 
Falk, Jenni 44 
Fehrenbacher, Annie 7, 22, 32, 36, 67 
Feldman, Lauri 7, 13, 72, 75, 90 
File, Anna 6, 31, 32, 37, 72, 76, 90 
Floess, Emily 23, 29, 32, 67, 71, 128 
Flynn, John 26, 50, 51, 54, 55, 97, 104, 112G, 

112H, 115, 126 
Freeman, Matthew 27, 31, 36, 66, 67 
Fricke, Melinda 23, 24, 27, 31, 32, 33, 38, 

39, 85, 89 

Gao, Zhe 31, 36, 67, 71 



Garvey, Emilia 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 24, 25, 26, 32, 
97, 104, 112F, 114 

Garvey, John 6, 23, 26, 59, 62 
Garvey, Tess 11, 24, 31, 66, 67, 71, 128 
Gentry, Kim 37, 38 
Ghosh, Srnita 16, 22, 26, 28, 97, 105, 115 
Ginsburg, Zoe 7, 26, 28, 49, 72, 75, 90, 95 
Goel, Natalie 7, 14, 21, 23, 97, 104, 115, 125 
Goerne, Bradley 22, 23, 24, 27, 73 
Goldberg, Max 8, 31, 66, 67 
Goldwasser, Ellie 22, 32, 73, 77, 90 
Goldwasser, Molly 7, 14, 16, 21, 22, 40, 41, 85, 87, 

122, 130 
Goodall, Andrea 12, 23, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 

38, 52, 54, 55, 97, 105, 112G, 114 
Gaoler, Nick 22, 27, 28, 31, 44, 73 
Gottlieb-Graham, Nathaniel 73, 129 
Gratton, Caterina 22, 25, 26, 79, 81, 82 
Grayson, David 31, 44, 79, 81 
Green, Michael 6, 31, 32, 33, 42, 43, 79, 

83, 93, 130 
Grinols, Dan 28, 44, 97, 106, 114 
Griscom, Will 23, 24, 85, 131 
Gu, George 31, 67 
Guthrie, Pat 59 

Han, Lawrence 23, 27, 28, 85, 87 
Harris, Frances Jacobson 59 
Hasty, Bob 48 
Hauffe, Drew 31, 73, 74 
Hedeman, John 59, 62 
Hedin, Dan 17, 23, 24, 32, 78, 79 
Hertzog, Jacob 7, 32, 33, 84, 85, 94 
Hines, Melissa 6, 16, 27, 30, 46, 47, 97, 106, 115 

124 ~ 

Hopkins, Nathaniel 41 , 42 
Hughes, Karen 10, 26, 84, 85 
Hyun, Yoon-Jung 7, 22, 30, 31 , 32, 73, 90 

Imlay, Hannah 40, 79, 81 
Imlay, Leah 31 , 32, 36, 40, 67, 68 
Irfan, Roveiza 22, 25, 36, 67, 68 
Irfan, Umair 26, 28, 44, 79, 81 , 131 
Isard, Skye 48, 79, 82 
Isserman, Noah 21 , 23 , 26, 44, 45, 55, 85, 86 
Ito, Andrew 13, 28, 48, 50, 85, 87, 90, 92 
Ito, Hiroko 7, 22, 27, 59 
Ito, Traci 11, 13, 22, 23, 26, 28, 32, 52, 53, 

85, 92, 130, 131 
Ivanova, Alexandra 22, 27, 30, 73, 77 
Iversen, Derek 12, 21 , 22, 24, 26, 27, 32, 

97, 106, 115 
Iyer, Priya 17, 26, 28, 40, 79, 82, 122 

Jacobs, Daniel 8, 36, 42, 66, 67, 68, 91 , 128 
Jaxon, Beth 112F 
Jegadeesh, Naresh 7, 9, 25, 27, 28, 30, 97, 107, 114 
Jiang, Shang 22, 26, 27, 79 
Jockusch, Elizabeth 59 
Johnson, Alex 36, 67 
Johnson, Michelle 7, 22, 27, 31 , 73 

Kale, Atul 73, 90 
Kaplan, David 24, 26, 28, 31 , 85 
Kaplan, Rachel 24, 26, 31, 66, 68, 69, 



Keams, Rose 9, 10, 25, 26, 46, 47, 79 
Kim, Agatha 73, 77 
Kim, Jennifer 31 , 37, 73, 77 
kinney, Devin 13, 17, 20, 27, 50, 51 , 54, 97, 

107, 114, 126 6)6. 

Kinney, Hannah 7, 27, 28, 31 , 37, 49, 73, 90, 91 
Kitron, Tal 13, 16, 21 , 27, 44, 45 , 97, 107, 

112H, 115 
Klein, Sarah 7, 14, 23 , 26, 85, 130 
Kogut, Gabby 73 
Kory, Paul 31 , 84, 85, 86, 89 
Kory, Rose 23, 31 , 32, 68, 69, 70, 128 
Kovacs, Sue 6, 25, 59, 63 , 67, 92 
Kudeki, Mo 22, 29, 30, 31 , 68 
Kumar, Ashwin 23, 27, 30, 42, 43, 54, 85, 88, 130 
Kwon, Sung-Min 12, 17, 22, 24, 27 ," 31 , 32, 

48, 73, 74 

Lagoutchev, Kirill 73, 76 
Lau, JohnMark 8, 68, 70 
Laughlin, Rosemary 25, 59, 63 , 83, 112F, 125 
Lauterbur, Elise 84, 85, 89 
Leach, Melissa 22, 59 
Lee, Justin 9, 17, 22, 27, 32, 33, 93 , 97, 

108, 115, 127 
LeRoy, Ben 7, 31 , 32, 48, 74, 76, 90 
LeRoy, Sarah 11 , 31 , 32, 49, 72, 74, 75 , 90, 91 
LeSueur, Eric 16, 22, 42, 97, 108, 114, 125, 130 
Levin, Tera 14, 23 , 24, 32, 33, 37, 86, 88 
Levin, Toby 7, 9, 13, 15, 24, 25 , 26, 32, 33, 

95 , 97, 108, 112F, 114 
Lewis, Molly 9, 16, 24, 25, 46, 47, 97, 109, 

112F, 115 

Li, Bo 7, 23, 31, 48, 50, 86, 88, 131 
Li, John 17, 31, 44, 79 
Liang, Angelina 68, 70 
Liebersohn, Jack 22, 24, 44, 79, 129 
Linder, Suzanne 60, 62 
Lindsey, Ellen Coslet 60 
Liss, Alison 23, 74 
Liss, Caitlin 23, 74, 123 
Loots-Gollin, Cordelia 23 , 24, 25, 31 , 36, 68, 125 
Lopez, Lynda 23, 60 
Loschky, Althea 12, 24, 28, 29, 85, 86 
Loui, Eric 28, 31 , 48, 74, 129 
Lynch-Klarup, Erin 7, 22, 25, 29, 77, 86, 87, 89 



Machala, Pamela 25, 27, 31, 32, 33, 79, 81 
Main, Doug 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 21, 26, 27, 32, 50, 

51, 95, 97, 108, 109, 112F, 115, 126 
Majerus, Elizabeth 25, 60, 63 
Marshak, David 14, 27, 28, 44, 45, 50, 51, 55, 84, 

86, 90, 93 
Marshak, Emma 11, 32, 67, 68, 70, 71, 129 
Marshall, Natalie 38, 39 
Martinsek, David 36, 67, 68 
Martinsek, Ellen 14, 25, 32, 86, 89 
Mathy, Patricia 21, 25, 26, 27, 31, 46, 79, 94 
McConnaughay, Hannah 13, 26, 46, 47, 86, 89, 126 
Methven, Jeremiah 17, 28, 42, 74, 77 
Meyers, Maria 6, 37, 74 
Micele, Lisa 29, 60, 63 
Miller, Helen 12, 13, 16, 40, 52, 109, 112, 115 
Miller, Ruth 12, 13, 17, 21, 24, 25, 32, 40, 41, 52, 

53, 97, 110, 112G, 115 
Miller, Tim 7, 17, 44, 97, 110, 115 
Mitchell, Alex 9, 10, 13, 24, 26, 27, 97, 

110, 112F, 115 
Mitsuhashl-Acs, Yuki 12, 31, 48, 74, 94, 124 
Mobasseri, Sanaz 22, 26, 28, 29, 38, 39, 55, 97, 

111, 112F, 114 

Modica, Alisa 10, 17, 22, 25, 27, 30, 79, 90 
Monahan, Bob 9, 22, 24, 27, 30, 44, 85, 86, 

88, 91, 95 
Monahan, Hugh 7, 11, 32, 33, 44, 48, 74, 75, 90 
Morales-Dayle, Patrick 21, 27, 50, 51, 93, 97, 

111, 112H, 115, 126 
Morris, Patricia 60 
Moser, Daniel 24, 26, 28, 86 
Murdoch, Ann 46, 4 7, 80 
Murphy, Elizabeth 49 
Murphy, Kate 14, 16, 20, 23, 26. 29. 32, 33, 38, 

39, 52, 97, 111, 115, 126 D>tft. 
Murphy, Rebecca 53, 60 
Murphy, Rick 6, 24, 33, 60, 63, 69, 92 
Mynatt, Doug 42, 60 

Nakamura, Muneaki 85, 86 
Nakamura, Yuzuko 22, 27, 28, 31, 66, 68 
Nelson, Amirah 28, 31, 68, 71 
Nelson, Meredith 7, 22, 27, 31, 74, 76, 123 
Newman, Frances 22, 60 
Nguyen, Dean 31, 68, 69 
Nikolaeva, Dasha 26, 80, 81, 94 
Nilges, Tomasz 22, 27, 31, 7 4 

Olsen, Ben 13, 20, 28, 31, 32, 42, 97, 112, 
114, 131 lbdt-

Overstreet, Ty 9, 12, 13, 24, 25, 28, 97, 112, 114 

Padua, Amelia 22, 26, 28, 97, 112, 112H, 115 
Park, Justin 30, 36, 66, 68 
Paruchuri, Anu 15 
Patel, Meera 6, 20, 23, 25, 28, 40, 41, 80, 90, 122 



Peisker, Kate 22, 27, 31, 32, 80, 83 
Philipp, Andre 17, 72, 74, 76, 124, 131 
Philipp, Anthony 28, 86 
Pitt, Michael 22, 27, 68, 129 
Pleck, Dan 9, 12, 24, 25, 80, 83 
Pollock, Henry 6, 31, 32, 44, 45, 50, 51 , 54, 55, 

74, 90 
Polychronopoulos, Katerina 11, 22, 23, 26, 80 
Porreca, Dave 21, 60 
Pourmal, Sergei 68, 70, 90 
Powers, Ted 60 
Procha ka, Natalie 20, 52, 53, 54, 80 dr;)G. 
Proctor, Hillary 3 7, 72, 7 4 
Purkayastha, Shruti 6, 31, 32, 66, 68 

Qi, Tianyu 28, 31, 42, 80, 82 
Quirk, Maggie 6, 7, 22, 26, 31, 37, 49, 55, 74, 

75, 90, 91 

Rashid, Suraiya 7, 11, 23, 26, 27, 40, 85, 86, 88, 
122, 126 

Ratcliffe, Robert 44, 48, 75, 90 
Reeves, Galen 14 
Renner, Al 28, 36, 66, 69, 90 
Renner, Andy 13, 28, 44, 50, 75, 76, 90 
Reutter, Kathleen 21, 24, 25, 27, 78, 80, 83 
Rich, Max 29, 31, 36, 69 
Ridenour, Barbara 26, 61 
Robinson, Abraham 75, 122 
Robinson, Robbie 31, 36, 42, 67, 69, 71 
Rockett, Ellen 23, 24, 29, 32, 66, 69, 128 
Roginsky, Greg 31, 75 
Ross, Jocelyn 7, 12, 14, 17, 23, 46, 47, 92, 97, 

112A, 112F, 112H, 115 
Ross, Val 21, 22, 25, 46, 47, 55, 80, 92 

last but not leastl 
Love. EAM and M
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Roth, Casey 31, 49, 75 
Roth, Noam 22, 29, 32, 66, 69, 70, 128 
Russell, Craig 12, 25, 61 

Saied, Ayesha 31, 73, 75, 124 
Sa1ov, Victor 8, 11 , 26, 29, 31, 69, 128 
Sandretto, Rachel 86, 89 
Sands, Ben 17, 75 , 77, 124 
Sapp, Ben 14 
Sapp, John 44, 80, 81, 131 
Savignac, Mark 42, 79, 80, 91 
Schein, Howie 46, 4 7 
Schein, Stevie 7, 17, 30, 32, 33, 46, 80, 82, 92, 94 
Schiel, Matt 15 
Schiller, Lucy 8, 67, 69 
Schnuer, Max 9, 80, 83 
Schwenk, Kelly 7, 9, 12, 23, 24, 30, 32, 86, 89, 92 
Seth, Andy 44, 48, 80 
Sha, Emily 23, 46, 47, 73, 75 
Shanks, Anna 12, 24, 97, 112A, 114 
Sheikh, Nafisah 23, 31, 32, 86 
Shenk, Eli Otto 17, 25, 27, 31, 78, 81, 82 
Shih, Gerry 21 , 32, 44, 45, 81, 83, 95 
Shriver, Runelle 61 
Simpson, Shawn 11, 40, 41, 54, 94, 112A, 115 
Sims, Ben 8, 36, 66, 67, 68, 69, 91 
Sims, David 13, 24, 25, 30, 31, 32, 33, 97, 

112B, 114 
Slichter, David 16, 31, 32, 33, 42, 43, 87, 

125, 129, 130 
Sligar, Sara 8, 23, 24, 32, 66, 69, 128 
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Smith, Greg 61 
Smith, Katie 12, 13, 16, 20, 26, 29, 31, 32, 33, 46, 

47, 49, 52, 97, 112B, 114 abtfl. 
Smith, Molly 7, 11, 26, 30, 31, 52, 53, 75 , 77, 90 
Smith, Nick 7, 12, 24, 27, 44, 50, 55, 87, 

94, 129, 130 
Smith, Rachel 12. 20, 24, 52, 97, 112B, 112F, 

115, 130 a»a
Smith, Sam 26, 61, 63 
Smith, Sara 11, 14, 23, 24, 32, 86, 87, 89, 90, 92 
Smyth, Sam 31, 36, 42, 69, 70, 91 
Snir, Batia 8, 23, 24, 31, 69 
Snyder, Hannah 30, 31, 40, 69, 131 
Socie, Michael 28, 31, 32, 48, 81 
Salter, Ravi 44, 45, 79, 81, 82 . 
Sonka, Teresa 26, 32, 40, 41, 55, 79, 81 
Soong, Lillian 28, 31, 36, 69, 70, 93, 128 
Spelke, Dawn 37, 49, 75 
Steinberg, Sasha 10, 22, 25, 32, 80, 81 
Stolarsky, David 6, 81 
Stone, David 6, 61 
Stynchula, Pamela 61 
Sudharshan, Amit 24, 27, 48, 50, 51, 92, 97, 

112C, 112G, 115, 129 
Sudharshan, Sangita 7, 22, 27, 28, 52, 53, 

87, 92, 126 
Sun, Frances 17, 22, 24, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 

46, 47, 87 
Suslick, Adele 7, 23, 29, 61, 62 
Sutton, Bill 16, 28, 61 
Sutton, Matt 13, 17, 24, 26, 27, 50, 51, 55, 

87, 89, 90 
Suzuki, Kazuko 61 
Swiech, Maciek 8, 22, 27, 29, 31, 69, 71 
Sylvia, Madeline 11, 32, 38, 39, 54, 87, 88, 90, 91 

Uzoaru, Ike 6, 31, 69 

Vaidya, Mukta 21, 22, 40, 81, 82, 131 
Van Buren, Leslie 14, 22, 25, 26, 85, 87, 92, 131 
VanKim, Nicole 28, 94, 97, 112C, 114 
Vaughn, Billy 61 
Vuong, Triet 44, 81 

Wah, Catherine 21, 26, 27, 30, 40, 49, 81, 83 
Wah, Elaine 21, 25, 26, 40, 41, 49, 81 
Walczewski, Sarah 31, 32, 37, 38, 87 
Walker, Sally 62, 63 
Walsh, Emily 7, 23, 24, 26, 46, 47, 49, 78, 81 
Walsh, Rachel 15 
Wang, Angela 12, 24, 95, 97, 112C, 114 
Wang, Jie 12, 22, 24, 28, 29, 97, 112D, 112G, 115 
Wauthier, Connie 13, 22, 26, 28, 97, 112D, 

112G, 112H, 115, 126 
Weilmuenster, Paul 6, 23, 62 
Weinberg, Ma'ayan 17, 46, 47, 55, 81, 94 
Weissman, Jonathan 44, 45, 87 
Wentling, Kimmy 9, 30, 40, 81, 131 
Wickens, Chris 36 



Wiegel, Josephine 74, 75 
Wingo, Lauren 75, 95, 124 
Wisseman, Nick 48 
Wraight, Sebastian 24, 28, 44, 48, 85, 87, 90 
Wysocki, Barbara 6, 12, 26, 27, 62 

Yannelis, Costi 28, 85, 87, 89, 128 
Yates-White, Mark 75, 80 
York, Maurice 61 

Zaghloul, Farid 27, 31, 69, 70 
Zech, John 22, 25, 30, 97, 112D, 114 
Zhao, Yang 48, 75, 92 
Zodhiates, Alexandra 13, 16, 17, 22, 23, 40, 41, 

97, 112E, 112G, 115, 122 
Zukoski, Andrew 42, 75, 76 
Zuo, Daniel 27, 31, 75 
Zych, Maria 12, 28, 29, 97, 112E, 112H, 114 
Zych, Noah 12, 16, 20, 26, 27, 30, 44, 97, 

112E, 114, 126 lbttJ. 
Zych, Veronica 7, 16, 27, 32, 38, 39, 52, 53, 

54, 87, 94, 130 



(l-r, t-b) Stephen looks disdainfully at his 
yogurt; Guy looks resentfully at Slichter after 
he gets the last pieces of pizza; Nick and 
Veronica share a coat; Varun and Ashwin s 
display of PDA prompts Mrs. Kovacs to send 
one of her 'spring fever' emails; twins Traci 
and Nicole show off their ties; Rachel displays 
the lifting power of that fuzzy thing around 
her neck; Sarah Klein waves; Michael displays 
his festive spirit week attire. 

130 lblfl. 



(l-r, t-b) Laura thinks Bo Ii is the biggest stud; 
Mukta prepares to tell off the camera person; 
Kimmy uses Anita s head as a doorstop; John 
Sapp works on his flowcharts in the kitchen; 
Hannah Snyder is shocked by Varun and 
Ashwin s flagrant smooching; Balint reverses 
the roles of photographer and photographee; 
heres proof for Leslie s teachers that she 
DOES study; Will reads the DI and polishes 
off his canoli; Ben dominates the stairwell; 
Andre is exhausted from the pressures of 
freshman life. 

..a. 131 
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Devin 

So, v.-e \twisbecl ibe tear\,oo\. Wottoo 
sha\\; eb? W s \eew ~uw ~ a <tfea:t ~ 
rears 0~ ~rene~, ~ Mostlt bard 
~r\. r d li\e to~ ibe editor sta~~ 
~or stic.\i~ ~is \,oo\ ovt ~ Ma\i~ it 
so daMw pretty! Jwt ieac.bers v.'bo've 
Made Me wise \eto~ Mf tears. Also, Mf 

~~i1t P Mf <tfa:titude, ~so Muc.b ~or 
~is rea\,oo\, ~~or ~is rear~ pre
pari~ ~or G011~. last o~t Mr. lees let 
~or \ei~ a <tfea:t \as\e\\.a11 GOat.b, 
tear\,oo\ ieac.ber ~slave driver. 
~to evert owe, it's \eew ~uw. 
IJ~I\/t:C~ITV II 11M I ''""'"" • .... u 
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II] 
Walsworth Publishing Company 
306 North Kansas Avenue I MarceHne, Missouri 64658 USA 







(l-r, t-b ): New Stud Co president Bob 
Monahan assumes grilling duties; 
Maria, Andrea and David flash picture
perfect smiles for the camera; Noam, 
Emily, and Batia share a laugh; Stevie 
and Jacob exchange yearbooks; Traci 
takes a break while Roxanne figures out 
what to write in her yearbook; Andreas 
excited about getting Stichter's signa
ture; Kyle is happy now that school's 
over; Anna and Betsy hard at work col
lecting money for soccer t-shirts; 
Laura, Emily, and lie smile pretty; Ray 
can barely contain his excitement to 
bite into his hamburger. 
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Monday May 28, 2002 Utter joy, relief, and pandamonium 
erupted as the fmal bell sounded on May 
28. Teachers and students alike could be 
found beaming; halls were strewn with 
papers; a tower of couches took up the 
lounge, and there were plenty of hugs 
and smiles to go around as the 2001-
2002 school year came to a memorable 
close. 

(l-r, t-b): Kate and Abby take in the last 
moments of high school; Atherton can't 
believe he's done; Chins anticipation 
of the final bell keeps him moving; 
Devin and Patrick share a tender mo
ment; utter and total chaos breaks out 
in the lounge; Natalie and Alex beam 
lfor the camera; Sanaz gets to work sign
ing yearbooks; Tal affectionately wipes 
off a pencil smudge from Noah's chin; 
Smiling seniors cram in the lounge as 
the last bell rings. 
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As the 2001-2002 school year came to a close,Uni said goodbye to three of its angels: Frances 
Newman, Barbara Wysocki, and Carol Castellon, who took with them not only a combined 
forty-five years of teaching experience at Uni, but the love, admiration, and respect of both 
past and present students and colleagues. Each was honored individually at the end of the 
year Awards Ceremony on May 21 with a slideshow of both recent and old pictures, and then 
given a chance to say a few words. All three women gave heartfelt speeches highlighting 
their experiences at Uni, and sharing some final words of wisdom. A reception honoring 
their accomplishments followed the Awards Ceremony. Complete with cake, laughs, recol
lections, and tears, Uni bid adieu to three of its most treasured teachers, colleagues, and 
most of all, friends. 

2002 School Awards 
The following is a selection of awards which were presented 
during the 2002 Awards Assembly in the U of I Union: 

Kiwanis Vic Shaul Award: ............................. Kate Murphy 
Tom Jolly Spirit ofUni Award: ...................... Noah Zych 
Philip Anderson Award: ................................ Jocelyn Ross 
Emma Koenker Foriegn Lang. Award: ........•.. Jie Wang 
Chris Bannister Award: ................................. David Sinls 
lllinois Science Teachers Assoc. Award: .......... Jie Wang 
Junior League of C-U Award: ..... w .................. Melissa Hines 
Bausch and Lomb Science Award: ................. Tera Levin 
Ella Leppert Award: ................................... Elizabeth Jockusch 

Frances Newman 
Wylde Q. Chicken Award: ............•.........•••.... Jonathon Climer & Co. 
June MaokAward: ...............•........................ Metissa Hines 
Priocipal 's Award: ......................................... At:kl.rea <Jc:xxJa1l 
Stu.cletlt of tile Year: ......................................... J<>lut z.ecb.' 
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The Uni High baseball team had a sea
son full of hard work and persever
ance. For the second straight year, the 
team played without a home field of 
their own, having to travel to Rantoul 
for their home games at the K of C 
field and practice where they could find 
a field. The boys (2-6) defeated Judah 
Christian and St. Thomas More. The 
team's victory over Judah Christian 
was a morale-booster for the guys, 
who up until then had lost all of their 
games. Among other highlights against 
Judah, senior Ben Olsen hit a home 
run and fellow senior Devin Kinney 
received both pitching wins of the sea
son. First-year Head Coach Bill Sutton 
commented that the team will defi
nitely miss Senior Noah Zych, who 
as captain, solid hitter and catcher, led 
the team by example, but feels there is 
a "solid nucleus to build on this [up
coming] season." 

(l-r, t-b ): Noah looks like he should be in 
a Gatorade commercial; Andy picks his 
pitch to drive to left field; Matt 
demonstrates the hook slide to elude the 
catchers tag; Hugh, Matt, and Devin 
look stoic as they wait at the bench. 
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(1-r. t-b) :Assistant Coach Bob Hasty, Devin Kinney, Ben LeRoy, Robert Ratclift Noah 
Zych (captain), Ben Olsen, Matt Sutton, Head Coach Bill Sutton, Andre Phillip, Tobin 
Bettivia, David Stolarsky, Henry Pollock, Ant& Seth, Hugh Monahan, Andy Renner. 



(l-r, t-b) Rachel Smith, Veronica Zych, Molly Smith, Kate Murphy, Joanna Cranston, 
Andrea Goodall, Stephanie Crofts, Kate Causeman, Erin Bazar, Madeline Sylvia, Elaine 
Wah, Emily Walsh, Hannah Kinney, Pamela Machala, Patricia Mathy, Mukta Vaidya, 
Laura Eckstein, Emily Climer, Catherine Wah, Caterina Gratton, Dawn Spel/,e, Anna 
Abrams, Teresa Sonka, Tiffany Cox, Emily Sha, Leslie Van Buren, Coach Bill DeJarnette, 
Crystal Chiang, Nicole VanKim, Sangita Sudharshan, Sarah Walczewski, Sara Smith, 
Maggie Quirk, Sarah Klein, Betsy Domer, Suraiya Rashid, Erin Lynch-Klarup. [Not 
pictured: Sarah Bial, Dasha Nikolaeva] 

The third time really was a charm 
when Coach Bill DeJarnette re
turned to coach the girls' soccer 
team for what would be his final 
season. The team ended their awe
some season with a record of 8-8-
2, the best record yet for the team. 
Led by a slew of experienced se
nior ladies, the team defeated 
Monticello in the Regionals play
in game, featuring (for the first 
time) Veronica Zych as left-mid, 
Sangita Sudharshan as goalie, and 
Teresa Sonka as sweeper. How
ever, they lost to Central in the first 
round in a well-played game. 

(1-r, t-b ): Kate gets all tangled up while 
trying to get the ball; Teresa succumbs 
to dancing with the Decatur St. Theresa 
girl before running to the ball; Andrea 
quickly teaches her defender the basics 
berfore crossing the ball to a teammate; 
Cranny leads the team in a final huddle 
before taking the field, 1 ... 2 ... 3 ... 
TEAM! 
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2002 proved to be a successful 
year for the Girls' Track team. 
With a crew of new assistant 
coaches (Alex, Meg, and Laura) 
to help out Head Coach Doug 
Mynatt and team captains Ruth 
Miller and Alexandra Zodhiates, 
they worked hard throughout the 
year and had four people go to the 
state meet. As members of the 
3200 meter relay team, Ruth 
Miller, Alexandra Zodhiates, 
Nicole Betenia, and Clarabelle 
De Vries took the trip to Charles
ton to run on the bright blue track. 
De Vries also qualified in the 800 
meter run. Also notable were the 
records broken in field events. Se
nior Nicola Bunick broke the 
school triple jump record early on 
in the season, and then freshman 
Ellie Goldwasser broke it again 
midway through the season with 
a jump of 31 114 inches. 

(l-r, t-b): Shawn smokes the 2 mile; HI 
rounds the corner; Newcomer Connie 
smiles because she likes running track; 
Nicola clears the last hurdle with a look 
of determination. 
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(l-r, t-b ): Asst. Coach Alex Sansone, Asst. Coach Meg Zebielski, Ellie Goldwasser, Nicola 
Bunick, Katie Smith, Molly Goldwasser, Maddy Brechin, Helen Miller, Shawn Simpson, Ruth 
Miller, Agatha Kim, Head Coach Doug Mynatt, Asst. Coach Laura Fitzgerald, Hannah Burgess, 
Alexandra Zodhiates, Connie Wauthier, Alexandra Ivanova, Ellen Martinsek , Hannah Imlay, 
Nicole Betenia, Molly Lewis. 



(l-r, t-b ): Asst. Coach Meg Zabielski, Ben Olsen, Max Beshers, Drew Hauffe, Terence 
Crofts, Chris Breault, Jeremiah Methven, Costi Yannelis, Nick Smith, David Slichter, 
Eugene Ashton-Gonzalez, Nick Gooier, Marc Savignac, Tianyu Qi, Tim Miller, Andrew 
Zukoski, Ethan Chew, Head Coach Doug Mynatt, Asst. Coach Laura Fitzgerald, Sung
Min Kwon, Michael Green, Eric LeSueur, John Sapp, Daniel Zuo, Eric Barr, Triet Vuong, 
Kirill Lagoutchev, Asst. Coach Alex Sansone. 

The Boys' started off a great season 
with several new runners and some 
experienced veterans. The new 
coaching staff of Alex Sansone, Meg 
Zabielski, and Laura Fitzgerald be
hind Doug Mynatt pushed the team 
to their limits, making it one of the 
most memorable seasons in recent 
years. Season highlights include 
Nick Smith's triple jumps, the strong 
4X800 team, and David Stichter's 
frrst time appearance at state in the 
800. The Boys' are looking forward 
to another strong season in 2003. 

( 1-r, t-b ): The anguish on his 
opponent 's fa ce proves that Drew is 
giving it all he 's got; Guy pushes it, 
holding up the end of his relay with 
his eyes set on the finish line; Tim sets 
his sights on the Unity runner; Slichter 
runs like there's no tomorrow. 
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... C-U Forecast for Saturday May 11, 2002: Chance of 

(l-r, t-b ): Merf and Doug discuss what to 
do now; Ashwin is depressed about the 
race getting rained out; Mr. Russell is all 
prepared in his state-of-the-art poncho; 
Derek utilizes Tal during a rigorious pre
race stretch; Eugene is ... himself soggy 
box head; Al 's angry now that everyone 
else got out of the SK too; the walkers 
get off to a brisk start only to be called 
back during the first lap. 
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SPRING CONCERT 2002 

(l-r, t-b ): Members of Chorus wait 
around to warm up before the start of 
the concert; David is all tuned up for 
the big night; We catch Sara, Emma, 
Justin and Shruti mid-song; Alyssa and 
Ellen Rockett belt it out; Sims asesses 
the situation; Melinda beams after a 
good performance; Hannah and Bo 
chill with their violins. 
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This year's spring play was Thorton 
Wilder's The Matchmaker. Set in 
New York in the 1890's, it is about 
the adventures that ensue and the 
things people do for love, whether 
you're the rich, successful,strict 
bussinessman Horace Vandergelder 
(Alex Mitchell), his young and hope
lessly-in-love neice Ermengarde 
(Kelly Schwenk), his two inexperi
enced and naive store clerks 
Cornelius Hackl (Bob Monahan) and 
Barnaby (Sasha Steinberg), two 
young women Irene (Hannah 
McConnaughay) and Minnie Fae 
(Rose Keams) who are frustrated by 
the mundaneness of working in a hat 
store,or the matchmaker herself 
(Rivkah Cooke) who realizes she is 
ready to find a match of her own. 

All in all The Matchmaker was a 
huge success, leaving its audi
ence contented and amused, and 
prompting some to come back for 
an encore. 

(l-r, t-b ): Bob and Sasha have a conver
sation about girls; Ty and Dan, dazed and 
confused, take a break after a long night; 
Rivkah shares a secret with Sasha; 
Naresh gets Alex ready for a night out on 
the town; Johnny and Kelly dream of 
eloping; Bob, Hannah, Rose, and Sasha 
lean in; Slichter makes the best entrance 
of the night; Rivkah and Alex share a mo
ment. 
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This year's Big Show, just as in 
years past, was a huge success. 
What made it even more impres
sive was the fact that the cast had 
only three weeks --the shortest 
deadline in Big Show history. De
spite this, the cast managed to put 
together a memorable show, suc
cessfully integrating technology 
into its TV theme. Directed by 
Alex Mitchell and Ty Overstreet, 
highlights included a first time 
apperance by Mrs. Kovacs, the 
debut of tons of new seniors, DVD 
video skits, and the always classic 
"Mr. B. Storytime." In the end 
teachers and students alike flocked 
to the North Attic which resulted 
in several hundreds of dollars be
ing raised for charity and X-week 
starting off with a bang. 

(l-r, t-b ): Smita and the handbook save 
the day as Jonathon and Val realize what 
they're wearing; Grinols can 't bear the 
sight of Natalie's ratty hair; welcome to 
cooking with Julia ... Doctor Alex 
encounters a few problems while taking 
Rivkah 's blood pressure; Mr. B 
enlightens everyone with his annual 
story; Naresh, aka the Count, is a little 
too eager for Anita s liking on Sesame 
Street; the devil gets a little too close to 
Sasha. 
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(l-r, t-b ): Flynn waits anxiously for his 
quality street vendor NYC hot dog; Feel
ing the love at Madison Square Garden; 
Who's up for a little ice skating? Not this 
group ... ; the gang enjoys dinner at one 
of the millions of pizza parlors; all Ben 
Sus lick needs is one of his video games 
to get him through the 36 hour train ride; 
the girls try not to fall off the rock while 
they get their picture taken in Central 
Park. 
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This spring the seniors took off for their trip to New York City. They 
stayed in a hostel and after three days packed with Broadway, shop
ping and pizza parlors, the group was tired but not ready to leave. 
Activites included a trip to Ground Zero, shopping in Soho, and a visit 
to Central Park. 



On May 29, 2002, 58 seniors gath
ered in the first floor hallway for 
the much beloved Senior Supper. 
Traditions included being served 
a fancy meal by the faculty, mak
ing toasts, signing each others 
yearbooks, and of course leaving 
their mark in the form of colorful 
handprints on the walls of the 
lounge. As evidenced from the 
smiling faces, a good, memorable 
time was had by all as they 
watched their Uni High Careers 
came to a close. 

(l-r, t-b ): Doug, Flynn, and Amelia are 
picture perfect; Abby and Maria take a 
break from signing each others 
yearbuoks to smile for the camera; 
Nicola reacts to a comment made 
during her toast; Joanna, Anna, and 
Melissa seem to be enjoying themselves; 
Ben and Chin, as suave as ever; smiling 
seniors gleefully sign yearbooks; more 
smiles at the front entrance; Peter, 
Noah, Doug, and Tal get close; Smita, 
Alexandra, and Nicola ; Katie and 
Connie demonstrate the proper way to 
eat pasta. 
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Prom .2002, "What A Wonderful World", was held on May 18th at the Urbana 
Country Club. The evening was full of events, including a bus ride, the crown
ing of prom king, queen, prince, and princess, and even the occasional 
smokebomb. Peter Fahrner and Stephanie Crofts were Prom King and Queen, 
and Matt Sutton and Suraiya Rashid were Prince and Princess. 



Opposite page (l-r, t-b ): Stephanie 
and Peter rule over their Uni Prom 
kingdom; Nicole and Balint take a 
break from the dance floor; Sara and 
Maddie enjoy the most magical night 
of their high school careers; the boys 
are so GQ in their formal wear. This 
page: A nice pre-prom dinner with 
David and Andrea; Guy and Nicola 
haven't had this much fun on a 
school bus since 6th grade; Katie 
and John are pumped for the "ride" 
of their lives; Paul's all ready with 
his limo and his lovely ladies; Sarah 
and Veronica haven't been this 
dressed up since they tried out for 
American Idol. 
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On June 1st, 2002, at 3:00 
pm, 60 senior students from 
University Laboratory High 
School started their com
mencement ceremony: the 
culmination of the last five 
years of their lives and the be
ginning of the journey to 

overcome the 
next un-
known in 
their paths. 
The cer
emonybegan 
with the stu-
dents sitting at the front of the Tryon Festival Theatre in 
the Krannert Center for the Performing Arts. As David Sims 

(1-r,t-b ): Joined by the occasional underclassman, 
the Graduation Choir say farewell in their own 
musical way; Noah thinks, "I'm outta here!!;" 
the class as they wave their light up fish in the air; 
Snazzy, Smita, and Andy in robe; the class during 
Mrs. Laughlin's commencement address; Maria
-and those shoes! ; Connie and Flynn one last time; 
Balint smiling after he gets his diploma; the 
graduates as they exit up the stairs; Melissa, 
Stephanie, Jocelyn, Katie, Abby, and Molly say 
goodbye .. .for now. 

began the welcoming speech, the restless 
fidgeting and rustling of papers ceased, and 
the dull roar of voices quieted. The students 
started to reflect upon their careers at Uni 
High and ponder what course their lives 
would take in the future. The next to wish 
the graduates farewell was the Graduation 
Choir, led by Rick Murphy. Marilyn Bant then 

'uni' -luminated the class of 
2002 with light up plastic fish. 
Mrs. Laughlin gave a wonder
ful farewell speech, sharing 
small anecdotes of each stud
ent with the assembly of par
ents, friends, and families. 
The class of 2002 then re
ceived their diplomas and as 

the graduates made their way back up the steps, they left their 
seats vacant for the onlookers to contemplate the symbol of 
yet another group moving on to new beginnings; perhaps not 
burning old bridges, but certainly on their way to building new 
ones. 

By 
Natalie 

Prochaska 
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